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NOTICE OF ADOPTED AMENDMENT 

01/22/2009 

TO: Subscribers to Notice of Adopted Plan 
or Land Use Regulation Amendments 

FROM Mara Ulloa, Plan Amendment Program Specialist 

SUBJECT. City of Canby Plan Amendment 
DLCD File Number 004-08 

The Department of Land Conservation and Development (DLCD) received the attached notice of adoption. 
Due to the size of amended material submitted, a complete copy has not been attached. A Copy of the 
adopted plan amendment is available for review at the DLCD office in Salem and the local government 
office. 

Appeal Procedures* 

DLCD ACKNOWLEDGMENT or DEADLINE TO APPEAL: Monday, February 09, 2009 

This amendment was submitted to DLCD for review prior to adoption with less than the required 45-day 
notice. Pursuant to ORS 197.830(2)(b) only persons who participated in the local government proceedings 
leading to adoption of the amendment are eligible to appeal this decision to the Land Use Board of 
Appeals (LUBA). 

If you wish to appeal, you must file a notice of intent to appeal with the Land Use Board of Appeals 
(LUBA) no later than 21 days from the date the decision was mailed to you by the local government. If 
you have questions, check with the local government to determine the appeal deadline. Copies of the 
notice of intent to appeal must be served upon the local government and others who received written notice 
of the final decision from the local government. The notice of intent to appeal must be served and filed in 
the form and manner prescribed by LUBA, (OAR Chapter 661, Division 10). Please call LUBA at 
503-373-1265 if you have questions about appeal procedures. 

*NOTE: THE APPEAL DEADLINE IS BASED UPON THE DATE THE DECISION WAS 
MAILED BY LOCAL GOVERNMENT. A DECISION MAY HAVE BEEN MAILED 
TO YOU ON A DIFFERENT DATE THAT IT WAS MAILED TO DLCD. AS A 
RESULT, YOUR APPEAL DEADLINE MAY BE EARLIER THAN THE ABOVE 
DATE SPECIFIED. 

Cc: Melissa Hardy, City of Canby 
Gloria Gardiner, DLCD Urban Planning Specialist 
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2 DLCD 
Notice of Adoption 

THIS FORM MUST BE MAILED TO DLCD 
WITHIN 5 WORKING DAYS AFTER THE FINAL DECISION 

PER ORS 197.610, OAR CHAPTER 660 - DIVISION 18 

LJ In person • electronic ¡ J mailed 

f DEPTOF 
JAM 2 1 2009 

LAND CONSERVATION 
m ^ X f Ä ^ N T 

Jurisdiction: CityofCanby Local file number: TA-08-04 
Date of Adoption: 12/17/2008 Date Mailed: 1/13/2009 

Was a Notice of Proposed Amendment (Form 1) mailed to DLCD? YesDate: 12/8/2008 
• Comprehensive Plan Text Amendment • Comprehensive Plan Map Amendment 

IKI Land Use Regulation Amendment • Zoning Map Amendment 

• New Land Use Regulation • Other: 

Summarize the adopted amendment. Do not use technical terms. Do not write "See Attached". 

Amendment to the Canby Land Development and Planning Ordinance (Title 16) for the purpose of amending 
Canby's sign regulations. 

Does the Adoption differ from proposal? No, no explaination is necessary 

Plan Map Changed from: to: 

Zone Map Changed from: to: 

Location: Amendment affects entire City Acres Involved: 

Specify Density: Previous: New: 

Applicable statewide planning goals: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • G 
Was an Exception Adopted? • YES Ê3 NO 

Did DLCD receive a Notice of Proposed Amendment... 

45-days prior to first evidentiary hearing? • Yes No 
If no, do the statewide planning goals apply? • Yes [X] No 
If no, did Emergency Circumstances require immediate adoption? IE1 Yes • No 



DLCD file No. 
Please list all affected State or Federal Agencies, Local Governments or Special Districts: 

Local Contact: Melissa Hardy, Associate Planner 
Address: P.O. Box 930 

City: Canby Zip: 97013-

Phone: (503) 266-7001 Extension: 262 
Fax Number: 503-266-1574 

E-mail Address: hardym@ci.canby.or.us 

ADOPTION SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS 
This form must be mailed to DLCD within 5 working days after the final decision 

per ORS 197.610, OAR Chapter 660 - Division 18. 

1 Send this Form and TWO Complete Copies (documents and maps) of the Adopted Amendment to: 

ATTENTION: PLAN AMENDMENT SPECIALIST 
DEPARTMENT OF LAND CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT 

635 CAPITOL STREET NE, SUITE 150 
SALEM, OREGON 97301-2540 

2. Electronic Submittals: At least one hard copy must be sent by mail or in person, but you may also submit 
an electronic copy, by either email or FTP. You may connect to this address to FTP proposals and 
adoptions: webserver.lcd.state.or.us. To obtain our Username and password for FTP, call Mara Ulloa at 
503-373-0050 extension 238, or by emailing mara.ulloa@state.or.us, 

3 Please Note: Adopted materials must be sent to DLCD not later than FTVE (5) working days 
following the date of the final decision on the amendment. 

4. Submittal of this Notice of Adoption must include the text of the amendment plus adopted findings 
and supplementary information. 

5 The deadline to appeal will not be extended if you submit this notice of adoption within five working 
days of the final decision. Appeals to LUBA may be filed within TWENTY-ONE (21) days of the date, 
the Notice of Adoption is sent to DLCD. 

6. In addition to sending the Notice of Adoption to DLCD, you must notify persons who 
participated in the local hearing and requested notice of the final decision. 

7. Need More Copies? You can now access these forms online at http://www.lcd.state.or.us/. Please 
print on 8-1/2x11 green paper only. You may also call the DLCD Office at (503) 373-0050; or Fax 
your request to: (503) 378-5518; or Email your request to mara.ulloa@state.or.us - ATTENTION: 
PLAN AMENDMENT SPECIALIST. 

mailto:hardym@ci.canby.or.us
mailto:mara.ulloa@state.or.us
http://www.lcd.state.or.us/
mailto:mara.ulloa@state.or.us


ORDINANCE NO. 1299 

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CANBY MUNICIPAL CODE CHAPTERS 16.04, 
16.35,16.42,16.52,16.53, AND 16.89 FOR THE PURPOSE OF AMENDING SIGN 
REGULATIONS. 

WHEREAS, the City of Canby initiated an application (application no. TA-08-04) 
for an amendment to the text of Title 16 for the purpose of amending Canby's sign codes; and 

WHEREAS, City's Economic Development Manager formed and worked with a 
citizen committee to create a recommendation for amending Canby's sign codes; and 

WHEREAS, the Planning Commission held a public hearing concerning the text 
amendment application on November 24,2008, and based on their determination that the 
proposed amendment met all required approval criteria, voted 5-0 to forward a 
recommendation of approval to City Council; and 

WHEREAS, the City Council received the text amendment application and 
Planning Commission recommendation for their consideration on December 03,2008, and 
voted to approve Text Amendment No. TA 08-04 as presented, based on the findings in 
the Council staff report, and directed staff to present Council with an ordinance for 
adoption; and 

WHEREAS, this ordinance is for the purpose of codifying Text Amendment No. 
TA 08-04 into law, a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit A and by this reference 
incorporated herein; now therefore, 

THE CITY OF CANBY ORDAINS AS FOLLOWS: 

Title 16 of the Canby Municipal Code, otherwise known as the "Land Development 
and Planning Ordinance of the City of Canby", is amended as set forth in the attached 
Exhibit A. 
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SUBMITTED to the Canby City Council and read the first time at a regular 
meeting therefore on Wednesday, December 03,2008, and ordered posted in three (3) 
public and conspicuous places in the City of Canby as specified in tie Canby City Charter 
and scheduled for second reading before the City Council for final reading and action at a 
regular meeting thereof on Wednesday, December 17,2008, commencing at the hour of 
7:30 pm at the Council Meeting Chambers located at 155 N.W. 2nd Avenue, Canby, 
Oregon. 

Kimberly Scheafer, <£ MC 

PASSED on second and final reading by the Canby City Council at a regular 
meeting thereof on the 17th of December, 2008, by the following vote: 

YEAS k NAYS 0 

ar^ 
Melody Thompson, Mayor 

ATTEST: 

Kimberly Scheafer, C 
City Recorder Pro-Tem 
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M E M O R A N D U M 

TO: 
FROM: 
THROUGH: 
DATE: 
RE: 

December 03, 2008 
Ordinance No. 1299 - AN ORDINANCE AMENDING TITLE 16 OF 
THE CANBY MUNICIPAL CODE FOR THE PURPOSE OF 
AMENDING SIGN STANDARDS; AMENDING CMC CHAPTERS 16.04, 
16.35,16.42,16.52,16.53, and 16.89. (TA 08-04) 

Mark C. Adcock, City Administrator 

Honorable Mayor Thompson and City Council 
Melissa Hardy, Associate Planner 

Summary 
Attached is Ordinance No. 1299, which amends Title 16 of the Canby Municipal Code (CMC); 
Specifically amending CMC Chapters 16.04,16.35,16.42,16.52, 16.53, and 16.89, for the 
purpose of enacting Text Amendment No. TA 08-04. 

Recommendation 
Staff recommends that the City Council pass Ordinance No. 1299, attached hereto as Attachment 1. 

Recommended Motion: "I move that the City Council approve Ordinance No. 1299 on first 
reading, and pass the ordinance to second reading." 

Background 
Text Amendment No. TA 08-04 originated out of recommendations from an ad-hoc task force 
that was formed in 2007 to create recommendations for new development standards for 
downtown Canby. One of the recommendations that came out of the task force was to update the 
city's sign standards as a project separate from drafting the new development standards for 
downtown Canby. 

The Canby Urban Renewal Agency provided funding to hire a consulting team of Cogan Owens 
Cogan and SERA Architects, led by Matt Hastie, to work with a citizen committee and create a 
recommendation for new Canby sign codes. The citizen committee met with die consultant and 
with City Staff over die course of approximately six months. The consultant also held a 
workshop for the Planning Commission on October 27,2008. These meetings resulted in the 
text amendment application. 
Planning Commission held a public hearing concerning the text amendment application on 
November 24,2008. Notice of the public hearing was published in the November 19,2008, 
Canby Herald. Matt Hastie presented the proposal to Planning Commission. Rennie Baskett, 
manager of the local Walgreens store, spoke in favor of the text amendment. Gordon Root, a 
member of the citizen committee that worked on the amendment proposal, spoke in favor of the 
text amendment. The Planning Commission closed the public hearing on November 24,2008, 
and voted 5-0 to forward a recommendation of approval to City Council. City Council then 
received the application for consideration at their regularly scheduled meeting on December 03, 



2008. The City Council approved Text Amendment TA 08-04 as presented, and directed staff to 
present Council with an ordinance for adoption. 

Alternatives 
1. The City Council may vote not to pass Ordinance No. 1299, in which case CMC Chapters 

16.04, 16.35,16.42,16.52,16.53, and 16.89 will remain unchanged. If City Council 
chooses this alternative, Council should also revisit the Text Amendment application and 
vote on whether to rescind their decision to approve TA 08-04. 

Attachments 
1. Ordinance No. 1299 including exhibit A 



EXHIBIT "A" to ORDINANCE 1299 

AMENDMENT TO TEXT OF TITLE 16 (TA-08-04) 

Deleted text is illustrated in strikeout font, added text is illustrated in red underlined font. 

(This page intentionally left blank - see following 117 pages) 



Chapter 16.04 

DEFINITIONS 

Sections: 

16.04.010 Grammatical interpretation. 16.04.160 Development plan. 
16.04.020 Generally. 16.04.170 Dwelling, duplex-dwelling, two 
16.04.030 Abutting-adjoining-adjacent. family. 
16.04.035 Acceptable site. 16.04.180 Dwelling, multi-family. 
16.04.036 Access. 16.04.190 Dwelling, single-family. 
16.04.037 Access classification. 16.04.200 Dwelling unit. 
16.04.038 Access connection. 16.04.210 Easement. 
16.04.039 Access management. 16.04.215 Equipment shelters. 
16.04.040 Accessory structure or use. 16.04.218 Façade. 
16.04.045 Accessway. 16.04.220 Family. 
16.04.050 Agriculture. 16.04.222 Floor area ratio. 
16.04.060 Alley. 16.04.223 Frontage road. 
16.04.061 Antenna. 16.04.225 FCC. 
16.04.063 Application. 16.04.228 Grade plane. 
16.04.064 Attached WTS facility. 16.04.230 Height of building. 
16.04.065 Backhaul network. 16.04.240 Home occupation. 
16.04.066 Bed and Breakfast. 16.04.250 Hotel. 
16.04.068 Bicycle Facilities. 16.04.255 Infill homes. 
16.04.070 Billboard. 16.04.260 Intersection. 
16.04.080 Boarding, lodging or rooming 16.04.265 Joint access (or shared 

house. access). 
16.04.090 Building. 16.04.270 Kennel. 
16.04.100 Building line. 16.04.275 Lattice tower. 
16.04.105 Cell. 16.04.280 Loading space. 
16.04.110 Central business district 16.04.290 Lot. 

(CBD). 16.04.300 Lot area. 
16.04.120 City. 16.04.310 Lot, corner. 
16.04.125 City Planner. 16.04.315 Lot depth. 
16.04.127 Collocation. 16.04.318 Lot, flag. 
16.04.128 Commercial Recreation Uses. 16.04.320 Lotiront. 
16.04.130 Commission. 16.04.321 Lot frontage. 
16.04.135 Conditionally suitable site. 16.04.330 Lot, interior. 
16.04.137 Corner clearance. 16.04.340 Lot line. 
16.04.140 Council. 16.04.350 Lot line, interior. 
16.04.145 Cross access. 16.04.360 Lot line, street. 
16.04.150 Curb line. 16.04.370 Lot, through. 
16.04.155 Day care facility. 16.04.380 Lot width. 
16.04.158 Detached WTS facility. 16.04.385 Lowest floor. 
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16.04.387 Manufactured home 16.04.560 Sidewalk. 
manufactured housing unit 16.04.561 Sign, freostanding. 

16.04.390 Mobile home. 16.04.562 Sign, monumont. 
16.04.400 Mobile home park. 16.01.663 Sign, polo. 
16.04.410 Mobile home subdivision. 16.04.565 Stealth design. 
16.04.420 Modular home. 16.04.567 Story above grade plane. 
16.04.425 Monopole. 16.04.570 Street. 
16.04.430 Motel. 16.04.580 Structural alteration. 
16.04.435 Neighborhood activity center. 16.04.590 Structure. 
16.04.438 Nonconforming access 16.04.595 Stub-out (or stub street) 

features. 16.04.600 Subdivide land. 
16.04.440 Nonconforming structure, lot 16.04.610 Subdivision. 

or use. 16.04.615 Traffic impact analysis. 
16.04.450 Parent parcel. 16.04.620 Trailer coach. 
16.04.460 Parking space. 16.04.630 Trailer park. 
16.04.470 Partition. 16.04.035 Trip generation study. 
16.04.480 Pedestrian way. 16.04.640 Urban Growth Boundary 
16.04.490 Person. (UGB). 
16.04.500 Planning Commission. 16.04.650 Urbanizable. 
16.04.510 Plat. 16.04.660 Use. 
16.04.512 Porches, covered. 16.04.666 Vicinity. 
16.04.514 Preapplication conference 16.04.670 Vision clearance area. 
16.04.515 Preferred site. 16.04.671 Walkway. 
16.04.516 Public facility, major 16.04.672 Wireless telecommunications 
16.04.517 Public facility, minor facility. 
16.04.519 Reasonably direct. 16.04.676 Wireless telecommunications 
16.04.520 Recommendation. systems (WTS). 
16.04.530 Right-of-way. 16.04.680 Yard. 
16.04.540 Roadway. 16.04.690 Yard, interior. 
16.04.545 Safe and convenient bicycle 16.04.700 Yard, rear. 

and pedestrian routes. 16.04.710 Yard, street. 
16.04.550 Setbacks. 16.04.715 Zero-lot line development. 

16.04.010 Grammatical interpretation. 
As used in this title, the masculine includes the feminine and the neuter, and the singular 
includes the plural with no preference or prejudice intended or implied. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20 
(A), 1984) 

16.04.020 Generally. 
Unless the context requires otherwise, the words and phrases set out in this chapter shall mean 
as follows. (Ord. 740 section 10.1 .20(B)[part], 1984) 

16.04.030 Abutting-adjoining-adjacent. 
Abutting, adjoining or adjacent means physically touching, having at least one common point or 
lots separated only by a public street, public right-of-way, or railroad right-of-way. (Ord. 890 
section 3, 1993; Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B)[part], 1984) 
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16.04.035 Acceptable site. 
For purposes of siting wireless telecommunications systems facilities, any land planned and 
zoned Highway commercial or Commercial-Manufacturing. (Ord. 981 section 17, 1997) 

16.04.036 Access. 
Access means a way or means of approach to provide pedestrian, bicycle, or motor vehicle 
entrance or exit to a property. (Ord. 1043 section 3, 2000). 

16.04.037 Access classification. 
Access classification means a ranking system for roadways used to determine the appropriate 
degree of access management. Factors considered include functional classification, the 
appropriate local government's adopted plan for the roadway, subdivision of abutting properties, 
and existing level of access control. (Ord. 1043 section 3, 2000) 

16.04.038 Access connection. 
Access connection means any driveway, street, turnout or other means of providing for the 
movement of vehicles to or from the public roadway system. (Ord. 1043 section 3, 2000) 

16.04.039 Access management. 
Access management means the process of providing and managing access to land development 
while preserving the regional flow of traffic in terms of safety, capacity, and speed. (Ord. 1043 
section 3, 2000) 

16.04.040 Accessory structure or use. 
Accessory structure or use means a detached structure or use not intended for human 
habitation, incidental and subordinate to the main use of the property and which is located on the 
same lot with the main use such as, but not limited to, garage, carport, tool shed, private 
greenhouse or utility building. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B)[part], 1984) 

16.04.045 Accessway. 
Accesswav means a walkway that provides pedestrian and bicycle passage either between 
streets or from a street to a building or other destination such as a school, park, or transit stop. 
Accessways generally include a walkway and additional land on either side of the walkway, often 
in the form of an easement or right-of-way, to provide clearance and separation between the 
walkway and adjacent uses. Accessways through parking lots are generally physically separated 
from adjacent vehicle parking or parallel vehicle traffic by curbs or similar devices and include 
landscaping, trees, and lighting. Where accessways cross driveways, they are generally raised, 
paved, or marked in a manner that provides convenient access for pedestrians. (Ord. 1043 
section 3, 2000) 

16.04.050 Agriculture. 
Agriculture means the tilling of the soil, the raising of crops, silviculture and horticulture. (Ord. 
740 section 10.1.20(B)[part], 1984) 

16.04.060 Alley. 
Alley means a narrow street through a block primarily for vehicular service access to the back or 
side of properties otherwise abutting another street. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B)[part], 1984) 
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16.04.061 Antenna. 
The specific device used to capture an incoming and/or transmit an outgoing radio-frequency 
signal. This definition shall include omni-directional (whip) antennas; directional (panel) 
antennas; parabolic (microwave dish) antennas; and ancillary antennas (i.e., GPS). All other 
transmitting or receiving equipment not specifically described herein shall be regulated in 
conformity with the type of antenna described herein which most closely resembles such 
equipment. (Ord. 981 section 17,1997) 

16.04.063 Application. 
Application for a land use permit (site and design review, conditional use permit, annexation, 
zone change, subdivision, etc.) means a package of information that includes: 

A. The application form filled out and signed by the owner; 

B. Site plan and/or narrative describing the proposal; 

C. List of property owners on mailing labels (1" x 2 5/8"); and 

D. The application fee. (Ord. 981 section 1, 1997) 

16.04.064 Attached WTS facility. 
An existing pole, tower or other structure capable of accommodating a WTS facility antenna, 
whether originally intended for such use or not. (Ord. 981 section 17, 1997) 

16.04.065 Backhaul network. 
The land lines that connect a WTS provider's radio signals to one or more cellular telephone 
switching offices and/or local or long distance providers, or the public switched telephone 
network. (Ord. 981 section 17, 1997) 

16.04.066 Bed and Breakfast. 
Bed and Breakfast means any single-family residential dwelling having rooms for rent to travelers 
or transients for a charge or fee paid, for rental or use for a period of less than thirty (30) days. 
Additionally, such establishment serving only one meal per day prior to the noon hour. (Ord. 890 
section 4, 1993; renumbered due to Ord. 981 amendments) 

16.04.068 Bicycle facilities. 
Bicycle facilities is a general term denoting improvements and provisions made to accommodate 
or encourage bicycling, including parking facilities and all bikeways. (Ord. 1043 section 3,2000) 

16.04.070 Billboard. 
Billboard means a sign which has a surface space upon which advertising may be posted, 
painted, or affixed, and which is generally, although not necessarily, designed for the rental or 
lease of such sign space for advertising not relating to the use of the property upon which the 
sign exists. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20 (B)[part], 1984) 
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16.04.080 Boarding, lodging or rooming house. 
Boardinqhouse. lodging house or rooming-house means a building where lodging with or without 
meals is provided for compensation for at least four, but not more than ten guests. Board and 
care, foster care and similar accommodations are considered boardinghouses for the purposes 
of this title. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B)[part], 1984) 

16.04.090 Building. 
Building means a structure built for the shelter or enclosure of persons, animals, chattels or 
property of any kind. (Ord. 740 section 10.1 .20(B)[part), 1984) 

16.04.100 Building line. 
Building line means a line on a plat indicating the limit beyond which buildings or structures may 
not be erected. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20 (B)[part], 1984) 

16.04.105 Cell. 
A geographic area where a single radio transmission sending/receiving station (per provider) and 
the equipment necessary to connect these radio calls to land lines or other cells are located. 
(Ord. 981 section 17, 1997) 

16.04.110 Central business district (CBD). 
Central business district (CBD) means the downtown area of Canby, defined generally by zoning 
or designation on the Land Use Map of the Comprehensive Plan for downtown commercial 
development. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20 (B)[part), 1984) 

16.04.120 City. 

City means the City of Canby, Oregon. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B)[part], 1984) 

16.04.125 City Planner. 
City Planner means the person appointed by the city administrator as supervisor of the day-to-
day operations of Canby's city planning functions, or another staff person he or she designates 
for a particular function. Also referred to as "Planning Director." (Ord. 890 section 5,1993; Ord. 
1080,2001) 
16.04.127 Collocation. 
Two or more WTS providers utilizing a structure or site specifically designed and/or approved for 
such multiple use, and including equipment shelters. (Ord. 981 section 17, 1997) 

16.04.128 Commercial Recreation Uses. 
Commercial recreation uses means uses intended to provide for gymnastics, tennis, racquetball 
and other sport-related centers that require oversized indoor space and facilities. (Ord. 960, 
section 1, 12/18/96) 

16.04.130 Commission. 
Commission means the Planning Commission of the city. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B)[part], 
1984) 
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16.04.135 Conditionally suitable site. 
For purposes of siting wireless telecommunications systems facilities, any land planned and 
zoned Residential/ Commercial, Convenience Commercial, or Downtown Commercial. (Ord. 981 
section 17, 1997) 

16.04.137 Corner clearance. 
Corner clearance means the distance from an intersection of a public or private road to the 
nearest access connection, measured from the closest edge of the pavement of the intersecting 
road to the closest edge of the pavement of the connection along the traveled way. (Ord. 1043 
section 3, 2000) 

16.04.140 Council. 

Council means the City Council of Canby, Oregon. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B)[part], 1984) 

16.04.145 Cross access. 
Cross access means a service drive providing vehicular access between two or more contiguous 
sites so the driver need not enter the public street system. (Ord. 1043 section 3, 2000) 
16.04.150 Curb line. 
Curb line means a line along the edge of the curb nearest the street lot line, not necessarily the 
right-of-way line. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B) [part], 1984) 

16.04.155 Day care facility. 
Day care facility means any facility that provides day care to children, including a day nursery, 
nursery school group, home of a family day care provider, or similar unit operating under any 
name, but not including any: 

A. Facility providing care that is primarily educational, unless provided to a preschool 
child for more than four hours a day. 

B. Facility providing care that is primarily supervised training in a specific subject, 
including but not limited to dancing, drama, music or religion. 

C. Facility providing care that is primarily an incident of group athletic or social activities 
sponsored by or under the supervision of an organized club or hobby group. 

D. Facility operated by a school district, political subdivision of this state, or a 
governmental agency. 

E. Residential facility licensed under ORS 443.400 to 443.455. 

F. Babysitters. (Ord. 890 section 6, 1993) 

16.04.158 Detached WTS facility. 
A pole, tower or other structure designed and intended to support WTS facility antennas. (Ord. 
981 section 17, 1997) 
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16.04.160 Development plan. 
Development plan means any plan adopted by the Planning Commission for the guidance of 
growth and improvement of the city, including modifications or refinements which may be made 
from time to time. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B)[part, 1984) 

16.04.170 Dwelling, duplex-dwelling, two-family. 
Duplex dwelling or two-family dwelling means a building containing two dwelling units. (Ord. 740 
section 10.1.20(B)[part], 1984) 

16.04.180 Dwelling, multi-family. 
Multi-family dwelling means a building containing three or more dwelling units. (Ord. 740 section 
10.1.20(B) [part], 1984) 

16.04.190 Dwelling, single-family. 
Single-family dwelling means a detached building containing one dwelling unit. Attached or 
common wall single-family dwellings may also exist provided that each is situated on a separate 
lot and provided that each such unit shall not contain a common wall with more than one other 
dwelling unit. Mobile homes shall not be considered to be single-family dwellings for the 
purposes of this chapter unless found to meet all city building, mechanical, electrical and other 
construction codes applicable to conventional units built on the site. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20 
(B)([part], 1984) 

16.04.200 Dwelling unit. 
Dwelling unit means one or more rooms designed for occupancy by one family and not having 
more than one cooking facility. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B)[part], 1984) 

16.04.210 Easement. 
Easement means a grant of the right to use an area of land for specific purposes. (Ord. 740 
section 10.1 20(B)[part], 1984) 

16.04.215 Equipment shelters. 
For purposes of siting wireless telecommunications systems facilities, the buildings, structures, 
cabinets or vaults used to house and protect the equipment necessary to connect/relay radio 
signals from cell site to cell site and to land line systems. Associated equipment such as air 
conditioning or emergency generators shall be included in this definition of equipment shelters. 
(Ord. 981 section 17, 1997) 

16.04.218 Façade. 

Façade means an exterior face of a building. (Ord 1275, 2008) 

16.04.220 Family. 
Family means an individual or two or more individuals related by blood, marriage, adoption, or 
legal guardianship living together in a dwelling unit in which meals or lodging may also be 
provided for not more than two additional individuals excluding servants; or a group of not more 
than five individuals, excluding servants, who need not be related by blood, marriage, adoption or 
legal guardianship living together in a dwelling unit. Five or fewer handicapped persons, along 
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with those individuals charged with caring for such persons and sharing a common dwelling unit, 
shall be considered to be a family for purposes of this title. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B) [part], 
1984) 

16.04.222 Floor area ratio. 
Floor area ratio means a method of calculating structural massing on a lot. Floor Area Ratio is 
expressed as a ratio of x divided by y, where x is equal to the sum of the gross floor area of all 
stories above grade plane, as measured to the outside surface of exterior walls, and y is equal to 
the lot area net of any publicly dedicated right-of-way or land. Detached accessory structures 
and detached or attached parking structures above grade plane are not included in the gross 
floor area calculation. (Ord 1275,2008) 

16.04.223 Frontage road. 
Frontage road means a public or private drive which generally parallels a public street between 
the right-of-way and the front building setback line. The frontage road provides access to private 
properties while separating them from the arterial street (see also service roads). (Ord. 1043 
section 3, 
2000) 

16.04.225 FCC. 
The Federal Communications Commission; the federal agency that regulates interstate and 
international communications by radio, television, wire, satellite and cable. (Ord. 981 section 17, 
1997) 

16.04.228 Grade plane. 
Grade plane means the average of finished ground level adjoining the building at exterior walls. 
Where the finished ground level slopes away from the exterior walls, the reference plane shall be 
established by the lowest points within the area between the building and the lot line or, where 
the lot line is more than 6 feet from the building, between the building and a point 6 feet from the 
building. (Ord 1275, 2008) 

16.04.230 Height of building. 
Height of building means the vertical distance from the grade to the highest point of the coping of 
a flat roof or to the deck line of a mansard roof or to the average height of the highest gable of a 
pitch or hip roof. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B) [part], 1984) % 

16.04.240 Home occupation. 
Home occupation means a lawful activity commonly carried on within a dwelling by members of 
the family occupying the dwelling with not more than one non-resident employee being engaged, 
provided that: 

A. The residential character of the building is maintained; 

B. The activity occupies less than one-quarter of the ground floor area of the building; 

C. The activity is conducted in such a manner as not to give an outward appearance nor 
manifest any characteristic of a business in the ordinary meaning of the term nor infringe 
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upon the rights of neighboring residents to enjoy the peaceful occupancy of their homes. 
Business visitors to the premises shall not exceed eight (8) per day and delivery trucks 
shall not exceed one (1) per day; 

D. The occupation shall not be carried on in an accessory building of the residence 
where the building is larger than six hundred (600) square feet; 

E. No signs are permitted, except for a single unilluminated nameplate not to exceed two 
(2) square feet in area; 

F. All home occupations require a city business license. (Ord. 890 section 7,1993; Ord. 
830 section 1, 1989; Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B) [part], 1984) 

16.04.250 Hotel. 
Hotel means a building in which lodging is provided for more than ten guests for compensation 
and in which no provision is made for cooking in the rooms. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B) [part], 
1984) 

16.04.255 Infill homes. 
Infill homes mean existing and new single family dwellings, manufactured homes, two-family 
dwellings, duplexes and triplexes on lots that have existing homes on two adjacent sides. Each 
adjacent home must be within 25 feet of the common lot line with the infill homes and have pre-
existed for at least 5 years (dated from the existing homes final building permit approval). (Ord. 
1107, 2002; Ord 1237, 2007) 

16.04.260 Intersection. 
Intersection means the place where two streets meet or cross. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B) 
[part], 1984) 

16.04.265 Joint access (or shared access). 
Joint access (or shared access) means a driveway connecting two or more contiguous sites to 
the public street system. (Ord. 1043 section 3, 2000) 

16.04.270 Kennel. 
Kennel means a place where four or more dogs more than four months of age are kept on one 
lot or contiguous lots under one ownership. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B) [part], 1984) 

16.04.275 Lattice tower. 
For purposes of siting wireless telecommunications systems facilities, a WTS support structure 
which consists of metal crossed strips or bars and which supports antennas and related 
equipment for one or more WTS provider. (Ord. 981 section 17, 1997) 

16.04.280 Loading space. 
Loading space means an off-street space for the temporary parking of a commercial vehicle or 
truck while loading or unloading merchandise or materials and which space has access to a 
street. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B) [part], 1984) 
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16.04.290 Lot. 
Lot means a single parcel or tract of land for which a legal description has been filed in the office 
of the county recorder or the boundaries of which are shown on a recorded subdivision plat. 
(Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B) [part], 1984) 

16.04.300 Lot area. 
Lot area means the total horizontal area within the boundary lines of a lot, excluding the access 
strip servicing a flag lot. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B) [part], 1984) 

16.04.310 Lot, corner. 
Corner lot means a lot abutting two intersecting streets other than an alley, provided that the 
streets do not intersect at an angle greater than one hundred thirty-five degrees. (Ord. 740 
section 10.1.20 (B) [part], 1984) 

16.04.315 Lot depth. 
Lot depth means the average distance from the front lot line to the rear lot line. (Ord. 1043 
section 3, 2000) 

16.04.318 Lot, flag. 
A flag lot is a lot that does not meet minimum frontage requirements and where access to the 
public road is by a narrow, private right-of-way. (Ord. 1043 section 3, 2000) 

16.04.320 Lot front. 
Lot front means the street lot line on a corner lot which the principal use or structure 
no such use or structure exists, it means the street side having the shorter length, 
are of approximately equal length, the City Planner may designate the lot front, 
section 10.1.20(B) [part], 1984) 

16.04.321 Lot frontage. 
Lot frontage means that portion of a lot extending along a street right-of-way line. (Ord. 1043 
section 3, 2000) 

16.04.330 Lot, interior. 

Interior lot means a lot other than a corner lot. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B) [part], 1984) 

16.04.340 Lot line. 

Lot line means the property line bounding a lot. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B) [part], 1984) 

16.04.350 Lot line, interior. 
Lot line, interior means all lot lines which separate one parcel from another, other than street lot 
lines. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B) [part], 1984) 
16.04.360 Lot line, street. 
Street lot line means a lot line that separates the lot from a street other than an alley. The street 
lot line is not generally the same as the curb line. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B) [part], 1984) 

is facing. If 
If the sides 
(Ord. 740 
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16.04.370 Lot, through. 
Through lot means a lot having frontage on two parallel or approximately parallel streets other 
than alleys. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B) [part], 1984) 

16.04.380 Lot width. 
Lot width means the average width of a lot when measured at the front and rear setback lines for 
a principal use. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B) [part), 1984) 

16.04.385 Lowest floor. 
Lowest floor means the lowest floor of the lowest enclosed area (including basement). An 
unfinished or flood-resistant enclosure, usable solely for parking of vehicles, building access or 
storage, in an area other than a basement area, is not considered a building's lowest floor, 
provided that such enclosure is not built so as to render the structure in violation of the applicable 
non-elevation design requirements of this title found in Chapter 16.40 (Hazard Overlay Zone). 
(Ord. 804 section 2(A), 1987) 

16.04.387 Manufactured home - manufactured housing unit. 
Manufactured home and manufactured housing unit mean a structure, transportable in one or 
more sections, which is built on a permanent chassis and is designed for use with or without a 
permanent foundation when connected to the required utilities. For floodplain management 
purposes only, the term manufactured home also includes park trailers, travel trailers and other 
similar vehicles placed on a site for greater than one hundred eighty (180) consecutive days. For 
insurance purposes and for Chapter 16.16, the term manufactured home does not include park 
trailers, travel trailers and other similar vehicles. For purposes of Chapter 16.16, a manufactured 
home shall be certified to meet the 1976 HUD Standards, as amended. (Ord. 859 section 
1,1991; Ord. 804 section 2(B), 1987) 

16.04.390 Mobile home. 
Mobile home means a movable structure which is certified to have been designed and 
constructed in compliance with the 1976 construction standards of the Federal Department of 
Housing and Urban Development and as may be amended. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B) [part], 
1984) 

16.04.400 Mobile home park. 
Mobile home park means a tax lot or lots where two or more mobile homes are used for human 
occupancy and where the space is available for rent or lease. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B) 
[part], 1984) 

16.04.410 Mobile home subdivision. 
Mobile home subdivision means a subdivision of property where individual lots are available for 
the placement of mobile homes. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B) [part], 1984) 

16.04.420 Modular home. 
Modular home means a residential structure constructed of one or more prefabricated parts 
which meet all city building, plumbing, mechanical, electrical and other construction codes 
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applicable to conventional units which might be built on the site. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20 (B) 
[part], 1984) 

16.04.425 Monopole. 
For purposes of siting wireless telecommunications systems facilities, a WTS support structure 
which consists of a single tapered steel pole and which supports antennas and related equipment 
for one or more WTS provider. (Ord. 981 section 17, 1997) 

16.04.430 Motel. 
Motel means a building or group of buildings on the same lot containing guest units with separate 
and individual entrances and consisting of individual sleeping 
quarters, detached or in connected rows, with or without cooking facilities, for rental. (Ord. 740 
section 10.1.20(B) [part], 1984) 

16.04.435 Neighborhood activity center. 
Neighborhood activity center means an attractor or destination for residents of surrounding 
residential areas. Includes, but is not limited to, existing or planned schools, parks, shopping 
areas, transit stops, and employment areas. (Ord. 1043 section 3, 2000) 

16.04.438 Nonconforming access features. 
Nonconforming access features means features of the property access that existed prior to the 
date of ordinance adoption and do not conform with the requirements of this ordinance. (Ord. 
1043 section 3, 2000) 

16.04.440 Nonconforming structure, lot or use. 
Nonconforming structure, lot or use means a structure, lot or use which lawfully existed prior to 
the adoption of zoning requirements for the zone in which it is located and with which it does not 
comply. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B)[part], 1984) 

16.04.450 Parent parcel. 
Parent parcel means a lot or parcel of land from which other parcels or lots are divided. (Ord. 
740 section 10.1.20(B) [part], 1984) 

16.04.460 Parking space. 
Parking space means a rectangle in the dimensions as set forth in Division III of this title together 
with maneuvering and access space required for a conventional automobile to park within the 
rectangle. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B) [part], 1984) 

16.04.470 Partition. 
Partition means to divide an area or tract of land into two or three parcels within the calendar 
year when such area or tract of land exists as a unit or contiguous units of land under single 
ownership at the beginning of such year. Partitioned land does not include any adjustment of a 
lot line by the relocation of a common boundary where an additional parcel is not created and 
where the existing parcel reduced in size by the adjustment is not reduced below the minimum lot 
size. 

A. Major partition means a partition which includes the creation of a road or street. 
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B. Minor partition means a partition that does not include the creation of a road or street. 
(Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B) [part], 1984) 

16.04.480 Pedestrian way. 
Pedestrian wav means a right-of-way for pedestrian traffic. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B) [part], 
1984) 

16.04.490 Person. 
Person means an individual, firm, partnership, corporation, company, association, syndicate, or 
any legal entity, and including any trustee, receiver, assignee, or other similar representative 
thereof. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20 (B) [part], 1984) 

16.04.500 Planning Commission. 
Planning Commission means the Planning Commission of the City of Canby, Oregon. (Ord. 740 
section 10.1.20(B) [part], 1984) 

16.04.510 Plat. 
Rat means the map or drawing on which the subdivider's plan of subdivision is presented and 
which he submits for approval and intends in final form to record. Plat includes preliminary, 
tentative and final plats. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B)[part], 1984) 

16.04.512 Porches, covered. 
Covered porches must not be enclosed by walls that are more than 42 inches in height, for 50 
percent or more of their perimeter. (Ord. 1107, 2002) 

16.04.514 Preapplication conference. 
Preapplication conference means a meeting of the representatives of the city departments and 
other affected agencies, as determined by the City, to review and provide initial input on land use 
applications or other proposals. (Ord. 1237, 2007) 

16.04.515 Preferred site. 
For purposes of siting wireless telecommunications systems facilities, any land planned and 
zoned Light Industrial or Heavy Industrial. (Ord. 981 section 17, 1997) 

16.04.516 Public facility, major. 
A major public facility is any public service improvement or structure, other than transportation 
projects, developed by or for a public agency that is not defined as a minor public facility. 
Transportation projects are covered by Section 16.08.130. (Ord. 1237, 2007) 

16.04.517 Public facility, minor. 
A minor public facility includes the following public service improvements or structures 
developed by or for a public agency: 

a. Minor utility structures, except substations, but including poles, lines, pipes, 
telecommunications facilities or other such facilities. 

b. Sewer, storm drainage, or water system structures except treatment plants or 
reservoirs, but including pump stations, manholes, valves, hydrants or other portions of the 
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collection, treatment and distribution systems located within public property or public 
easements. 

c. Street improvements within existing developments including sidewalks, curbs, gutters, 
catch basins, paving, signs and traffic control devices and street lights. 

d. Transit improvements, such as shelters or pedestrian and bicycle safety 
improvements, located within public right of way or public easements or on public property. 

e. School improvements which will not increase the capacity of the school nor create 
significant additional traffic or other impacts on the surrounding neighborhood. 

f. Park improvements which will not create significant additional motor or foot traffic impact 
on the surrounding neighborhood. (Ord. 1237, 2007) 

16.04.519 Reasonably direct. 
A reasonably direct route does not deviate unnecessarily from a straight line or is a route that 
does not involve a significant amount of out-of-direction travel for likely users. (Ord. 1043 section 
3, 2000; Ord. 1237, 2007) 

16.04.520 Recommendation. 
Recommendation includes any staff report or report from the Planning Commission to the City 
Council. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B) [part], 1984) 

16.04.530 Right-of-way. 
Riqht-of-wav means the area between the boundary lines of a street or other easement. (Ord. 
740 section 10.1.20(B) [part], 1984) 

16.04.540 Roadway. 
Roadway means the portion or portions of a street right-of-way developed for vehicular traffic. 
(Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B) [part], 1984) 

16.04.545 Safe and convenient bicycle and pedestrian routes. 
Safe and convenient bicycle and pedestrian routes: 

A. Are reasonably free from hazards; and 

B. Provide a reasonably direct route of travel between destinations, considering that the 
optimum travel distance is one-half mile for pedestrians and three miles for bicyclists. 
(Ord. 1043 section 3, 2000) 

16.04.550 Setback. 
Setback means a distance which a structure is required to be set back from a lot line. Where 
specified in this title, some setbacks are measured from curbs or projected curb lines rather than 
lot lines. Railing for decks less than 30 inches above grade are exempt from setback standards. 
(Ord. 830 section 2, 1989; Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B) [part], 1984; Ord. 955 section 1,1996) 

16.04.560 Sidewalk. 
Sidewalk means a pedestrian walkway with permanent surfacing to city standards. (Ord. 740 
section 10.1.20(B)[part], 1984) 
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16.04.561 Sign, Freestanding-
Freestanding sign means a sign wholly supported by a sign structure in the ground. Freestanding 
signs include monument signs and pole signs. (Ord. 1237, 2007) 

16.04.562—Sign, Monument. 
Monument sign moans any sign affixed to a base which has a width that is equal to or groator 
than 1/3 of tho width of tho sign faoo. (Ord. 1237, 2007) 

16.04.563 Sign, Poio. 
Pole sign means any sign affixed to a base which has a width that is less than 1/3 of the width of 
tho sign faoo. (Ord. 1237, 2007) 

16.04.565 Stealth design. 
A variety of techniques used to disguise or mitigate the visual presence of WTS support 
structures, including, but not limited to screening by mature trees (75 percent or more of the pole 
beneath the tree canopy), mimicking common features of the urban landscape (light poles, 
church steeples, trees, etc.), painting antennas to match the color of supporting building walls, or 
roof mounting behind parapets. (Ord. 981 section 17, 1997) 

16.04.567 Story above grade plane. 
Story above grade plane means any story having its finished floor surface entirely above grade 
plane, exept that a basement shall be considered as a story above grade plane where the 
finished surface of the floor above the basement is either (1) more than 6 feet above grade 
plane, or (2) more than 12 feet above the finished ground level at any point. (Ord 1275, 2008) 

16.04.570 Street. 
Street means the entire width between the right-of-way line of every way which provides for 
public use for the purpose of vehicular and pedestrian traffic, and the placement of utilities and 
including the terms road, highway, lane, place, avenue, alley, or other similar designations. 

A. Alley means a narrow street through a block primarily for vehicular service access to 
the back or side of properties otherwise abutting on another street. 

B. Arterial means a street of considerable continuity which is primarily a traffic artery for 
intercommunication between large areas. 

C. Collector means a street supplementary to the arterial street system and a means of 
intercommunication between this system and smaller areas used to some extent for 
through traffic and to some extent for access to abutting properties. 

D. Neighborhood connector means a street supplementary to the collector street system 
providing local access to adjacent properties as well as movement into or out of a 
neighborhood or between neighborhoods. 

E. Cul-de-sac (dead-end street) means a short street having one end open to traffic and 
being terminated by a vehicle turnaround. 
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F. Half-street means a portion of the width of a street, usually along the edge of a 
subdivision, where the remaining portion of the street could be provided in another 
subdivision. 
G. Marginal access or frontage street means a minor street parallel and adjacent to a 
major arterial street providing access to abutting properties, but protected from through 
traffic. 

H. Minor street means a street intended exclusively for access to abutting properties. 
(Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B) [part], 1984; Ord. 1043 section 3, 2000) 

16.04.580 Structural alteration. 
Structural alteration means any change in the supporting members of a structure, including the 
supporting parts of foundations, bearing walls or partitions, columns, beams, girders, or the roof. 
(Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B)[part], 1984) 

16.04.590 Structure. 
Structure means that which is built or constructed. Structure means an edifice or building of any 
kind or any piece of work artificially built up or composed of parts joined in some manner and 
which requires a location on the ground. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B) [part], 1984) 

16.04.595 Stub-out (or stub street). 
Stub-out (or stub street) means a portion of a street or cross access drive used as an extension 
to an abutting property that may be developed in the future. (Ord. 1043 section 3, 2000) 

16.04.600 Subdivide land. 
Subdivide land means to divide a parcel of land into four or more lots in a given calendar year for 
the purpose of transfer of ownership or building development, whether immediate or future, when 
such parcel exists as a unit or contiguous units under a single ownership. (Ord. 740 section 
10.1.20(B) [part], 1984) 

16.04.610 Subdivision. 
Subdivision means either an act of subdividing land or tract of land subdivided as defined in this 
chapter. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B) [part), 1984) 

16.04.615 Traffic Impact Analysis. 
Traffic Impact Analysis A comprehensive traffic analysis of a development proposal which 
includes trip generation, analysis of access/egress, accident analysis, intersection analysis, and 
traffic flow analysis. (Ord. 1019 section 22,1999) 

16.04.620 Trailer coach. 
Trailer coach means a trailer or motor home not certified as meeting the HUD 1976 standards or 
as may be amended for design and construction of a mobile home. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B) 
[part], 1984) 

16.04.630 Trailer park. 
Trailer park means a tax lot or lots where space is rented or leased for the location of two or 
more trailer coaches, or some combination of mobile homes and trailer coaches for human 
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habitation. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B) [part], 1984) 

16.04.635 Trip generation study. 
Trip Generation Study means an analysis of the number of vehicle trips generated by a 
development proposal. Trip generation for commercial/industrial/residential/ institutional projects 
are estimated through the Institute of Transportation EngineersD manual. The results of the trip 
generation study will determine the need for a Traffic Impact Analysis. If the trip generation study 
determines the use will generate more than 100 vehicle trips per day, the City Traffic Engineer 
may require a Traffic Impact Analysis. (Ord. 1019 section 23, 1999) 

16.04.640 Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) 
Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) means the area specifically delineated in the city's 
comprehensive plan as being already urbanized or available for urban development. (Ord. 740 
section 10.1.20(B) [part], 1984) 

16.04.650 Urbanizable. 
Urbanizable is the term applied to property which is within the city's Urban Growth Boundary and 
which is planned for eventual urban development. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B) [part], 1984) 

16.04.660 Use. 
Use means the purpose for which land or a structure is designed, arranged, or for which it is 
occupied or maintained. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20 (B) [part], 1984) 

16.04.666 Vicinity. 
Vicinity means nearby; within the same neighborhood. It should be noted that in applying the 
criteria of this chapter, the term vicinity will be applied to a larger area when warranted by a large 
project or a project which is expected to have an impact on a large area. (Ord. 805 section 1, 
1987) 

16.04.670 Vision clearance area. 
Vision clearance area means the triangle area at the intersection of two streets, a driveway and a 
street, or a street and a railroad, two sides of which are measured from the corner intersection of 
the existing or proposed curb lines to a distance specified in this title. The third side of the 
triangle is a line across the corner of the lot joining the ends of the other two sides. Where the 
curb lines at intersections have rounded corners, the curb lines will be extended in a straight line 
to their points of intersection. No plantings, structures, or temporary or permanent obstructions 
shall be located within a vision clearance area, extending from two and one-half to ten feet above 
the curb or street elevation. Except, however, that one tree trunk not greater than eighteen 
inches in diameter shall be permitted within a vision clearance area. (Ord. 830 section 3,1989; 
Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B) [part], 1984) 

16.04.672 Walkway. 
Walkway means a hard-surfaced area intended and suitable for pedestrians, including sidewalks 
and the surfaced portions of accessways. (Ord. 1043 section 3, 2000) 

16.04.672 Wireless telecommunications facilities. 
The site, structures, equipment and appurtenances used to transmit, receive, distribute, provide 
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or offer wireless telecommunications services. This includes, but is not limited to antennas, 
poles, towers, cables, wires, conduits, ducts, pedestals, 
vaults, buildings, electronics and switching equipment. (Ord. 981 section 17, 1997) 

16.04.676 Wireless telecommunications systems (WTS). 
The sending and receiving of radio frequency transmissions and the connection and/or relaying 
of these signals to land lines and other sending and receiving stations (cell sites), and including 
cellular radiotelephone, personal communications services, enhanced/specialized mobile radio, 
and commercial paging services. (Ord. 981 section 17, 1997) 

16.04.680 Yard. 
Yard means an open space on a lot which is unobstructed from a point two and one-half feet 
above the general ground level of the graded lot upward, except as otherwise provided in this 
title. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B) [part), 1984) 

16.04.690 Yard, interior. 
Interior yard means a yard lying between the nearest point of a building and the street and 
measured horizontally to the interior lot line. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B) [part], 1984) 

16.04.700 Yard, rear. 
Rear yard means a yard lying to the rear of the principal building on the lot and generally 
opposite the lot front. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20 (B) [part], 1984) 

16.04.710 Yard, street. 
Street yard means a yard lying between the nearest point of a building and the street and 
measured horizontally to the street lot line. (Ord. 740 section 10.1.20(B) [part], 1984) 

16.04.715 Zero-lot line development. 
Zero-lot line development means detached dwellings required to have a side yard setback on 
only one side. (Ord. 1111 section 4, 2003) 
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Chapter 16.35 

CANBY INDUSTRIAL AREA OVERLAY (l-O) ZONE 

Sections: 

16.35.010 Purpose. 
16.35.020 Applicability. 
16.35.025 Pre-application review and conditions of approval. 
16.35.030 Uses permitted outright. 
16.35.040 Conditional uses. 
16.35.045 Prohibited uses. 
16.35.050 Development standards. 
16.35.060 Design guidelines. 
16.35.070 l-O design review matrix. 

16.35.010 Purpose. 
The purpose of the Canby Industrial Area Overlay (l-O) zone is to implement the design 
guidelines and standards of the Canby Industrial Area Master Plan (Master Plan): 

A. Provide efficient circulation and access; 

B. Allow flexibility in siting development, including a range of industrial and 
commercial/industrial land uses; 

C. Provide visual continuity for streetscapes and developments; 

D. Encourage durable, high quality building materials. 

The zone is intended to ensure high-quality industrial development with a mix of employment 
types and uses. (Ord. 1008 section 1 [part], 1998; Ord. 1057 section 2 [part], 2000) 

16.35.020 Applicability. 
It is the policy of the City of Canby to apply the l-O zone to all lands within the Master Plan area 
and other areas determined by the City, upon annexation or prior to application for development 
permit. The Master Plan area generally includes the area bound by Highway 99E and 1st Avenue 
to the north, Mulino Road to the east, SE 13th Avenue to the south, and Molalla Western Railroad 
to the west. The l-O zone has the following affect with regard to other chapters of this ordinance: 

A. Incorporates the Canby Industrial Area Master Plan into Title 16. The Master Plans 
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design guidelines, standards, and plan maps are hereby incorporated by reference. 

B. Permits land uses which are permitted by the underlying zone districts (C-M, M-1, M-
2), with some exceptions. 

C. Replaces selected development standards contained in the C-M, M-1, and M-2 zones, 
for continuity and quality of site design within the Master Plan area. 

D. Utilizes the City's processes for development review, including land divisions, 
conditional uses, and design reviews. Provides a design review matrix (i.e., replacing the 
table in Chapter 16.49) which is tailored to the Master Plan area. 

E. Provides additional conditional use standards to ensure development compatibility. 

F. Lists uses that are prohibited outright due to incompatibility with the goals for the area. 
(Ord. 1008 section 1 [part], 1998; Ord. 1057 section 2 [part], 2000) 

16.35.25 Pre-application review and conditions of approval 
A. A pre-application meeting with utility and service providers is required prior to any land 
use application, building permit application, or business license application in the l-O 
zone, unless this requirement is waived by the City Planner. The City Planner shall 
provide application forms for this purpose indicating all required information. The pre-
application meeting shall allow utility and service providers to make a detailed 
assessment of the proposed use prior to forming a recommendation on approval. In 
addition, this meeting will allow the City to evaluate whether a Conditional Use Permit will 
be required. 

B. At the pre-application meeting, the City shall determine the need for a Hazardous 
Materials Management Plan. If required by the City, the applicant shall prepare a plan 
meeting the relevant sections of the Oregon Fire Code as determined by the City. The 
Plan shall allow utility and service providers to review the health and safety impacts of any 
proposed use and ensure an adequate plan will be in place to address those impacts prior 
to forming a recommendation on approval. 

C. The Planning Commission or City Council may impose conditions to protect public 
health and safety on any discretionary land use application. (Ord. 1057 section 2 [part], 
2000; Ord 1237, 2007) 

16.35.030 Uses permitted outright. 
Unless limited by sections 16.35.040 or 16.35.045, uses permitted outright in the C-M zone, M-1 
zone, and M-2 zone are permitted outright in the l-O zone, subject to the respective zone district 
boundaries. (Ord. 1008 section 1 [part], 1998; Ord. 1057 section 2 [part], 2000) 

16.35.040 Conditional uses. 
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Unless limited by subsection A below or section 16.35.045, conditional uses permitted in the C-M 
zone, M-1 zone, and M-2 zone are permitted as conditional uses in the l-O zone, subject to the 
respective zone district boundaries. 

A. Any proposed site development, change in use, land division, or other action that 
results in any of the following requires conditional use approval in the l-O zone: 

1. Less than 12 employees per developed acre. For the purposes of this section 
only, "developed" means all areas used for buildings, landscaping, vehicle 
maneuvering and parking areas, outdoor storage, and other areas occupied by the 
use. For the purposes of this section only, employees means full-time equivalents 
unless the City specifically allows other interpretations; 

2. More than 60 acres total in l-O zoning that is occupied by a single use or business. 
For the purposes of this section, businesses classified in the same NAICS industry 
group (four-digit code) are considered to be in the same use. This section is intended 
to apply cumulatively to all properties in the zone; 

3. Utilization of any public service or utility to such an extent that the utility would not 
be able to supply all other uses projected in its current long-range plans; 

4. Uses requiring an H occupancy classification under the Oregon Structural Specialty 
Code; 

5. In any C-M zoning overlain by l-O zoning, any retail or commercial use with a 
building footprint exceeding 50,000 square feet; 

6. In any M-1 or M-2 zoning overlain by l-O zoning, any retail or commercial use not 
related to or supportive of the primary industrial use of the park; or 

7. In any M-1 or M-2 zoning overlain by l-O zoning, retail areas occupying more than 
15% of the building footprint or more than 3,000 square feet. 

B. To approve a conditional use in the l-O zone, the Planning Commission shall find that 
each of the following additional criteria are either met, or can be met by observance of 
conditions, unless it is not applicable: 

1. The proposed use is compatible with the industrial nature of the park and will have 
minimal negative impact on the development and use of surrounding properties; 

2. The proposed use does not pose a threat to public health or safety; and 

3. The proposed use is beneficial to the overall economic diversity and vitality of the 
City. 
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These criteria are in addition to those provided in Section 16.50.010. In all other aspects, the 
conditional use process shall be as specified in Chapter 16.50. (Ord 1008 section 1 [part], 1998, 
Ord. 1057 section 2 [part], 2000; Ord. 1237, 2007). 

16.35.045 Prohibited uses. 
The following uses are prohibited in the l-O zone: 

A. Slaughter house; 

B. Rendering, reduction, or distillation of, or manufacturing from, animals, fish and their 
by-products; 

C. Auto, truck or motorcycle race track; 

D. Auto, truck, or motorcycle wrecking or salvage yard; 

E. Scrap metal storage and sales; 

F. Reclamation or manufacturing of steel barrels or drums; 

G. Dump or landfill, including rubbish, slag, organic materials, offal, or garbage in general; 

H. Livestock feeding pen, other than those associated with existing agricultural uses; 

I. Fireworks manufacturing or the manufacturing of ammunition or explosives; 

J. Nuclear power plant or similar use; 

K. Curing and storage of hides; 

L. Incinerator, smelter, blast furnace, or coke oven; 

M. Manufacture of oils, gasoline, or products made directly from petroleum, other oils, or 
tar products; 

N. Fertilizer production; 

O. Creosote production; 

P. Insecticide production; 

Q. Tire manufacturing; 

R. Saw, shingle, or lumber mill; and 
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S. In any M-1 or M-2 zoning overlain by l-O zoning, commercial or retail uses over 50,000 
square feet are prohibited. 

This list should not be used to imply that any other use is permitted. (Ord. 1057 section 2 [part], 2000) 
16.35.050 Development standards. 
The following subsections indicate the required development standards of the l-O zone. These 
standards replace the standards of the C-M zone, M-1 zone, and M-2 zone, as follows: 

A. Minimum lot area: none. 

B. Minimum lot width and frontage: none. 

C. Minimum yard requirements (measured from building foundation to right-of-way line): 

1. Street yards(s): 20 feet for buildings up to 25 feet in height; 35 feet for buildings 
between 25 feet and 45 feet in height. Parking and internal drives (except curb cuts 
and entrance drives) are prohibited within the required 20 foot street yard. 

2. Interior yard: 10 feet, except 20 feet where abutting a residential zone. Common-
wall lot lines (attached buildings), and development which provide shared parking and 
circulation with abutting developments, are exempt from interior yard standards. 

D. Maximum building height: 45 feet. 

E. Maximum lot coverage: 60 percent in the C-M zone; none in the M-1 and M-2 zones. 

F. Street access (curb cuts) spacing shall be a minimum of 200 feet on designated 
parkway and collector streets. 

G. Street right-of-way improvements shall be made in accordance with the circulation 
plan, and streetscape/street section standards of the Industrial Area Master Plan. 

H. Signs: The following types of signs are prohibited: billboards, pole signs, can signs, 
painted wall signs [note: definitions should be added to Chapter 16.04 consistent with the 
Planning Commission's intent]. In addition to tho provisions of Chapter 16.42 Signs, the 
following standards apply within the l-O zone: 

1. Monument signs within the M-1 zone and M-2 zone may not exceed 32 square feet 
per sign face, or 64 square feet total. Monument signs in the M-1 zone and M-2 zone 
may not exceed 6 feet in height. 
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2. Monument signs within the C-M zone may not exooed 150 oquaro foot per sign 
face, or 300 square feet total. One monumont sign is allowed for developments up to 
10 acres in sizo. Developments over 20 acres in size may be permitted a maximum of 
2 monument signs. Only 1 monument sign per street frontage is allowed. Monumont 
signs in tho C M zone shall have an enclosed base and may not exceed 30 foot in 
height. 

3. Wall signs shall be permitted in conformance with Chapter 16.42. 

4. Monument and wall signs in the M 1 and M-2 zones shall provide street address(es) 
when street address(es) are not visible from the street. 

I i- Building orientation standards. The following standards are intended to ensure direct, 
clear, and convenient pedestrian access: 

1. Development in the M-1 zone and M-2 zone shall provide at least one public 
entrance facing the street. A direct pedestrian connection shall be provided between 
the primary building entrance and public sidewalk. 

2. Developments within the C-M zone shall provide continuous, straight-line pedestrian 
connections between the street(s), buildings, and parking areas. 

4 Right-of-way plantings: Street trees and ground cover plantings shall be installed with 
development, as approved by the City. Shrubs are prohibited within the public right-of-
way. 

KJ. Metal building exteriors are prohibited, except that the Planning Commission may 
approve architectural metal elements that accent and enhance the aesthetics of building 
entrances and office areas. 

4=K. Lighting shall be required for all streets, sidewalks, and pedestrian ways. Applications 
for land division approval and site plan review shall include photometric plans. 

ML. Shared access: The City may require the provision of shared access drives through 
the land division review process. Shared access drives are intended to maintain adequate 
driveway spacing and circulation along the designated Parkway and Collector streets. 

NM. All landscaped areas shall be irrigated. 

© i . Other regulations: The C-M zone, M-1 zone, and M-2 zone provide other applicable 
regulations related to vision clearance, Highway 99E sidewalk width, setback 
measurement, outside storage, and wireless/cellular tower certification. (Ord. 1008 
section 1[part], 1998; Ord. 1237, 2007) 
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16.35.060 Design guidelines. 
The Industrial Area Master Plan provides design guidelines for reviewing development 
applications. The guidelines, which are incorporated into Table 16.35.000, encourage: 

A. Flexibility to align local streets based on parcelization and development requirements; 

B. Tree retention, planting of large (3-inch) caliper trees, and use of lawn/ground cover 
planting in front yard setbacks; 

C. Placement of buildings at or near the setback line; 

D. Placement of parking areas to the side or rear of buildings; 

E. Placement of smaller commercial buildings at or near the street; 

F. Building entries visible from the street with direct pedestrian connections; 

G. Use of quality building materials; 

H. Architectural detail to break up and articulate large surfaces and volumes, and to 
accentuate building entries; and 

I. Open space retention and trail connections, as designated by the Master Plan. (Ord. 
1008, section 1 [part], 1998) 

16.35.070 l-O Design review matrix. 
The City uses the following matrix to evaluate compliance with the l-O design guidelines. The 
matrix substitutes for the general design review matrix provided in Chapter 16.49. Design review 
applications must comply with all other applicable provisions of Chapter 16.49, and achieve 
scores equal to or greater than the minimum acceptable scores in the matrix. (See Master Plan 
for illustrations.) 

A. Exception: The City may reduce the minimum acceptable score(s) upon finding that 
certain provisions do not apply to a proposed development. 

TABLE 16.35.040 

CRITERIA POSSIBLE SCORES 
Parking 
Parking areas located to the side or rear of buildings as viewed from public 
right-of-way: <50% or parking spaces = 0; 50%-75% = 1; 100% = 2 

0 1 2 

Increase minimum interior parking lot landscape over the base 15%: 15%-
18% = 0; 18%-22% = 1; >22% = 2 

0 1 2 

Increase the number of trees planted within buffers and/or within the parking 
area: 100%-105% of base requirement* = 0; 105%-110% of base requirement 
= 1; >110% = 2. *The base requirement is determined based on total parking 

0 1 2 
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area/number of spaces, and parking setback perimeter, 
16.49.120. 

see Chapter 

Number of parking spaces (% of required minimum): >110% = 
= 1; 105-100% = 2 

); 110%-105% 0 1 2 

Minimum Acceptable Score 4 Points 

Transportation/Circulation 
Proposed local street alignments: street not proposed = 0; street(s) proposed 
with some modifications to master plan = 1, proposed street(s) approximate 
recommended alignments = 2. Note: the planned parkway and collector 
streets are required elements, except as indicated by the Industrial Area 
Master Plan. 

0 1 2 

Design of all pedestrian ways (private, on-site pathways): six feet wide, raised 
concrete with painted crosswalks ("standard") = 0; standard with brick or 
similar pavers for pathways and crosswalks = 1; greater than 6 feet wide 
(inclusive of curb) and use of brick or similar pavers for pathways and 
crosswalks = 2. 

0 1 2 

Number of pedestrian connections between the street sidewalk and internal 
circulation system: one connection = 0; two connections = 1 

0 1 

Minimum Acceptable Score (some provisions may not apply) 3 
Points 

Tree Retention, Open Space conservation and Trail Connections 
Preserves trees as recommended by arborist or City Planning Department: 
<50% of recommended trees preserved = 0; 50%-75% = 1; 75%-100% = 2 

0 1 2 

Replaces trees that were recommended for retention: No = 0; Yes = 1. 
Mitigation based on reasonable tree replacement 

0 1 

When site includes designated open space, park or trail connection; proposal 
does not dedicate or establish easement for designated open space/park or 
trail connection = 0; dedicated or establishes easement = 1; dedicated 
land/right-of-way and constructs improvements = 2 

0 1 2 

Minimum Acceptable Score (some provisions may not apply) 3 
Points 

Landscapina 
Trees installed at 3 inch caliper: <25% of trees = 0; 25%-50% = 1; 50%-100% 
= 2. 

0 1 2 

Usable outdoor amenity provided with development (e.g., water features, 
plazas, seating areas and similar features): No = 0; Y = 1 Yes and public 
access provided (i.e., through an easement) = 2 

0 1 2 

Amount of grass or other planting used for ground cover treatment: <75% = 0; 
75%-90% = 1; 90%-100% = 2 

0 1 2 

Minimum Acceptable Score 3 Points 

Buildina Appearance and Orientation 
Building orientation at or near street; parking or drive separates building from 
street = 0; at least 20% of elevation within 5 feet of minimum setback = 1; at 

0 1 2 
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least 20% of elevation is at a minimum setback = 2 
Building entrances visible from the street: No = 0; Yes = 1 0 1 
Buildings use quality materials: concrete, wood, or wood siding = 0; concrete 
masonry, stucco, or similar material = 1; brick or similar appearance = 2 

0 1 2 

Articulation and/or detailing to break up large building surfaces and 
accentuate the building entrance(s): No = 0; Yes =2 

0 2 

Minimum Acceptable Score 4 Points 
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Sections: 

16.42.010 Purpose. 
16.42.015 Definitions and interpretation. 
16.42.020 Construction, maintenanceAdministration and permit requirements. 
16.42.023—Administration and enforcement. 
16.42.025 Nonconforming siqn6.General sign standards. 
16.42.028—Signs exempted or prohibited. 
16.42.030 Setbacks-Community event sign plan. 
16.42.040 Design standards for signs. 
16.42.050 Size, type, and location of signs permitted by zoning district and use. 
16.42.060 Automobile service station sign standards. 
16.42.070 Measurements. 
16.42.100—Area of signs pormitted by zoning district. 
16.42.106—Signs in public rights-of-way 
16.42.108 Daily display signs in the Downtown District (C-1), Highway Commercial 

District (C-2), and Heavy Commercial/Manufacturing District (CM) 
16.42.120—Minor modification of sign standards. 
16.42.130—Sunset clause. 
16.42.140 Severability. 

16.42.010 Purpose. 

A. The purpose of this chapter is to; help maintain the appearance of the city by encour-
aging well-designed and wisely located signs which are consistent with the intent and 
objectives of the Comprehensive Plan. 

1. Protect the health, safety, property and welfare of the public: 

2. Provide a neat, clean, orderly and attractive appearance in the community: 

3. Encourage well-designed and wisely located signs: 

4. Provide for safe construction, location, erection and maintenance of signs: 

5. Prevent proliferation of signs and sign clutter, minimize adverse visual safety 
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factors to travelers in the public riqht-of-wav: 

6. Facilitate economic development and enhance the city's ability to retain and attract 
businesses and customers: 

7. Contribute to a simple and efficient regulatory process: and 

8. Achieve these purposes consistent with state and federal constitutional limits on 
the regulation of speech. 

B. These regulations are intended to control the size, location, number and type of signs 
in such a manner as to minimize any adverse effects on the public health, safety, general 
welfare or overall aesthetic appearance of the oitv.To achieve this purpose, it is necessary 
to regulate the design, quality of materials, construction, location, electrification, 
illumination, and maintenance of signs that are visible to the public. 

C. Nothing in these regulations is intended to control the construction or location of 
directional or informational signs installed by the city, county or state for the purpose of 
controlling traffic, indicating street names, providing legal or public notice, or other public 
purposes. 

D. The purpose of this chapter is also to encourage and facilitate economic development 
by allowing a wide range of message media to advertise, announce, identify, 
communicate and enhance the city's ability to retain and attract sources of economic 
dovolopmont and growth. (Ord. 955 sections 13-16, 1996; Ord. 913 section 1, 1994; 
Ord. 830 section 13, 1989; Ord. 740 section 10.3.10(A), 1984) 

16.42.015 Definitions and interpretation. 
Words and phrases used in this chapter shall have the meanings set forth in this section. Words 
and phrases not defined in this section, but defined elsewhere in the Land Development and 
Planning Ordinance of the city, shall be given the meanings set forth in such ordinance. 
Principles for computing sign area and sign height are contained in section 16.42.400070. All 
other words and phrases shall be given their common, ordinary meaning, unless the context 
clearly requires otherwise. Section headings or captions are for reference purposes only and 
shall not be used in the interpretation of this ordinance. 

A. A-Frame Sign. A double-faced temporary sign composed of two sign boards 
attached at the top and separate at the bottom, not permanently attached to the ground. 

B. Abandoned Sign. A sign or sign structure that has been damaged, and repairs and 
restoration are not started within 90 days of the date the sign was damaged, or are not 
diligently pursued once started. 

C. Alter. To make a change to a sign or sign structure, including but not limited to. 
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changes in area, height, projection, illumination, shape, materials, placement and location 
on a site. Altering a sign does not include ordinary maintenance or repair, repainting an 
existing sign surface, including changes of message or image, or exchanging the display 
panels of a sign. 

D. Automobile Service Station. A retail place of business engaged primarily in the sale 
of motor fuels. 

E. Awning Sign. A sign attached to or incorporated into an overhead cover extending 
above the sidewalk or ground (usually above windows and doors). 

F. Balloon Sign. A sign consisting of a membrane that relies on internal gaseous 
pressure or a semi-rigid framework for maintaining its form. 

AG. Banner Sign. Any sign of lightweight fabric or similar matorial that is 
permanently mounted to a pole or a building by a permanent frame at one or moro 
edeesrA sign made of fabric or other non-rigid material with no enclosing framework. 
National flags, state or municipal flags, or the official flag of any institution or business 
shall not be considered banners. 

BH. Beacon. Any light, excluding street lights and traffic signals, with one or more beams 
directed into the atmosphere or directed at one or more points not on the same zone lot 
as the light source; also, any light with one or more beams that rotate or move. 

I. Bench Sign. A sign on an outdoor bench. 

J. Blade/Overhang Sign. A sign, other than a wall sign, that projects from, and is 
supported bv or attached to a roof or wall of a building or structure. 

K. Building Elevation Area. The area of a single side of a building, measured in sguare 
feet and calculated bv multiplying the length of the side of the building bv the height of the 
building to the roof line. If the roof line height varies along the side of the building, the 
average of the lowest and highest roof line height on that side shall be used in the 
calculation. 

L. Building Frontage. Primary. The ground floor lineal length of a building wall that 
faces a street, driveway, parking lot, courtyard or plaza and has an entrance or exit open 
to the general public. 

M. Building Frontage. Secondary. The ground floor lineal length of a building wall that 
faces a street, driveway, parking lot, courtyard or plaza and does not have an entrance or 
exit open to the general public. 

N. Bulletin Board. A board that provides information in a horizontal linear format, that 
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can be changed either manually through placement of letters or symbols on tracks 
mounted on a panel, or electronically through use of an array of lights in a dot matrix 
configuration. A bulletin board is not a sign in itself, but rather is an element that is 
allowed as part of a monument sign, pole sign, marquee sign, blade/overhang sign, or 
wall sign. 

O. Business Complex. A site consisting of one or more lots sharing appurtenant 
facilities, such as driveways, parking and pedestrian walkways. 

1. Minor Business Complex. A site proposed for or consisting of multiple uses and/or 
multiple tenants, where the building(s) contain a maximum of 14.999 souare feet in 
gross floor area. 

2. Major Business Complex. A site proposed for or consisting of multiple uses and/or 
multiple tenants, where the building(s) contain 15.000 to 99.999 souare feet in gross 
floor area. 

3. Industrial/Research Business Complex. A site proposed for or consisting of 
multiple uses and/or multiple tenants, where the building(s) contain a minimum of 
100.000 square feet in gross floor area. 

CP. Canopy Sign. Any sign that is a part of or attached to an awning, canopy, or other 
fabric, plastic, or structural protective cover over a door, entrance, window, or outdoor 
service area. A marquee is not a canopy. Only the area occupied on the canopy by 
lettering, symbol, or logo is to be counted within the area limits of section 16.42.100.a 
permanent roofed structure which may be freestanding or attached to a building and is not 
a completely enclosed structure. 

D. Commercial Message. Any sign wording, logo, or other representation that, directly or 
indirectly names, advertises, or calls attention to a business, product, service or other 
commercial activity. 

Q. Community Event Sign Plan. A sign plan approved bv City Council which permits 
temporary banners or seasonal holiday decorations to extend over a street, over a private 
road providing vehicle access into a property, or to be attached to utility or streetlight 
poles. 

E. Daily Display Sign. Daily display sign means a temporary on promises sign normally 
associated with business aotivity which is placed out-of-doors during business hours for 
display and returned indoors during off-hours. Daily Display Signs may bo constructed in 
a sandwich board (A-frame) style, mounted on a single pedestal, or other similar 
construction, and aro intended to be unlit and easily moved. Does not have a changeable 
reader board. 
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FR. Directory Signs. Directory signs include sjsigns that are attached to the 
building and are a directory of the occupants of the building^ signs that provide vehicular 
clearance information, signs that identify parking lot sections or direct vehicles in a 
parking lot, and similar signs as determined bv the City Planner. The sign face of each 
directory sign shall not exceed two (2) sguare feet, or in the case of an occupant 
directory, shall not exceed one (1) souare foot per occupant listed on the directory sign. 

S. Electronic Message Board. A board that, through the use of moving structural 
elements, flashing or sequential lights, or lights in a dot matrix or LED configuration which 
may be changed intermittently or bv other automated method, results in a message or 
image display that changes, moves or appears to move. An electronic message board is 
not a sign in itself, but rather is an element that is allowed as part of a monument sign, 
pole sign, marouee sign, blade/overhang sign, or wall sign. 

GT. Flag. Any fabric, banner, or bunting containing distinctive colors, patterns, 
or symbols, used as a symbol of a government, political subdivision, or other entity .A 
rectangular piece of fabric of distinctive design that is displayed hanging free from a staff, 
halyard or building to which it is attached. A flag is often used to display the symbol of the 
United States, a nation, state, or other governmental entity. 

U. Flashing Sign. A sign which contains an intermittent or flashing light source, or which 
includes the illusion of intermittent or flashing light bv means of animation, or an externally 
mounted intermittent light source. 

V. Grade. For freestanding signs, "grade" is the average level of the ground measured 
five feet from either end of the base of the sign, parallel to the sign face. For signs 
mounted on buildings, the grade is the average level of the sidewalk, alley or ground 
below the mounted sign measured five feet from either end of the sign face. 

W. Illuminated Sign. A sign illuminated bv an internal light source or an external light 
source primarily designed to illuminate the sign. The illumination is "external" when the 
light source is separate from the sign surface and is directed to shine upon the sign and 
"internal" when the light source is contained within the sign, but does not include signs 
where the text or image is composed of dot matrix or LEDs. External illumination is 
"direct" when the lamp fixture is directly seen bv the public, such as a floodlight, and 
"indirect" when the source of light is not directly seen bv the public, such as cove lighting. 

X. Lawn Sign. A temporary freestanding sign that is supported bv a frame, pole, or 
other structure placed directly in or upon the ground without other support or anchor. 

Y. Maintenance. Normal care or servicing needed to keep a sign functional or 
perpetuate its use, such as cleaning, changing light bulbs, and replacing or repairing a 
part made unusable bv ordinary wear. 
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H. Marquee. Any permanent roof-like structure projecting boyond a building or extending 
along and projecting beyond the wall of the building, generally designed and construotod 
to provide protection from tho weather. 

\ l . Marquee Sign. Any sign attached to, in any manner, or made a part of a marqueo.A 
sign that is a permanent roof-like structure attached to and projecting from a building, that 
is used in part to display changeable sign copy. 

AA. Menu Board Sign. A sign not designed to be viewed from any public right-of-wav. 
and is placed near the public entrance to. or near the drive-up service lane of. a food 
service establishment. A menu board sign shall not exceed 12 feet in height. 

BB. Monument Sign. A freestanding sign that is placed on a solid-appearing base that 
extends a minimum of 12 inches above the ground and extends at least 75 percent of the 
length and width of the sign. The above ground portion of the base is considered part of 
the total allowable height of a monument sign. 

J. Multi-Business Buildings. A building in which more than one business is located. 

CC. Name Plate. A wall sign less than 2 square feet in size, permanently affixed to the 
front facade of a residential structure. 

DP. Neon Sign. A sign internally illuminated bv a light source consisting of neon or other 
gas contained in a tube, except for fluorescent lights. 

EE. Owner. The person owning title to real property on which a sign is located, or the 
contact purchaser of the real property. "Owner" also includes the owner of a sign who 
has a continuing lease of the real property on which the sign is located. 

KFF. Pennant. Any lightweight plastic, fabric, or other material, whether or not containing 
a message of any kind, suspended from a rope, wire, or string, usually in series, designed 
to move in the wind.A sign device made from a strip of flexible material intended to wave 
in the wind. 

M. Permanent Sign. All signs carrying a message which are not temporary signs. 

GG. Pole Sign. A sign that is a freestanding sign connected to the ground by one or more 
supports with the lower edge of the sign physically separated from the ground (in contrast 
to a monument sign). 

LHH. Portable Sign. Any sign not permanently attached to the ground or other permanent 
structure, or a sign designed to be transported, including, but not limited to, signs 
designed to be transported by means of wheels; signs converted to a- or t frames; menu 
and sandwich board signs; balloons used as signs; umbrellas used for advertising; and 
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signs attached to or painted on vehicles parked and visible from the public right-of-way, 
unless said vohioloo are used in the normal day-to day operations of the business.A sign 
which is not affixed to a building, other permanent structure, or to the ground in a 
permanent manner, and which is designed to be moved from place to place-

It. Principal Use. The purpose for which land or a structure is designed, arranged, or 
for which it is occupied or maintained. Multiple principal uses may be located on a lot, a 
site, or in a business complex. 

JJ. Public Sign. A sign erected, constructed, or placed within the public right-of-wav or 
on public property bv or with the approval of the governmental agency having authority 
over, control of. or ownership of the right-of-wav or public property. 

KK. Repair. Mending or replacing broken or worn parts with comparable materials. 

LL. Roof Line. The top edge of a roof or a building parapet, whichever is higher-
excluding any cupolas, chimneys or other minor projections. 

MM. Seasonal Holiday Decorations. Every type of decoration displayed during and 
around a federally recognized holiday or on a seasonal basis, whether illuminated or not, 
and whether attached to utility poles, buildings or any other structure. 

NN. Sign. Any device, fixture, placard, or structure that uses any color, form, graphic, 
illumination, symbol, or writing to advertise, announce the purpose of, or identify the 
purpose of a person or entity, or to communicate information of any kind to the public. 
Any writing, video projection, illumination, pictorial representation, illustration, decoration, 
emblem, symbol, design, trademark, banner, flag, pennant, captive balloon, streamer, 
spinner, ribbon, sculpture, statue, or any other figure or character that: 

1. Is a structure or any part thereof (including the roof or wall of a building): or 

2. Is written, printed, projected, painted, constructed, or otherwise placed or displayed 
upon or designed into a structure or an outdoor screen or monitor, or a board, plate 
canopy, awning, marguee. or a vehicle, or upon any material object, device, or surface 
whatsoever: and 

3. Communicates, or is designed to communicate on any subject whatsoever, points 
of a sign, but excluding essential sign structure, foundations, or supports. 

OO. Sign Copy. The message or image conveyed bv a sign. 

PP. Sign Face. The sum of the surfaces of a sign face as seen from one plane or 
elevation included within the outer dimensions of the sion board, frame or cabinet. 
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QQ. Site. The area, parcel, or lot of land owned bv or under the lawful control of an 
owner. Abutting lots shall be considered one site when they share appurtenant facilities, 
such as driveways, parking and pedestrian walkways. 

RR. Street Frontage. The length or width of a site, measured along the lot line separating 
the site from a street. 

SS. Supporting Structure. A structure specifically intended for supporting or containing a 
sign. 

QTT. Temporary Sign. Any sign that is used only temporarily and is not permanently 
mounted. A sign that is temporarily attached or tethered to a building, structure, or the 
ground. Temporary signs include, but are not limited to, A-frames, banners, flags. 
pennants, balloons, blimps, streamers, lawn signs and portable signs. 

UU. Utility Sign. A sign constructed or placed bv a public utility on or adjacent to a pole-
pipe. or other type of utility facility within a public right-of-way or utility easement. 

W . Vehicle Sign. A sign placed in or attached to a motor vehicle, trailer, or rail car that is 
parked on public or private property in a publicly visible location for more than 72 
consecutive hours, the principal purpose of which is to display signage rather than to use 
the vehicle for transportation purposes. This is not meant to include signs and logos 
attached to any vehicle that is regularly used in the normal course of business for 
transportation purposes. 

WW. Video Sion. A sign providing information in both a horizontal and vertical format (as 
opposed to linear), through use of pixel and sub-pixel technology having the capacity to 
create continuously changing sign copy in a full spectrum of colors and light intensities. 

PXX. Wall Sign. Any sign attached parallel to, but within six inches of a wall, painted on 
the wall surface of, or erected and confined within the limits of an outside wall of any 
building or structure, which is supported by such wall or building, and which displays only 
one sion surface.A sign that is painted on the wall of a building, or a sign attached to the 
wall of a building and extending no more than twelve inches from a wall, or attached to or 
erected against a roof with a slope not more than 20 degrees from vertical, with the 
exposed face of the sign in a plane that is vertical or parallel to the plane of that roof, and 
which does not project more than18 inches from the wall or roof. 

YY. Window Sign. A sign attached to. or painted on a window, or displayed inside the 
building in a manner so that it is clearly viewable from outside the building. (Ord. 913 
section 1[part], 1994; Ord. 955 sections 13-16,1996) 

16.42.020 Construction. maintenanceAdmlnistration and permit requirements. 
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A. Each sign shall be constructed to meet the requirements of applicable 
building, oleotrioal and meohanioal oodos.Permit Required. All signs erected after the 
effective date of this chapter, other than signs exempt from permit reouirements per 
16.42.025. shall reouire a sign permit. Application shall be made on forms provided bv 
the Planning Director. 

B. Fee. A fee as established bv resolution of the City Council shall be paid to the City 
of Canbv upon the filing of an application. Such fees shall not be refundable. 

BC. Construction and Maintenance. Each sign shall be constructed to meet the 
reouirements of applicable building, electrical, and mechanical codes. 

1. All signs and component parts shall be kept in good repair and maintained in a 
safe, neat, clean and attractive condition. 

Q2. No sign shall be erected or maintained in such a manner that any portion of its 
surface or its supports will interfere in any way with the free use of, or any access to, 
any fire escape, exit or standpipe. No signs shall be erected or maintained so as to 
obstruct any window so that light or ventilation is reduced below standards required by 
any applicable law or building code. 

D3. It is unlawful to erect or maintain a sign which, by reason of its size, location or 
placement, creates an immediate danger to the health, safety and welfare of the 
citizens of the city by blocking vision for either pedestrians or motorists, at public 
and/or private roadways, intersections, driveways, or railroad crossings. 

D. Appeal. Appeals are governed bv the procedures set forth in Chapter 16.89. 

fe—Other than temporary signs, as defined in section 16.42.015(M) and section 
16.42.028, all signs which are not permanently affixed to the ground or to a building shall 
require the issuance of a sign permit within sixty (60) days of the effective date of the 
ordinance codified in this chapter. In order to seouro suoh a permit, suoh signs must 
meet all setback and vision clearance requirements, and they must meet the 
requirements of the Uniform Building Code and Uniform Sign Code for construction. 

E. Permit Expiration. Every permit issued bv the Building Official under the provisions 
of this chapter shall expire bv limitation and become null and void if the building or work 
authorized bv such permit is not commenced within 180 days from the date of such 
permit, or if the building or work authorized bv such permit is suspended or abandoned at 
any time after the work is commenced for a period of 180 davs. Before such work can be 
recommenced, a new permit shall be first obtained to do so. and the fee therefore shall be 
one-half of the amount reguired for a new permit for such work, provided no changes 
have been made or will be made in the original plans and specifications for such work; 
and provided further, that such suspension or abandonment has not exceeded one year. 
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F. Permit Suspension or Revocation. The City Planner or duly authorized 
representative may, in writing, suspend or revoke a permit issued under provisions of this 
chapter whenever the permit is issued on the basis of incorrect information supplied, or in 
violation of applicable ordinance or regulation or any of the provisions of this chapter. 

G. Variance. The procedures which allow variations from the strict application of the 
regulations of this Title, bv reason of exceptional circumstances and other specified 
conditions, are set forth in Chapter 16.53. 

H. Conditional Use Signs or Signs under Site and Design Review. Signs proposed at 
the time of a conditional use application or site and design review application shall be 
reviewed bv the Planning Commission regarding size, height, and location at the time of 
conditional use review or site and design review. If sign review was not part of the 
original conditional i,ise review or original site and design review, the applicant may apply 
for a sign permit under the normal sign review procedures and policies, provided the 
application is made at least six (6) months after the original review. In conditional use 
signs or signs reviewed under design review, provisions of this chapter shall apply. 

I. Nonconforming Signs. Provisions for nonconforming signs are set forth in Chapter 
16.52. 

(Ord. 1237. 2007; Ord. 955 section 19. 1996; Ord. 913 section 1[part], 1994; Ord. 830 
section 13[part], 1989; Ord. 740 section 10.3.40 (B), 1984) 

16.42.023—Administration and enforcement. 
A. Permit Required. All signs erected after the effective date of this chapter, other than 
exempt signs as described in section 16.42.028, shall require a sign permit.—AW 
applications for sign permits shall be submitted to, and in such form as may bo required 
by, the City Planner or duly authorized representative. 

B. Permit, fee. A fee as established bv resolution of the City Council shall bo paid to tho 
City of Canby upon the filing of an application. Suoh fees shall not be refundable. 

C. Interpretation. This Chapter regarding signs is part of the City's Land Development 
and Planning Ordinance, which includes subdivision and zoning regulations. The City 
Planner will give advice as to which additional chapters may apply to a specific project-

s-Enforcement Authority. The City Planner or duly authorized representative shall have 
the power and duty to interpret and enforce the provisions of this chapter. An appeal from 
a ruling by the City Planner or duly authorized representative regarding a requirement of 
this chapter may be made only to the Planning Commission, who shall hold a public 
hearing per the provisions of Code 16.89, the Land Development and Planning 
Ordinance.—Upon request of the owner, the City Planner will issue a certificate of 
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inspection listing the signs of the business, and noting those signs which need repair or 
modification and those signs which do not conform to the provisions of this chapter. 

grWppeal. Any action or ruling of the Planning Commission pursuant to this chapter may 
be appealed to the City Council per the procedures in section 16.80 of the Land 
Development and Planning Ordinance. An appeal must be made in writing to the City 
Planner within fifteen (15) days after the Commission has rendered its decision. 

Fi-Permit Expiration. Every permit issued bv the Building Official under the provisions of 
this chapter shall expire by limitation and become null and void if the building or work 
authorized by such permit is not commenced within 180 days from the date of suoh 
permit, or if the building or work authorized by suoh permit is suspended or abandoned at 
any time after the work is commenced for a period of 180 days. Before such work can be 
recommenced, a new permit shall be first obtained to do so, and the fee therefor shall be 
one half of tho amount required for a new permit for suoh work, provided no changes 
have been made or will be made in the original plans and specifications for suoh work; 
and provided further, that suoh suspension or abandonment has not exceeded one year. 

&—Permit. Suspension or Revocation.—The City Planner or duly authorized 
representative may, in writing, suspend or revoke a permit issued under provisions of this 
chapter whenever the permit is issued on the basis of incorrect information supplied, or in 
violation of applicable ordinance or regulation or any of the provisions of this chapter. 

H. Variances. The procedures which allow variations from the strict application of the 
regulations of this Title, by reason of exceptional oiroumstanoes and other specified 
conditions, can be found in Code section 16.53. 

I. Conditional Use Signs or Signs under Site and Design Review.—Signs for uses 
requiring conditional uso or sito and design review shall bo roviowod by tho Planning 
Commission regarding size, height, and location at the time of conditional use review or 
site and design review. If sign review was not part of the original conditional use review 
or original site and design roviow, tho applicant may apply for a sign permit under the 
normal sign review procedures and policies, provided the application is made at least six 
(6) months after the original review. In conditional use signs or signs reviewed under 
dosign review, provisions of this chapter shall apply. (Ord. 013 section 1[part], 1994; Ord. 
055 oootion 10, 1006; Ord 1237, 2007) 

16.42.025 Nonconforming sians.General sign standards. 

A. Signs existing on the effective date of Ordinance 830 section 13 (Part) 1989, codified 
in this chapter which are permanently or can be permanently affixed to a foundation or a 
building, and which do not meet the requirements of the zoning district in which they are 
located, shall be deemed to be nonconforming structures or nonconforming uses, as 
defined in section 16.04.440 of this Title. Except, howovor, that signs shall not be 
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oonsidorod to be nonconforming where the sign, by reason of its size, location, 
construction, or lack of maintenance creates a public hazard or nuisanco. In the case of 
such public hazard or nuisanoo, the city may begin immediate abatement procedures, as 
provided in this chapter and other city ordinances. 

B. Signs which aro nonconforming structures or nonconforming uses are subject to tho 
same limitations, regulations and requirements as othor nonconforming structures or 
nonconforming uses as delinoated in Chapter 16.52 of this Title. Except, however, that 
signs which aro nonconforming structures may bo roplacod by other signs which aro 
nonconforming structures, subject to the same prooedures and requirements for the 
expansion of nonconforming structures as listed in section 16.52.040 of this Title. Except 
however, that with a change of ownership, nonconforming signs must bo brought into 
conformance within sixty (60) days aftor the date of the change of ownership. 

C. Signs for nonconforming structures or uses shall bo permitted without the necessity of 
receiving a permit to expand a nonconforming structure, provided that such signs meet all 
other requirements of local ordinances and provided that suoh signs are not less in 
conformance than the existing structure or use. The burden of establishing a vested 
interest in a nonconforming structure or use shall be upon the property owner. 

A. Prohibited Signs. Except for legal nonconforming signs, the following signs are 
unlawful and are nuisances: 

1. Abandoned sign. 

2. Vehicle sign. 

3. Video sign. 

4. Sign that may be confused as a traffic control device. 

5. Signs that impede movement or create a physical hazard. 

6. Signs with rotating or other moving parts, except barber shop poles and clocks. 

7. Signs illuminated bv flashing lights. 

8. Searchlights or beacons, except for temporary events such as grand openings, in 
which case a permit is reguired. 

9. Signs affixed to power, utility, or traffic control poles, or other public utility 
structures, other than city-approved traffic control signs, utility signs, and pole 
identification placards. 
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B. Exempt Signs. The following signs are exempt from the provisions of this Chapter, 
except as specified below, and shall not be counted towards the amount or type of 
signage otherwise allowed bv this Chapter. Such signs shall conform to all other 
applicable provisions of this title. 

1. All signs which are placed inside a structure or building, and which are either not 
visible through windows or building openings, or are not intended to be visible from 
outside the structure or building, as determined bv the Citv Planner. 

2. Bench signs as defined in 16.42.015. provided that the bench sign copy does not 
exceed 15 square feet and the bench sign is approved bv the bench owner. 

3. Signs attached to mass transit shelters which are approved bv the mass transit 
agency and the transit shelter owner. 

4. Directory signs as defined in 16.42.015. 

5. Menu board signs as defined in 16.42.015. 

6. Nameplate signs as defined in 16.42.015. 

7. Utility signs as defined in 16.42.015. 

8. Flags as defined in 16.42.015. 

C. No Sign Permit Required for Temporary Signs. The following temporary signs do not 
reguire a sign permit, shall not be counted towards the amount or type of signage 
otherwise allowed bv this Chapter, and may be displayed only in compliance with the 
following standards. Such signs shall conform to all other applicable provisions of this 
title. 

1. Except as approved in a Community Event Sign Plan, as set forth in 16.42.030. no 
temporary sign shall be internally illuminated or be illuminated bv an external light 
source primarily intended for the illumination of the temporary sign. 

2. A temporary sign shall be attached to a site or constructed in a manner that both 
prevents the sign from being easily removed bv unauthorized persons or being blown 
from its location, and allows for the easy removal of the sign bv authorized persons. 
Except as approved in a Community Event Sign Plan, as set forth in 16.42.030. 
temporary signs shall not be attached to trees, shrubbery, utility poles or traffic control 
signs or devices. 

3. No temporary sign shall be erected or maintained that, bv reason of its size, 
location or construction, constitutes a hazard to the public. 
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4. Temporary Signs Allowed in Residential Zones and Agricultural Zone (R-1. R-1.5. 
R-2. A). 

a. One or more temporary signs no taller than 4 feet in height, and not exceeding 
6 sguare feet in area each, may be displayed on a lot during the period from 120 
days before a public election or the time the election is called, whichever is earlier, 
to five days after the public election. 

b. One temporary sign no taller than 4 feet in height, and not exceeding 6 sguare 
feet in area, may be displayed on a lot for a maximum of 8 days in any calendar 
month, provided it is removed bv sunset on any day it is erected. 

c. One temporary sign no taller than 5 feet in height, and not exceeding 6 square 
feet in area, may be displayed on a lot during the time the property, or building or 
dwelling thereon, is for sale or lease, provided that the sign is removed within 14 
days after the sale or lease is completed. 

d. One temporary sign not exceeding 6 sguare feet in area may be displayed on a 
lot during the time that construction activities are occurring on site, provided that 
the sign is removed within 7 days of the completion of the construction activities. If 
the site has frontage on more than one street, one additional sign of the same size 
mav be displayed facing the second street frontage, provided the signs are not 
visible simultaneously from either street. On lots of more than 2 acres, the sign 
area mav be increased to no more than 32 souare feet. In no case shall such sign 
be displayed for more than 12 months. 

e. On property that has received tentative subdivision or partition approval from 
the City, from the time of that approval until issuance of a building permit for 
construction on the last lot, one temporary sign no taller than 8 feet in height, and 
not exceeding 32 sguare feet in area, mav be displayed on a site less than 4 acres 
in size. If the site is greater than 4 acres in size, two temporary signs no taller than 
8 feet in height, and not exceeding 64 sguare feet each, mav be displayed. 

f. Banner or Balloon Signs Allowed Twice Per Year for no Longer Than 30 Days 
Each Occurrence. On a lot used for a permitted or conditional use other than a 
sinole-familv dwelling, one banner sign or balloon sign mav be displayed up to 30 
consecutive days only twice during a calendar year. A banner sign mav not 
exceed 50 sguare feet in size. A balloon sign mav not exceed 80 cubic feet in size. 

5. Temporary Signs Allowed in Commercial and Industrial Zones (C-R. C-1. C-2. C-C. 
C-M. M-1. M-2). 

a. One or more temporary signs no taller than 5 feet in height, and not exceeding 
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4 square feet in area each, mav be displayed on a lot during the period from 120 
days before a public election or the time the election is called, whichever is earlier, 
to five days after the public election. 

b. One temporary sign no taller than 8 feet in height, and not exceeding 32 square 
feet in area, mav be displayed on a lot during the time the property, or building or 
dwelling thereon, is for sale or lease, provided that the sign is removed within 14 
days after the sale or lease is completed. 

c. One temporary sign no taller than 8 feet in height, and not exceeding 32 sguare 
feet in area, mav be displayed on a lot during the time that construction activities 
are occurring on site, provided that the sign is removed within 7 days of the 
completion of the construction activities. If the site has frontage on more than one 
street, one additional sign of the same size mav be displayed facing the second 
street frontage, provided the signs are not visible simultaneously from either street. 
In no case shall such sign be displayed for more than 12 months. 

d. One temporary sign not exceeding 32 sguare feet in area mav be displayed on 
a lot during the period of a charitable fundraising event being conducted on the site 
where the sign is displayed. The sign shall not be displayed more than 7 days prior 
to the event, and must be removed within 2 days following the event. 

e. Banner or Balloon Signs Allowed Twice Per Year for no Longer Than 30 Days 
Each Occurrence. One banner sign or balloon sign mav be displayed on a lot bv 
each business license holder who operates their business at that location per City 
business license records. A banner sign mav not exceed 50 square feet in size. A 
balloon sign mav not exceed 80 cubic feet in size. Each business license holder 
mav display such signage up to 30 consecutive days only twice during a calendar 
year. A weatherproof label which displays the sign-owner's Canbv business 
license number shall be affixed to the backside of the banner or balloon sign in a 
manner that is readable bv City personnel upon inspection at all times. 

6. Temporary Signs Allowed in Right-of-Wav in All Zones. 

a. No temporary sign in the right-of-wav shall interrupt the normal flow of vehicle-
pedestrian or bicycle traffic, and shall provide for a minimum of 5 feet of clear 
passage for pedestrians on a sidewalk where a sidewalk exists. No temporary sign 
shall encroach into a vision clearance area. 

b. As referenced in 16.42.010.C. signs installed bv the citv. county, or state for 
public purposes are allowed in the public right-of-way. 

c. Temporary safety and directional signs installed bv non-governmental persons. 
such as those displayed at or in close proximity to a road crew or construction 
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project, shall get specific written approval from the Public Works Director prior to 
erecting the signs. Such signs shall be removed after the construction activity is 
complete. 

d. A-frame signs and lawn signs no taller than 3 feet in height, and not exceeding 
6 sguare feet in area, mav be displayed bv real estate brokers only on weekends 
and holidays in the right-of-way in relative close proximity to a property where an 
open house is being held for the sale or lease of the property. 

7. Temporary Signs Allowed in Right-of-Wav Only in Commercial and Industrial Zones 
(C-R. C-1. C-2. C-C. C-M. M-1. M-2). A-frame signs mav be displayed on public 
sidewalks provided thev comply with the following standards: 

a. A-frame sion dimensions shall not exceed a maximum width of 3 feet, nor a 
maximum above-ground height of 4 feet. Each sion face shall not exceed 12 
square feet. 

b. One A-frame sign per business license holder mav be displayed on a public 
sidewalk in the right-of-wav abutting the physical address that is on file with the 
City as the location where that business license holder operates the business. A 
weatherproof label which displays the sign-owner's Canbv business license 
number shall be affixed to the backside of the A-frame sign. The business license 
must be current, and Citv personnel must be able to read the business license 
number upon inspection at all times. 

c. A-frame signs shall be displayed only during the business hours of the 
responsible enterprise. 

d. A-frame signs shall be placed so as to allow at least 5 feet of unimpeded 
pedestrian sidewalk maneuvering space. A-frame signs shall not encroach into 
any reguired vision clearance area. A-frame signs shall be set back from the curb 
so as not to interfere with on-street parking, or shall be set back a minimum of 10 
feet from the edge of the street travel lane where no curb exists. 

e. The owner of the property abutting the right-of-wav on which an A-frame sign is 
placed assumes all liability for incidents involving the sign. 

(Ord. 1237. 2007: Ord. 1111 section 7. 2003: Ord. 1076. 2001: Ord. 955 section 17.1996: Ord. 
913 section 1fparti. 1994: Ord. 830 section 13roart1. 1989. Ord. 802 4. 1987: Ord. 740 section 
10.3.40(C). 1984) 

16.42.028—Exempted Signs-
Signs in this section are exempted from certain requirements of this sign ordinance, as detailed 
below. 
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A. No sign permit required. The following signs do not require a sign permit and shrill ho 
pormitod in all zonos, exoopt as othorwiso notod. Suoh signs shall conform to all othor 
applicable provisions of this chapter including area of sign limits from sootion 16.42.100 
(unless specifically exempted) 

1. Tomporarv Siensf 

a. Political campaign signs, real estate or land development signs and temporary 
signs advertising suoh things as social events, garage sales, rental vacancies, or 
farm products are all permitted, provided that they do not exceed the total square 
footage of allowed sign area per lot by more than fifty (50) percent and provided 
that they meet all othor ordinance requirements, including vision clearance. Suoh 
temporary signs in rosidentially zoned areas shall not exceed eight (8) square feet 
per dwelling unit. This section is not intended to authorize the use of temporary 
signs for oommoroial retail business advertising, except as allowed by sootion 
16.42.028. 

b. Real estate or land development signs are not permitted off of the site which 
they aro intended to advertise except for the placement of temporary open house 
directional signs, which may be used between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m. 
daily. Such open house signs may be placed within city rights-of-way, but off of 
the street, on Saturdays and Sundays. However, suoh open house signs may not 
be placed, even temporarily, within county or state rights-of-way.—Land 
development signs are limited to sixty (60) square feet per development. 

o. All temporary signs shall be removed within forty-eight (48) hours after the 
culmination of the event they were intended to advertise. 

2. Namoplatos Rosidontial Areas. Nameplates or address signs of less than two (2) 
square feet are permitted; provided that suoh small signs are unlighted and provided 
that not more than one suoh nameplate or address sign shall be used for each 
dwelling unit or occupant. 

3. Painted wall decorations or embellishments, or decorated banners, which are not 
accompanied by a written message. These are exempt from the area limits of section 
16.42.100. 

4. Flags. These are exempt from area limits of section 16.42.100. 

5. Pennants without written message or logo, not to exceed the lineal feet of the build-
ing exterior per site. These are exempt from area limits of section 16.42.100. 

6. Public or Legal Notices. These are exempt from area limits of section 16.42.100. 
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Window Signs in Commercial and Manufacturing Zonos which occupy a total 
display aroa of no more than fifty (50) peroont of the window area aro exempted from 
area limits of sootion 16.42.100. Window signs may not use materials subject to 
provisions of Prohibited Signs from the next section of this chapter. 

8. Paintod or printed displays in windows of a temporary nature. 

9. Clocks, barber poles, public information signs, without advertising message. 

10. Signs not designed to be viowod from any public right-of way. 

11. Directory signs not exceeding a total display area of ono (1) squaro foot per 
business listod on the directory sign, and attached to the building. Such signs aro 
exempt from tho area limits of Sections 16.42.100. 

B. Sign permit required. The following signs are exempted from certain requirements of 
this sign ordinance, but a sign permit is required. Such signs shall conform to all othor 
applicable provisions of this chapter including area of sign limits from section 16.42.100 
(unless specifically exempted), and shall be permitted in all zones, except as otherwise 
noted. 

1. For Commercial or Industrial Zoned Areas. On-premise signs not exceeding four 
(4) square feet in area, non-illuminated, and not exceeding three (3) feet in height if 
ground mounted. Such signs may be include property address or building numbers, 
names of occupants or premises, professional or home occupation nameplatos, on 
site directional, and similar signs. 

2. Bench advertising signs which comply with all regulations of tho Canby Municipal 
Code. 

3. Banners or pennants with advertising message and not exceeding a total display 
area of forty (40) square feet per face and pennants not to oxoood the lineal feet of the 
building exterior per site, used on premises in conjunction with temporary events and 
not in place longer than a period of thirty (30) days per three (3) month period. Such 
banners and pennants aro exempt from tho aroa limits of sootion 16.42.100. 

4. Signs carved into a building or which are a part of materials which are an integral 
part of the building such as cornerstones, building names, and similar signs. These 
are exempt from area limits of section 16.42.100 

5. Balloons, provided they are temporary and related to a special event and exceed 
10,000 cubic feet in size. These are exempt from area limits of section 16.42.100. 
(Ord 1237, 2007) 
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16.42.029—Prohibited Signs. 
It shall bo unlawful for any person to oroot, display or maintain, and no pormit shall be issued for 
the erection, display, or maintenance of any sign or advertising structure falling within any of tho 
following descriptions: 

1. Rotating, moving, sequentially illuminated, flashing, changing, reflecting, or blinking 
signs are prohibited other than those with white lights indicating the date, time and 
temperature. 

2. No sign or other advertising structure as regulated by this chapter shall be erootod 
at the intersection of any street in suoh a manner as to obstruct free and dear vision; 
or at any location where, by reason of the position, shapo, or color, it may intorforo 
with, obstruct the viow of, or bo confused with any authorized traffic sign, signal, or 
device; or which makes use of the words stop, look, detour, danger, or any other word, 
phraso, symbol or character in suoh a manner as to interfere with, mislead or oonfuso 
motorists. Sign lighting shall bo designed and constructed in suoh a manner as to not 
create or produoo glare on nearby dwellings. 

3. Internally illuminated "box style" signs with slide-out fronts aro prohibited in the C 1 
zone. 

4. Suoh advertising devices as strings of lights, banners, ponnants, and balloons, 

except as permitted under section 16.42.028, Exempted Signs. 

6. Temporary signs, except as permitted under section 16.42.028, Exempted Signs. 

6. Freestanding signs in the C-1 zone shall be of the monument type only. 
T-.—No sign or portion thereof shall be erected within future street rights of way 
approved by City Council unless and until an agreement is recorded stipulating that 
the sign will be removed or relocated upon street widening at no expense to tho city. 

8. Portable signs, except as permitted under sections 16.42.105 and 16.42.108. 

9. Window signs, which are not temporary and which obscure moro than fifty (50) 
percent of the window area. 

10. Signs affixed to power, utility, or traffic control polos othor than city-approved 
traffic control signs and pole identification placards. 

11. Searchlights or beacons, except for temporary events suoh as grand openings, in 
which oase a permit is required. 

12. No street banners or other signs projecting over a public right-of-way shall be 
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permitted without the prior consent of the City Council or thoir designoo, except as 
may be permitted in the Uniform Sign Code. 

—Except for nameplates or logos indicating the owner's name and place of 
business, no signs, including temporary signs, shall be displayed from trailers or 
vehioles parked within any public right of way or the required setback aroa adjoining 
tho right of way. (Ord. 013 sootion 1 [part], 1004; Ord. 055 sootion 17, 1006; Ord. 
1076, 2001; Ord. 1111 sootion 7, 2003; Ord. 1237, 2007) 

16.42.030 Setbacks.Community event sign plan. 
Temporary banners or seasonal holiday decorations which extend over a street, over a private 
road providing vehicle access into a property, or are attached to utility or streetlight poles, shall 
be permitted only after the City Council has approved a Community Event Sign Plan. 

A=—Signs are required to meet the setback requirements of the applicable zone district; 
except, however, that tho stroot yard setback for signs may be reduced to fifty (50) 
percent of that required for other structures in the zone. 

B. Signs shall not be allowed to obstruct a vision olearanoe area as defined in this Title. 
(Ord. 013 sootion 1[part], 1004; Ord. 830 section 13[part] 1080; Ord. 802 4, 1087; Ord. 
740 section 10.3.40(C), 1084; Ord. 1111 soction 7, 2003) 

A. Application for approval of a Community Event Sign Plan shall be made on forms 
provided bv the Planning Director, and shall be accompanied bv all reouired information 
and fees. 

B. Applicant shall obtain all encroachment permits and other agency approvals required, 
prior to submitting an application for a Community Event Sign Plan. If signage is 
proposed within a right-of-wav controlled bv another agency, the applicant shall provide 
written consent from the appropriate agency regarding the signage prior to submitting an 
application for a Community Event Sign Plan. The consent shall identify any restrictions 
desired bv the owner of the right-of-wav. 

C. The applicant shall assume all liability for incidents involving the sign bv signing a 
document exempting the City from liability and providing liability insurance in the form 
reouired bv the City Attorney and in an amount not less than the current tort liability 
limitations. 

D. Applications for permanent geographic identification banners or signage which extend 
over a street, over a private road providing vehicle access into a property, or are attached 
to utility or streetlight poles, shall be submitted following the same application procedures 
as described for temporary signage, and shall be submitted bv a neighborhood 
association that is officially recognized bv the City, or shall be accompanied bv a petition 
indicating the consent of at least 51 percent of the property owners in the geographic area 
delineated on the Sign Plan application. 
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E. Except for permanent banners or signage identifying a geographic area or district of 
the City, all banners and signage approved in a Community Event Sign Plan shall be 
removed within 2 days after the associated event or activity has ended, or no later than 
directed bv City Council in the Sign Plan approval, whichever date is later. 

16.42.040 Design standards for signs. 
The following standards apply to signs in all zone districts. 

A. Setbacks. Signs are reguired to meet the setback requirements of the applicable 
zone district, except however the street yard setback for signs mav be reduced to fifty 
(50) percent of that reguired for other structures in the zone. Signs shall not obstruct a 
vision clearance area reguired in the applicable zone district. 

B. Illumination. 

1. External illumination is allowed. The external illumination mav be either "direct" or 
"indirect", provided that the source of light (e.g.. bulb) is shielded such that it is not 
directly seen bv the public. External light sources shall be carefully located, directed. 
and shielded in order to avoid direct illumination of any off-site object or property. 

2. Internal illumination is allowed. 

3. External or internal sign illumination shall not result in glare onto neighboring 
properties or onto public right-of-wav. such that due to level of brightness, lack of 
shielding, or high contrast with surrounding light levels, the sign illumination results in 
discomfort or visual disability for persons. 

4. Sign illumination shall not appear to flash, undulate, pulse, or portray explosions, 
fireworks, flashes of light, or blinking or chasing lights. 

C. Monument signs. 

1. Monument signs shall have a distinct base, middle, and top. These elements of 
the sign shall vary from one another in terms of their thickness, materials, or color. 

2. Monument signs shall incorporate the following materials, unless otherwise 
approved pursuant to subsection 4 of this section. 

a. The base and top shall be constructed of stone, brick, or wood. 

b. The middle shall be constructed of stone, brick, wood. metal with a matte/non-
reflective finish, vinvl. or other materials as noted in subsection c. 
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c. Other materials mav be used for bulletin board or electronic message board 
components in the middle portion of a monument sign, as needed to allow the 
bulletin board or electronic message board to function. 

3. Monument signs shall provide street addresses when street addresses are not 
visible from the street. 

4. A monument sign which does not meet one or more of the standards detailed 
above in subsections 1 through 3. mav be approved bvthe Planning Director pursuant 
to the Type II land use application procedures set forth in Chapter 16.89. A 
discretionary monument sign application mav be approved if the applicant 
demonstrates compliance with all of the following criteria: 

a. The overall design of the sign exhibits a sense of structure: and 

b. Timeless materials, similar to stone, brick, or wood are used: and 

c. The proposed sign is in conformance with all other applicable city ordinances 
concerning it's location, construction, and design. 

D. A-Frame signs. 

1. A-frame signs shall be constructed of wood, plastic, or metal with a matte/non-
reflective finish. 

2. A-frame signs shall not include any parts or attachments that extend beyond the 
edge of the sign dimensions established in Section 16.42.025.C. 

3. A-frame signs shall not incorporate reflective materials. 

4. A-frame sign structure shall not incorporate any neon colors. 

5. An A-frame sign which does not meet one or more of the standards detailed above 
in subsections 1 through 4. mav be approved bv the Planning Director pursuant to the 
Type II land use application procedures set forth in Chapter 16.89. A discretionary A-
frame sign application mav be approved if the applicant demonstrates compliance with 
all of the following criteria: 

a. The proposed materials, colors, and dimensions of the A-frame sign do not 
pose a hazard or nuisance to persons: and 

b. The proposed sign is in conformance with all other applicable city ordinances 
concerning it's location, construction, and design. 
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E. Blade/Overhang signs. 

1. Blade/overhang sign shall not extend more than 8 feet from the building face. 

2. The outer edge of a blade/overhang sign shall be set back a minimum of 2 feet 
from a curb. 

3. A minimum 81/2 foot clearance shall be provided between grade and the bottom of 
a blade/overhang sign. 

F. Wall signs. A wall sign shall not project more than 18 inches from the wall to which it 
is attached (or 12 inches from a wall directly abutting an alley). An encroachment permit 
is reguired prior to encroachment into any public right-of-wav. 

G. Bulletin boards and electronic message boards are only allowed as part of a 
blade/overhang sign, marquee sign, monument sign, pole sign, or wall sign. 

1. The rate of change for sign copy on a bulletin or electronic message board from 
one message to another message shall be no more freouent than every 8 seconds. 
Once changed, copy shall remain static until the next change. 

2. Displays mav travel horizontally or scroll vertically onto electronic message boards, 
but must hold in a static position after completing the travel or scroll. 

3. Sign copy shall not appear to flash, undulate, pulse, or portray explosions-
fireworks. flashes of light, or blinking or chasing lights. Copy shall not appear to move 
toward or awav from the viewer, expand or contract, bounce, rotate, spin, twist, or 
otherwise portray graphics or animation as it moves onto, is displayed on. or leaves 
the electronic message board. 

4. No electronic message board mav be illuminated to a degree of brightness that is 
greater than necessary for adeouate visibility. 

(Ord. 1111 section 7.2003: Ord. 913 section Ifpartl. 1994: Ord. 830 section 13fpart11989: Ord. 
802 4.1987: Ord. 740 section 10.3.40(C). 1984) 

16.42.050 Size, type, and location of signs permitted bv zoning district and use. 
Table 16.42.050 sets forth standards for type, size, and location of permanent signs that are 
allowed in specific zoning districts. The table is arranged bv section as follows: 

1. Residential Zones and Agricultural Zone (R-1. R-1.5. R-2. A. C-R) 
2. Industrial Zones and Heavy Commercial Manufacturing Zone (M-1. M-2. C-M) 
3. Highway Commercial Zone (C-2) and Outer Highway Commercial Area in the 

Downtown Canbv Overlay Zone (DCO-ohc) 
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4. Downtown Commercial Zone (C-1) and Core Commercial Area in the Downtown 
Canbv Overlay Zone (DCO-cc) 

5. Core Highway Frontage Sion Overlay Zone (CHFS) 
6. Residential/Commercial Zone and Convenience Commercial Zone (C-R. C-C), and 

Transitional Commercial Area in the Downtown Canbv Overlay Zone (DCO-tc) 
7. Canbv Industriai Area Overiav Zone (l-O) 

A. Where the standards in a base zoning district conflict with the standards in an overlay 
district, the standards in the overlay district prevail. 

B. Where the standards in the Canbv Industrial Area Overiav (l-O) district conflict with the 
standards in another overiav district, the standards in the Canbv Industrial Area Overlay 
(l-O) district prevail. 

C. Where the standards in the Core Highway Frontage Sign Overlay (CHFS) district 
conflict with the standards in another overlay district, the standards in the Core Highway 
Frontage Sign Overlay (CHFS) district prevail. 

D. Where an automobile service station is located on a lot, regardless of zoning district. 
the sign standards set forth in 16.42.060 apply. 

TABLE 16.42.050 

1. Residential Zones and Agricultural Zone (R-1. R-1.5, R-2, A. C-R) 

Monument Sign 

A. Use on site: Property has been subdivided into more than 20 lots. 

Size: maximum 16 sauare feet 
per sian face. 

Maximum Heiaht: 
7 feet. 

Location/Number: Maximum two sians: One 
sian mav be located on either side of a public 
street or private street entrance to the 
subdivided property. 

B. Use on site: Multi-family development. 

Size: maximum 16 sauare feet Maximum Heiaht: Location/Number: One sian mav be located 
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per sian face. 7 feet. adiacent to the Drimarv street frontaae. on 
either side of a vehicle accesswav: AND one 
sian mav be located adiacent to a collector or 
arterial street frontaae if it is not the orimarv 
street frontaae. on either side of a vehicle 
accessway. 

C. Use on site: church, school. Dublic/semi-Dublic facilitv. or privatelv-owned community center. 

Size: maximum 40 sauare feet Maximum Heiaht: Location/Number: Maximum one sian: No 
per sian face. 7 feet. specific location reauirement. 

D. Use on site: all other uses. 

Size: not allowed. Maximum Heiaht: 
n/a. 

Location/Number: n/a. 

Pole Sian 

" \ 
»J-

m 

A. Use on site: church, school. Dublic/semi-public facilitv. or orivatelv-owned community center. 

Size: maximum 40 sauare feet 
per sian face. 

Maximum Heiaht: 
8 feet. 

Location/Number: One sian mav be located 
adjacent each street frontaae. 

B. Use on site: all other uses 

Size: not allowed. Maximum Heiaht: 
n/a. 

Location/Number: n/a. 

Wall Sian 

A; 
..T* H 

. g i 

A. Use on site: church, school, or oublic/semi-oublic facilitv. 

Size: maximum 8 percent of 
buildina elevation area, with a 
maximum sian face of 60 
sauare feet on a primary 
frontaae or 30 sauare feet on a 
secondary frontaae. 

Maximum Heiaht: 
shall not project 

above the roof line 
or too of the 
parapet wall, 
whichever is 
hiaher. 

Location/Number: One sian per buildina 
frontaae. 

B. Use on site: home occupation or permitted commercial use other than those listed above in 
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Size: maximum sian face of 2 Maximum Heiaht: Location/Number: Maximum one sian: No 
sauare feet. shall not oroiect 

above the roof line 
or too of the 
parapet wall, 
whichever is 
hiaher. 

specific location reauirement. 

C. Use on site: all other uses. 

Size: not allowed. Maximum Heiaht: 
n/a. 

Location/Number: n/a. 

subsection A. 

Blade/Overhang Sign 

A. Use on site: home occupation or permitted commercial use-

Size: maximum 2 sauare feet Maximum Heiaht: Location/Number: One sian per buildina 
per sian face. shall not project 

above the roof line 
or too of the 
parapet wall, 
whichever is 
hiaher. 

frontaae. 

B. Use on site: all other uses. 

Size: not allowed. Maximum Heiaht: 
n/a. 

Location/Number: n/a. 

Bulletin Board 

A. Use on site: church, school, or public/semi-public facility. 

Size: bulletin board mav 
encompass UP to 75 percent of 
sign face area. 

Maximum Height: 
determined bv 
heiaht of sian. 

Location/Number: Only allowed as part of a 
permitted sign, as set forth in 16.42.040.C.2. 

B. Use on site: all other uses. 
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Size: bulletin board mav 
encompass UP to 50 percent of 
sign face area-

Maximum Height: 
determined bv 
heiaht of sian. 

Location/Number: Only allowed as part of a 
permitted sign, as set forth in 16.42.040.C.2. 

Electronic Message Board 

A. Use on site: all uses. 

Size: electronic messaae board 
mav encompass UP to 25 
percent of sian face area. 

Maximum Heiaht: 
determined bv 
heiaht of sian. 

Location/Number: Onlv allowed as part of a 
permitted sian. as set forth in 16.42.040.C.2. 

Awning Sign or Canopy Sign 

A. Use on site: not permitted for any use. 

Marguee Sign 
< •"•aar0' 

A 

A. Use on site: not permitted for any use-

Window Sign 

A. Use on site: all uses. 

Size: maximum 15 percent of 
total window area. 

Maximum Heiaht: 
determined bv 
heiaht of window. 

Location/Number: Onlv allowed in around floor 
or 2nd floor windows. 
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2. Industrial Zones and Heaw Commercial Manufacturina Zone (M-1. M-2. C-M) 

Monument Sian 

-W-
M Ì I L 

A. Use on site: Church, school, or public facility. 

Size: maximum 48 sauare feet 
Der sian face (up to two faces). 

Maximum Heiaht: 9 
feet. 

Location/Number: One sian mav be located 
adiacent each street frontaae. 

B. Use on site: Minor business comDlex. 

Size: maximum 100 square 
feet Der sian face (UD to two 
faces). 

Maximum Heiaht: 9 
feet. 

Location/Number: One sian: exceDt on a site 
abuttina a collector or arterial street one sian 
mav be located adiacent each 
collector/arterial street frontaae: exceDt on a 
site laraer than 10 acres a total of two sians 
are allowed. 

C. Use on site: Maior business comDlex. 

Size: maximum 150 sauare 
feet Der sian face (UD to two 
faces). 

Maximum Heiaht: 9 
feet. 

Location/Number: One sian: exceDt on a site 
abuttina a collector or arterial street one sian 
mav be located adiacent each 
collector/arterial street frontaae: except on a 
site laraer than 10 acres a total of two sians 
are allowed. 

D. Use on site: all other uses on a site that is less than or eaual to 5 acres in size. 
Size: maximum 48 sauare feet 
Der sian face (UD to two faces). 

Maximum Heiaht: 9 
feet. 

Location/Number: One sian: exceDt on a site 
abuttina a collector or arterial street one sian 
mav be located adiacent each 
coi'pctor/arterial street frontaae. 

E. Use on site: all uses on a site areater than 5 acres. 

Size: maximum 150 sauare 
feet Der sian face (UD to two 
faces). 

Maximum Heiaht: 9 
feet. 

Location/Number: One sian: exceDt on a site 
abuttina a collector or arterial street one sian 
mav be located adiacent each 
collector/arterial street frontaae: exceDt on a 
site laraer than 10 acres a total of two sians 
are allowed. 

Pole Sian 
? 

t 
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A. Use on site: church, school, or Dublic facility. 

Size: maximum 48 sauare feet 
œr sian face (UD to two faces). 

Maximum Heiaht: 
18 feet. 

Location/Number: One sian mav be located 
adiacent each street frontaae. 

B. Use on site: Minor business complex. 
Size: maximum 100 sauare 
feet œr sian face (UD to two 
faces). 

Maximum Heiaht: 
20 feet. 

Location/Number: One sian: exceDt on a site 
with more than one street frontaae one sian 
mav be located adjacent each collector or 
arterial street frontaae that is at least 500 feet 
in lenath. Where more than one sian is 
Dermitted on a site, the sians must be 
seDarated bv at least 300 feet. 

C. Use on site: Maior business complex. 

Size: maximum 130 sauare 
feet œr sian face (UD to two 
faces). 

Maximum Heiaht: 
26 feet. 

Location/Number: One sian: exceDt on a site 
with more than one street frontaae one sian 
mav be located adiacent each collector or 
arterial street frontaae that is at least 500 feet 
in lenath. Where more than one sian is 
permitted on a site, the sians must be 
seDarated bv at least 300 feet. 

D. Use on site: All other uses on a site that is less than or eaual to 5 acres in size. 

Size: maximum 48 sauare feet 
per sian face (UD to two faces). 

Maximum Heiaht: 
18 feet. 

Location/Number: One sian: exceDt one sian 
mav be located adjacent each collector or 
arterial street frontaae. 

E. Use on site: All uses on a site areater than 5 acres. 

Size: maximum 130 sauare 
feet per sian face (UD to two 
faces). 

Maximum Heiaht: 
18 feet. 

Location/Number: One sian: exceDt one sian 
mav be located adjacent each collector or 
arterial street frontaae: exceDt if the use is a 
church, school, or Dublic facility one sian mav 
be located adjacent each street frontaae. 

Wall Sian 

A. Use on site: All uses. 
Size: The maximum sian face 
area of all sianaae allowed on 

Maximum Heiaht: 
shall not Droiect 

Location/Number: One sian Der buildina 
frontaae for each business license on file with 
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a primary building frontage is 8 
percent of the building 
elevation area of the primary 
building frontaae. UP to a 
maximum of 120 sauare feet. 

The maximum sign face area 
of all signage allowed on a 
secondary building frontaae is 
6 percent of the building 
elevation area of the 
secondary building frontaae. 
UP to a maximum of 60 sauare 
feet. 

If the building elevation area of 
a primary or secondary 
building frontaae exceeds 
5.000 sauare feet, the total 
sign face area allowed on that 
frontaae is 190 square feet-

above the roof line 
or top of the parapet 
wall, whichever is 
higher. 

the City at that location. 

Blade/Overhang Sign 

A. Use on site: All uses. 

Size: Each sign shall have a 
maximum sign face area of 48 
sauare feet. 

The total sign face area of all 
signs placed on a primary 
building frontaae shall not 
exceed 12 percent of the 
building elevation area of the 
primary building frontage-

Maximum Height: 
shall not project 
above the roof line 
or top of the parapet 
wall, whichever is 
higher. 

Location/Number: One sign per building 
frontage for each business license on file with 
the City at that location. 

Bulletin Board 
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A. Use on site: church, school, or oublic/semi-public facility. 

Size: bulletin board mav 
encompass UP to 75 percent of 
sign face area. 

Maximum Height: 
determined bv 
height of sign. 

Location/Number: Onlv allowed as part of a 
permitted sian. as set forth in 16.42.040.C.2. 

B. Use on site: all other uses. 

Size: bulletin board mav 
encompass up to 50 percent of 
sign face area. 

Maximum Heiaht: 
determined bv 
height of sian. 

Location/Number: Onlv allowed as Dart of a 
permitted sian. as set forth in 16.42.040.C.2. 

Electronic Message Board 

A. Use on site: all uses. 

Size: electronic messaae 
board mav encompass UP to 
25 percent of sian fece area. 

Maximum Heiaht: 
determined bv 
heiaht of sian. 

Location/Number: Onlv allowed as part of a 
permitted sian. as set forth in 16.42.040.C.2. 

Awning Sign or Canopy Sign 

A. Use on site: all uses. 

Size: The maximum sian face 
area of all signage allowed on 
a primary building frontage is 
12 percent of the building 
elevation area of the primary 
building frontaae. UP to a 
maximum of 120 sguare feet. 

The maximum sian face area 
of all signage aliowed on a 
secondary building frontage is 
8 percent of the building 
elevation area of the 

Maximum Heiaht: 
shall not project 
above the roof line. 

Location/Number: One sian per building 
frontaae for each business license on file with 
the Citv at that location. Sign shall not project 
above the roof line. Sign shall not extend 
more than 8 feet from the building face. Outer 
edge of sign shall be set back a minimum of 2 
feet from a curb. A minimum 8 foot 
clearance shall be provided between grade 
and bottom of sign. 
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secondary frontage, UP to a 
maximum of 60 souare feet. 

Marauee Sion 
íf ""«se™ m m 

1 
A. Use on site: not permitted for any use. 

Window Sian Window Sian r>r 
I 

• 
j • 

A. Use on site: all uses. 

Size: maximum 15 percent of 
total window area. 

Maximum Heiaht: 
determined bv 
heiaht of window. 

Location/Number: Only allowed in ground 
floor or 2nd floor windows. 

3. Highway Commercial Zone (C-2) and Outer Highway Commercial Area in the 
Downtown Canbv Overlay Zone (DCO-ohcl 

Monument Sign 

x m b M M 
Monument Sign 

i V 7 , " r U t o i 

A. Use on site: Church, school, or public facility. 

Size: maximum 48 square feet 
per sian face (UD to two faces). 

Maximum Heiaht: 9 
feet. 

Location/Number: One sian mav be located 
ad|acent each street frontaae. 

B. Use on site: Minor business complex. 
Size: maximum 100 sauare 
feet per sian face (up to two 
faces). 

Maximum Heiaht: 
12 feet. 

Location/Number: One siqn; except on a site 
abuttina a collector or arterial street one sian 
mav be located adiacent each 
collector/arterial street frontaae. 
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C. Use on site: Maior business complex. 

Size: maximum 150 sauare 
feet Der sian face (UD to two 
faces). 

Maximum Heiaht: 
12 feet. 

Location/Number: One sian: exceDt on a site 
abuttina a collector or arterial street one sian 
mav be located adiacent each 
collector/arterial street frontage. 

D. Use on site: all other uses. 

Size: maximum 48 square feet 
œr sian face (up to two faces). 

Maximum Heiaht: 9 
feet. 

Location/Number: One sian: except on a site 
abuttina a collector or arterial street one sian 
mav be located adjacent each 
collector/arterial street frontaae. 

Pole Sian 
p M 

t 

A. Use on site: church, school, or Dublic facility. 

Size: maximum 48 square feet 
Der sian face (UD to two faces). 

Maximum Heiaht: 
18 feet. 

Location/Number: One sian mav be located 
adjacent each street frontaae. 

B. Use on site: Minor business complex. 

Size: maximum 100 square 
feet per sian face (UD to two 
faces). 

Maximum Heiaht: 
20 feet. 

Location/Number: One sian: except on a site 
with more than one street frontaae one sian 
mav be located adjacent each collector or 
arterial street frontaae that is at least 500 feet 
in length. Where more than one sian is 
Dermitted on a site, the sians must be 
seDarated bv at least 300 feet. 

C. Use on site: Major business comDlex. 

Size: maximum 130 sauare 
feet Der sian face (UD to two 
faces). 

Maximum Heiaht: 
26 feet. 

Location/Number: One sian: exceDt on a site 
with more than one street frontaae one sian 
mav be located adjacent each collector or 
arterial street frontaae that is at least 500 feet 
in length. Where more than one sian is 
Dermitted on a site, the sians must be 
separated bv at least 300 feet. 

D. Use on site: All other uses. 

Size: maximum 48 sauare feet 
Der sian face (up to two faces). 

Maximum Heiaht: 
18 feet. 

Location/Number: One sian: exceDt one sian 
may be located adjacent each collector or 
arterial street frontaae. 
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Size: The maximum sign face 
area of all signage allowed on 
a primary building frontage is 8 
percent of the building 
elevation area of the primary 
building frontage, UP to a 
maximum of 120 square feet-

Maximum Height: 
shall not project 
above the roof line 
or top of the 
parapet wall, 
whichever is higher. 

Location/Number: One sign per building 
frontage for each business license on file with 
the Citv at that location. 

The total combined area of 
marouee signs, awning or 
canopy signs, and wall signs 
on a primary frontage shall not 
exceed the maximum 
percentage of building 
elevation area allowed. 

The maximum sign face area 
of all signage allowed on a 
secondary building frontage is 
6 percent of the building 
elevation area of the secondary 
building frontage, UP to a 
maximum of 60 souare feet. 

If the building elevation area of 
a primary or secondary building 
frontage exceeds 5.000 sguare 
feet, the total sign face area 
allowed on that frontage is 190 
sguare feet. 
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A. Use on site: All uses. 
Size: Each sign shall have a 
maximum sion face area of 48 
square feet. 

The total sign face area of all 
signs placed on a primary 
building frontage shall not 
exceed 12 percent of the 
building elevation area of the 
primary building frontage. 

Maximum Height: 
shall not project 
above the roof line 
or top of the 
pargpet wgll, 
whichever is higher. 

Location/Number: One sign per building 
frontage for each business license on file with 
the City at that location. 

Bulletin Board 

A. Use on site: church, school, or public/semi-public facility. 
Size: bulletin board mav 
encompass up to 75 percent of 
sign face area. 

Maximum Height: 
determined bv 
height of sign. 

Location/Number: Onlv allowed as part of a 
permitted sion. as set forth in 16.42.040.C.2. 

B. Use on site: all other uses. 
Size: bulletin board mav 
encompass up to 50 percent of 
sign face area. 

Maximum Height: 
determined by 
height of sign. 

Location/Number: Onlv allowed as Dart of a 
permitted sion. as set forth in 16.42.040.C.2. 

Electronic Message Board 

A. Use on site: all uses. 
Size: electronic message 
board mav encompass UP to 

area. 

Maximum Height: 
determined by 
height of sign. 

Location/Number: Only allowed as part of a 
permitted sign, as set forth in 16.42.040.C.2. 

Awning Sign or Canopy Sign 
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A. Use on site: all uses. 

Size: The maximum sian face 
area of all sianaae allowed on 
a Drimarv buildina frontaae is 

Maximum Heiaht: 
shall not Droiect 
above the roof line. 

Location/Number: One sian Der buildina 
frontaae for each business license on file with 
the Citv at that location. Sian shall not Droiect 

12 percent of the buildina 
elevation area of the Drimarv 
buildina frontaae. UD to a 

above the roof line. Sian shall not extend 
more than 8 feet from the buildina face. Outer 
edae of sian shall be set back a minimum of 2 

maximum of 120 sauare feet. 

The total combined area of 
marauee sians. awnina or 
canoDv sians. and wall sians 
on a Drimarv frontaae shall not 
exceed the maximum 
Dercentaae of buildina 
elevation area allowed. 

The maximum sian face area 
of all sianaae allowed on a 
secondary buildina frontaae is 
8 percent of the buildina 
elevation area of the secondary 
frontaae. UD to a maximum of 
60 square feet. 

feet from a curb. A minimum 81A foot 
clearance shall be Drovided between arade 
and bottom of sian. 

Marauee Sian 

" I » Jt 
A. Use on site: all uses. 

Size: The maximum sian face 
area of all sianaae allowed on 
a Drimarv buildina frontaae is 
12 Dercent of the buildina 
elevation area of the Drimarv 

Maximum Heiaht: 
shall not Droiect 
above the roof line 
or parapet wall, 
whichever is hiaher: 

Location/Number: One sian Der Drimarv 
buildina frontaae for each business license on 
file with the Citv at that location. Outer edae 
of sian shall be set back a minimum of 2 feet 
from a curb. A minimum 8 % foot clearance 

buildina frontaae. UD to a 
maximum of 120 sauare feet. 

The total combined area of 
marauee sians. awnina or 

however, the 
blade/overhanaina 
Dortion of the sian 
mav extend above 
the roof line or 

shall be Drovided between arade and bottom 
of sian. 
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canoDV sians. and wall sians 
on a Drimarv frontaae shall not 
exceed the maximum 
Dercentaae of buildina 
elevation area allowed. 

DaraDet wall. 

Window Sian 

• I t '1 p r r * 

A. Use on site: all uses. 

Size: maximum 15 percent of 
total window area. 

Maximum Heiaht: 
determined bv 
heiaht of window. 

Location/Number: Onlv allowed in around 
floor or 2nd floor windows. 

4. Downtown Commercial Zone (C-1) and Core Commercial Area in the Downtown Canbv 
Overlay Zone (DCO-cc) 

Monument Sian / 
w 1 V H H H H M I ' Tjr • W » »JJL 

Monument Sian 

A. Use on site: Church, school, or public facilitv. 

Size: maximum 40 sauare feet 
per sian face (up to two faces). 

Maximum Heiaht: 
9 feet. 

Location/Number: One sian mav be located 
adjacent each street frontaae. 

B. Use on site: Minor business complex. 

Size: maximum 50 sauare feet 
per sian face (up to two faces). 

Maximum Heiaht: 
12 feet. 

Location/Number: One sian: except on a site 
abuttina a collector or arterial street one sian 
mav be located adjacent each collector/arterial 
street frontaae. 

C. Use on site: Maior business complex. 
Size: maximum 65 sauare feet 
per sian face (UP to two faces). 

Maximum Heiaht: 
12 feet. 

Location/Number: One sian: except on a site 
abuttina a collector or arterial street one sian 
mav be located adjacent each collector/arterial 
street frontaae. 

D. Use on site: all other uses. 
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Size: maximum 40 sauare feet 
Der sian face (UD to two faces). 

Maximum Heiaht: 
9 feet. 

Location/Number: One sian: exceDt on a site 
abuttina a collector or arterial street one sian 
mav be located adiacent each collector/arterial 
street frontaae. 

Pole Sian 
? 

I 

A. Use on site: church, school, or Dublic facilitv. 

Size: maximum 40 sauare feet 
Der sian face (UD to two faces). 

Maximum Heiaht: 
12 feet. 

Location/Number: One sian mav be located 
adjacent each street frontaae. 

B. Use on site: Minor business comDlex. 

Size: maximum 50 sauare feet 
Der sian face (UD to two faces). 

Maximum Heiaht: 
18 feet. 

Location/Number: One sian: exceDt on a site 
with more than one street frontaae one sian 
mav be located adiacent each collector or 
arterial street frontaae that is at least 500 feet 
in lenath. Where more than one sian is 
Dermitted on a site, the sians must be 
separated by at least 300 feet. 

C. Use on site: Maior business comolex. 
Size: maximum 65 sauare feet 
Der sian face (UD to two faces). 

Maximum Heiaht: 
18 feet. 

Location/Number: One sian: exceDt on a site 
with more than one street frontaae one sian 
mav be located adiacent each collector or 
arterial street frontaae that is at least 500 feet 
in lenath. Where more than one sian is 
Dermitted on a site, the sians must be 
seDarated bv at least 300 feet. 

D. Use on site: All other uses. 
Size: maximum 40 sauare feet 
Der sian face (up to two faces). 

Maximum Heiaht: 
12 feet. 

Location/Number: One sian: exceDt one sian 
mav be located adiacent each collector or 
arterial street frontaae. 

Wall Sian 

A. Use on site: All uses. 
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Size: The maximum sign face 
area of all signage allowed on a 
primary building frontage is 8 
percent of the building elevation 
area of the primary building 
frontage, up to a maximum of 
60 sguare feet. 

The total combined area of 
marouee signs, awning or 
canopy signs, and wall signs on 
a primary frontage shall not 
exceed the maximum 
percentage of building elevation 
area allowed. 

The total combined area of wall 
and blade/overhang signs on a 
primary frontage shall not 
exceed 12 percent of the 
building elevation area. 

The maximum sign face area of 
all signage allowed on a 
secondary building frontage is 6 
percent of the building elevation 
area of the secondary building 
frontage, up to a maximum of 
30 sguare feet-

Maximum Height: 
shall not project 
above the roof line 
or top of the 
parapet wall. 
whichever is 
higher. 

Location/Number: One sign per building 
frontage for each business license on file with 
the City at that location. 

Blade/Overhang Sign 

A. Use on site: All uses. 
Size: Each sign shall have a 
maximum sign face area of 20 
sguare feet. 

The total combined area of wall 
and blade/overhang signs on a 
primary frontage shall not 
exceed 12 percent of the 
building elevation area-

Maximum Height: 
shall not project 
above the roof line 
or top of the 
parapet wall. 
whichever is 
higher. 

Location/Number: One sign per building 
frontage for each business license on file with 
the City at that location. 
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Size: bulletin board mav 
encompass UP to 75 percent of 
sian face area. 

Maximum Heiaht: 
determined bv 
heiaht of sign. 

Location/Number: Onlv allowed as part of a 
permitted sian. as set forth in 16.42.040.C.2. 

B. Use on site: all other uses. 
Size: bulletin board mav 
encompass UP to 50 percent of 
sian face area. 

Maximum Heiaht: 
determined by 
heiqht of siqn. 

Location/Number: Onlv allowed as part of a 
permitted sian. as set forth in 16.42.040.C.2. 

A. Use on site: church, school, or public/semi-public facility-

Electronic Message Board 

A. Use on site: all uses. 
Size: electronic messaae board 
mav encompass UP to 25 
percent of sian face area. 

Maximum Heiaht: 
determined bv 
heiqht of sian. 

Location/Number: Onlv allowed as part of a 
permitted sian. as set forth in 16.42.040.C.2. 

Awning Sign or Canopv Sign 

A. Use on site: all uses. 
Size: The maximum sian face 
area of all sianaae allowed on a 
primarv buildina frontaae is 12 
percent of the buildina elevation 
area of the primary buildina 

Maximum Heiaht: 
shall not oroiect 
above the roof line 
or parapet wall, 
whichever is 

Location/Number: One sian per buildina 
frontaae for each business license on file with 
the Citv at that location. Sian shall not project 
above the roof line. Sian shall not extend more 
than 8 feet from the buildina face. Outer edae 
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frontaae. UD to a maximum of 
60 sauare feet. 

hiaher. of sian shall be set back a minimum of 2 feet 
from a curb. A minimum 8 !4 foot clearance 

The total combined area of 
marauee sians. awnina or 
canoDv sians. and wall sians on 
a Drimarv frontaae shall not 
exceed the maximum 
Dercentaae of buildina elevation 
area allowed. 

shall be Drovided between arade and bottom of 
sign. 

The maximum sian face area of 
all sianaae allowed on a 
secondary buildina frontaae is 8 
percent of the buildina elevation 
area of the secondary frontaae. 
UD to a maximum of 30 square 
feet. 

Marauee Sian 
i f " W » 

' ' « » 4 

A. Use on site: all uses. 

Size: The maximum sian face 
area of all sianaae allowed on a 
Drimarv buildina frontaae is 12 
Dercent of the buildina elevation 
area of the primarv buildina 
frontaae. UD to a maximum of 
120 sauare feet. 

The total combined area of 
marauee sians. awnina or 
canoDv sians. and wall sians on 
a Drimarv frontaae shall not 
exceed the maximum 
percentaae of buildina elevation 
area allowed. 

Maximum Heiaht: 
shall not Droiect 
more than 8 feet 
above the roof line 
or Daraœt wall, 
whichever is 
hiaher. The 
blade/overhana 
Dortion of the sian 
mav extend above 
the roof line or 
DaraDet wall. 

Location/Number: One sign Der Drimarv 
building frontage for each business license on 
file with the Citv at that location. Outer edge of 
sign shall be set back a mrimum of 2 feet from 
a curb. 

Window Sian 

111 
r>i~r\/ /-\r- r^ A mi 
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A. Use on site: all uses. 

Size: maximum 15 percent of 
total window area-

Maximum Height: 
determined bv 
height of window. 

Location/Number: Only allowed in around floor 
or 2nd floor windows. 

5. Core Highway Frontage Sign Overlay Zone fCHFS) 

A. Use on site: Church, school, or public facility. 

A. The purpose of the Core Highway Frontage Sign Overlay is to have sign standards that are 
particularly applicable to properties in the Core Commercial sub-area of the Downtown Canbv Overlay 
Zone that are located in close proximity to Hwv 99 E. 

B. A Core Highway Frontage Sign Overlay Zone is established as illustrated bv the striped pattern on 
the following map, and encompasses the following area: 

Monument Sign 

Land north of Hwy 99E that is south of N.W. 
1st Avenue, west of N. Knott Street, and east 
of N. Elm Street. 
Also, land south of Hwy 99E inside a boundary 
that begins at the southeast comer of the 
intersection of Hwy 99E and S. Elm Street, 
thence 264 feet south along the easterly right-
of-way line of S. Elm Street, thence east to the 
centerline of S. Grant Street along a line that 

\ runs parallel to and 98 feet north of the 
northerly right-of-way line of S.W. 2nd Street, 
thence 164 feet north along the centerline of 
S. Grant Street, thence east approximately... 

147.48 feet along a line approximately 100 feet south of and parallel to the southerly right-of-way line 
of Hwy 99E, thence south 86.56 feet along the westerly boundary of PP1990-5 to the southwesterly 
comer of PP1990-5, thence east approximately 524.58 feet along a line that is parallel to the southerly 
boundary of PP1990-5 to the centerline of S. Ivy Street, thence north approximately 100 feet along the 
centerline of S. Ivy Street, thence east along a line that is parallel to and approximately 100 feet south 
of the southerly right-of-way of Hwy 99E to the centerline of S. Locust Street, thence north 100 feet 
along the centerline of S. Locust Street to the intersection of S. Locust Street and Hwy 99E, thence 
southwest along the southerly right-of-way of Hwy 99E back to the point of beginning. 
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Size: maximum 48 sauare feet 
per sian face (up to two faces). 

Maximum Heiaht: 
9 feet. 

Location/Number: One sian mav be located 
adjacent each street frontaae. 

B. Use on site: Minor business comDlex. 

Size: maximum 100 sauare 
feet Der sian face (UD to two 
faces). 

Maximum Heiaht: 
12 feet. 

Location/Number: One sian: exceDt on a site 
abuttina a collector or arterial street one sian 
mav be located adiacent each collector/arterial 
street frontaae. 

C. Use on site: Maior business comDlex. 
Size: maximum 130 sauare 
feet Der sian face (UD to two 
faces). 

Maximum Heiaht: 
12 feet. 

Location/Number: One sian: exceDt on a site 
abuttina a collector or arterial street one sian 
mav be located adiacent each collector/arterial 
street frontaae. 

D. Use on site: all other uses. 

Size: maximum 48 square feet 
Der sian face (UD to two faces). 

Maximum Heiaht: 
9 feet. 

Location/Number: One sian: except on a site 
abuttina a collector or arterial street one sian 
mav be located adjacent each collector/arterial 
street frontaae. 

Pole Sian 
? 

1 

A. Use on site: church, school, or public facility. 
Size: maximum 48 sauare feet 
Der sian face (UD to two faces). 

Maximum Heiaht: 
18 feet. 

Location/Number: One sian mav be located 
adiacent each street frontaae. 

B. Use on site: Minor business complex. 

Size: maximum 100 sauare 
feet Der sian face (UD to two 
faces). 

Maximum Heiaht: 
20 feet. 

Location/Number: One sian: exceDt on a site 
with more than one street frontaae one sian 
mav be located adjacent each collector or 
arterial street frontaae that is at least 500 feet 
in lenath. Where more than one sian is 
permitted on a site, the sians must be 
seDarated bv at least 300 feet. 

C. Use on site: Maior business comDlex. 

Size: maximum 130 square 
feet Der sian face (UD to two 
faces). 

Maximum Heiaht: 
26 feet. 

Location/Number: One sian: exceDt on a site 
with more than one street frontaae one sian 
mav be located adjacent each collector or 
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arterial street frontaae that is at least 500 feet 
in lenath. Where more than one sian is 
Dermitted on a site, the sians must be 
seDarated bv at least 300 feet. 

D. Use on site: All other uses. 

Size: maximum 48 sauare feet 
Der sian face (up to two faces). 

Maximum Heiaht: 
18 feet. 

Location/Number: One sian: exceDt one sian 
mav be located adjacent each collector or 
arterial street frontaae. 

Wall Sian 

A. Use on site: All uses. 

Size: The maximum sian face 
area of all sianaae allowed on a 
Drimarv buildina frontaae is 8 
Dercent of the buildina elevation 
area of the Drimarv buildina 
frontaae. UD to a maximum of 
60 sauare feet. 

Maximum Heiaht: 
shall not Droject 

above the roof line 
or toD of the 
DaraDet wall, 
whichever is 
hiaher. 

Location/Number: One sian Der buildina 
frontaae for each business license on file with 
the Citv at that location. 

The total combined area of wall 
and blade/overhana sians on a 
Drimarv frontaae shall not 
exceed 12 Dercent of the 
buildina elevation area. 

The total combined area of 
marauee sians. awnina or 
canoDv sians. and wall sians on 
a primary frontaae shall not 
exceed the maximum 
Dercentaae of buildina elevation 
area allowed. 

The maximum sian face area of 
all sianaae allowed on a 
secondary buildina frontaae is 6 
Dercent of the buildina elevation 
area of the secondary buildina 
frontaae. UD to a maximum of 
30 sauare feet. 
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Blade/Overhang Sign 

A. Use on site: All uses-

Size: Each sign shall have a 
maximum sion face area of 20 
souare feet. 

The total combined area of wall 
and blade/overhang signs on a 
primary frontage shall not 
exceed 12 percent of the 
building elevation area, _ 

Maximum Height: 
shall n<?t project 
above the roof line 
or top of the 
parapet wall. 
whichever is 
higher. 

Location/Number: One sign per building 
frontage for each business license on file with 
the Citv at that location-

Bulletin Board 

A. Use on site: church, school, or public/semi-public facility. 
Size: bulletin board mav 
encompass UP to 75 percent of 
sion face area. 

Maximum Height: 
determined bv 
height of sign. 

Location/Number: Only allowed as part of a 
permitted sion. as set forth in 16.42.040.C.2. 

B. Use on site: all other uses. 
Size: bulletin board mav 
encompass UP to 50 percent of 
siqn face area-

Maximum Height: 
determined bv 
height of sion. 

Location/Number: Onlv allowed as part of a 
permitted sign, as set forth in 16.42.040.C.2. 

Electronic Message Board 
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A. Use on site: all uses. 
Size: electronic messaae board 
mav encompass UD to 25 
percent of sian face area. 

Maximum Heiaht: 
determined bv 
heiaht of sian. 

Location/Number: Onlv allowed as part of a 
permitted sian. as set forth in 16.42.040.C.2. 

Awning Sign or Canopy Sign 

A. Use on site: all uses. 

Size: The maximum sian face 
area of all sianaae allowed on a 
primary buildina frontaae is 12 
percent of the buildina elevation 

Maximum Heiaht: 
shall not project 
above the roof line 
or parapet wall. 

Location/Number: One sian per buildina 
frontaae for each business license on file with 
the Citv at that location, Sian shall not project 
above the roof line. Sian shall not extend more 

area of the primary buildina 
frontaae. UP to a maximum of 
60 sauare feet. 

The total combined area of 
marauee sians. awnina or 
canopv sians. and wall sians on 
a primary frontaae shall not 
exceed the maximum 
oercentaae of buildina elevation 
area allowed. 

whichever is 
hiaher. 

than 8 feet from the buildina face. Outer edae 
of sian shall be set back a minimum of 2 feet 
from a curb. A minimum 8 % foot clearance 
shall be provided between arade and bottom of 
sign. 

The maximum sian face area of 
all sianaae allowed on a 
secondary buildina frontaae is 8 
percent of the buildina elevation 
area of the secondary frontaae. 
up to a maximum of 30 sauare 
feet. 

Marauee Sign 

I IK Jt 

A. Use on site: all uses. 
Size: The maximum sian face Maximum Heiaht: | Location/Number: One sign per primary 
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area of all sianaae allowed on a 
primary buildina frontaae is 12 

shall not Droiect 
above the roof line 

buildina frontaae for each business license on 
file with the Citv at that location. Outer edae of 

Dercent of the buildina elevation 
area of the Drimarv buildina 
frontaae. UD to a maximum of 
120 sauare feet. 

The total combined area of 
marauee sians. awnina or 
canoDV sians. and wall sians on 
a Drimarv frontaae shall not 
exceed the maximum 
Dercentaae of buildina elevation 
area allowed. 

or DaraDet wall, 
whichever is 
hiaher. The 
blade/overhana 
oortion of the sian 
mav extend above 
the roof line or 
DaraDet wall. 

sian shall be set back a minimum of 2 feet from 
a curb. A minimum 8 % foot clearance shall be 
Drovided between arade and bottom of sian. 

Window Sign 

f | 

" 1 

m 

A. Use on site: all uses. 

Size: maximum 25 percent of 
total window area. 

Maximum Heiaht: 
determined bv 
heiaht of window. 

Location/Number: Onlv allowed in around floor 
or 2nd floor windows. 

6. Residential/Commercial Zone and Convenience Commercial Zone (C-R. C-C). and 
Transitional Com mereiai Area in the Downtown Can by Overlay Zone (DCO-tc) 

Monument Sign / 

A. Use on site: Church, school, or Dublic facility. 

Size: maximum 32 sauare feet 
œr sian face (UD to two faces). 

Maximum Heiaht: 7 
feet. 

Location/Number: One sian mav be located 
adjacent each street frontaae. 

B. Use on site: all other uses. 

Size: maximum 32 sauare feet 
Der sian face (UD to two faces). 

Maximum Heiaht: 7 
feet. 

Location/Number: One sian: exceDt on a site 
abuttina a collector or arterial street one sian 
may be located adjacent each 
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collector/arterial street frontage. 

Pole Sian 

t 

A. Use on site: church, school, or Dublic/semi-Dublic facility. 

Size: maximum 32 souare feet 
Der sign face (up to two faces). 

Maximum Height: 8 
feet. 

Location/Number: One sign mav be located 
adjacent each street frontage. 

B. Use on site: all other uses. 

Size: maximum 32 souare feet 
Der sign face (UD to two faces). 

Maximum Height: 8 
feet. 

Location/Number: One sign: except on a site 
with more than one street frontage one sign 
mav be located adjacent each collector or 
arterial street frontage. 

Wall Sian 

A. Use on site: church, school, or Dublic/semi-Dublic facility. 

Size: The maximum sign face 
are? for each Siqn is Ç0 square 
feet on a Drimarv building 
frontage. 

The maximum sign face area 
of all signage allowed on a 
secondary building frontage is 
6 Dercent of the building 
elevation area of the 
secondarv building frontage. 
UD to a maximum of 30 souare 
feet. 

Maximum Height: 
shall not Droiect 
above the roof line 
ortoDoftheDaraDet 
wall, whichever is 
higher. 

Location/Number: One sign Der building 
frontage. 

B. Use on site: All other uses. 
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Size: The maximum sian face Maximum Heiaht: Location/Number: One sian per buildina 
area of all signaae allowed on 
a Drimarv buildina frontaae is 6 
percent of the buildina 
elevation area of the Drimarv 

shall not Droiect 
above the roof line 
or too of the parapet 
wall, whichever is 

frontape for each business license on file with 
the Citv at that location. A wall sian shall not 
project more than 18 inches from the wall to 
which it is attached (or 12 inches from the wall 

buildina frontaae. UD to a 
maximum of 16 sauare feet. 

hiaher. on a buildina frontaae abuttinq an allev). 

The maximum sian face area 
of all sianaae allowed on a 
secondary buildina frontaae is 
4 œrcent of the buildina 
elevation area of the 
secondary buildina frontaae. 
up to a maximum of 8 sauare 
feet. 

Blade/Overhana Sian 

^̂̂  I 
A. Use on site: All uses. 

Size: Each sian shall have a 
maximum sian face area of 6 
sauare feet. 

Maximum Heiaht: 
shall not orofect 
above the roof line 
or top of the parapet 
wall, whichever is 
hiaher. 

Location/Number: One sian per buildina 
frontaae for each business license on file with 
the Citv at that location. 

Bulletin Board 

fgt 
A. Use on site: church, school, or oublic/semi-oublic facility. 
Size: bulletin board mav 
encomoass UD to 75 œrcent of 
siqn face area. 

Maximum Heiaht: 
determined by 
heiaht of sian. 

Location/Number: Onlv allowed as part of a 
permitted sian. as set forth in 16.42.040.C.2. 

b. use pn site: ail Qther uses-

Size: bulletin board mav 
enççmpass MP t9 50 percent of 

Maximum Heiaht: 
determined bv 

Location/Number: Onlv allowed as part of a 
permitted sian. as set forth in 16.42.040.C.2. 
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sian face area. height of sion. 

Electronic Message Board 

A. Use on site: all uses. 
Size: electronic messaae 
board mav encomoass UD to 
25 percent of sign face area. 

Maximum Height: 
determined bv 
height of sign. 

Location/Number: Onlv allowed as part of a 
permitted sion. as set forth in 16.42.040.C.2. 

Awnina Sign or Canopy Sign 

ft»r 
A. Use on site: commercial use. church, school, or public/semi-public facility. 

Size: The maximum sion face 
area of all signage allowed on 
a Drimarv building frontage is 
12 percent of the building 
elevation area of the orimarv 
building frontage, UP to a 
maximum of 50 souare feet. 

The maximum sign face area 
of all signage allowed on a 
secondary building frontage is 
8 percent of the building 
elevation area of the 
secondary frontage, up to a 
maximum of 25 souare feet. 

Maximum Height: 
shall not project 
above the roof line 
or parapet wall, 
whichever is higher. 

Location/Number: One sign per building 
frontage for each business license on file with 
the Citv at that location. Sian shall not extend 
more than 8 feet from the buildina face. Outer 
edge of sign shall be set back a minimum of 2 
feet from a curb. A minimum 81/4 foot 
clearance shall be provided between grade 
and bottom of sion. 

B. Use on site: all other uses. 
Size: not allowed. Maximum Height: 

n/a. 
Location/Number: n/a. 

Marguee Sign 

I k 

•r •W» 
. * 
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A. Use on site: all uses-
Size: not allowed. Maximum Height: 

n/a. 
Location/Number: n/a. 

Window Sign 

A. Use on site: all uses. 
Size: maximum 15 œrcent of 
total window area. 

Maximum Height: 
determined bv 
height of window. 

Location/Number: Onlv allowed in qround 
floor or 2nd floor windows. 

A. Use on site: all uses in the M-1 zone or M-2 zone-

Size: mav not exceed 32 
souare feet Der sign face, or 64 
sauarefeet total. 

Maximum Height: 6 
feet. 

Location/Number: One sign. 

B. Use on site: all uses in the C-M zone. 

Size: mav not exceed 150 
square feet per sign face, or 
300 souare feet total. 

Maximum Height: 
30 feet-

Location/Number: One monument sign is 
allowed for a site UD to 10 acres in size. Sites 
over 10 acres in size may be Dermitted a 
maximum of 2 signs. Drovided that onlv one 
sign Der street frontaae is allowed. 

Pole Sign 
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A. Use on site: all uses. 
Size: not allowed. Maximum Heiaht: 

n/a. 
Location/Number: n/a. 

Wall Sian 

f f f l m i ̂ ^^m 
I 

A. Use on site; all uses. 

Size: The maximum sian face Maximum Heiaht: Location/Number: Painted wall sians are 
area of all sianaae allowed on 
a Drimarv buildina frontaae is 8 
percent of the buildina 
elevation area of the Drimarv 
buildina frontaae. UD to a 
maximum of 300 square feet. 

The maximum sian face area 
of all sianaae allowed on a 
secondary buildina frontaae is 
6 oercent of the buildina 
elevation area of the 
secondarv buildina frontaae. 
UD to a maximum of 190 
sauare feet. 

shall not oroiect 
above the roof line 
or too of the parapet 
wall, whichever is 
hiaher. 

prohibited. Internally illuminated box-stvle 
sians. also called can sians. are prohibited. 

For other tvoes of wall sians. one sian is 
permitted per buildina frontaae for each 
business license on file with the Citv at that 
location. 

Blade/Overhana Sian 

1 P ' jTL^^ 

A. Use on site: All uses. 
Size: Each sian shall have a 
maximum sian face area of 48 
sauare feet. 

The total sian face area of all 
sians placed on a primary 

Maximum Heiaht: 
shall not project 
above the roof line 
or too of the parapet 
wall, whichever is 
hiaher. 

Location/Number: One sian per buildina 
frontaae for each business license on file with 
the Citv at that location. 
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building frontaae shall not 
exceed 12 percent of the 
buildina elevation area of the 
primary building frontage. 

Bulletin Board 

A. Use on site: All uses. 
Size: bulletin board mav 
encompass up to 50 percent of 
sign face area. 

Maximum Height: 
determined bv 
height of sign. 

Location/Number: Only allowed as part of a 
permitted sign, as set forth in 16.42.040.C.2 

Electronic Message Board 

A. Use on site: all uses. 
Size: electronic message 
board mav encompass UP to 
25 percent of sign face area. 

Maximum Height: 
determined bv 
height of sign. 

Location/Number: Only allowed as part of a 
permitted sign, as set forth in 16.42.040.C.2. 

Awning Sign or Canopy Sign 

A. Use on site: all uses. 

Size: The maximum sign face 
area of all signage allowed on 
a primary building frontage is 
12 percent of the building 
elevation area of the primary 

Maximum Height: 
shall not project 
above the roof line 
or parapet wall. 
whichever is higher. 

Location/Number: One sign per building 
frontage for each business license on file with 
the City at that location. Sign shall not extend 
more than 8 feet from the building face. Outer 
edge of sign shall be set back a minimum of 2 
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building frontage, UP to a 
maximum of 120 souare feet. 

The maximum sign face area 
of all signage allowed on a 
secondary building frontage is 
8 percent of the building 
elevation area of the 
secondary frontage, uo to a 
maximum of 60 souare feet. 

feet from a curb. A minimum 81/2 foot 
clearance shall be provided between arade 
and bottom of sian. 

Marouee Sign 
, Sr Biwte ; y 

A. Use on site: all uses. 

Size: not allowed. Maximum Height: 
n/a. 

Location/Number: n/a. 

Window Sign f f e jj 

A. Use on site: all uses. 

Size: maximum 15 percent of 
total window area. 

Maximum Heiaht: 
determined bv 
height of window. 

Location/Number: Onlv allowed in around 
floor or 2nd floor windows. 

16.42.060 Automobile service station sign standards. 
The purpose of service station sign requirements is to control sign clutter for service stations so 
the traveling public can clearly identify the service station and the services and goods it offers. 

A. No sign other than detailed in this Section shall be displayed on a lot on which an 
automobile service station is located. In the event that a conflict exists between this 
Section and the sign standards set forth in other sections of this Chapter, the standards in 
this section shall prevail. 

1. Permitted signage includes one of the following options: 
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a. One pole sign, and one wall sign, and window signs, and temporary signs: or 

b. Two wall signs, and window signs, and temporary signs. 

2. Pole sign standards: 

a. Maximum area: 48 sguare feet total for a single-faced sign: 96 sguare feet total 
for a double-faced sign. 

b. Maximum height: 18 feet. 

c. A bulletin board or electronic message board mav encompass up to 75 percent 
of the sign face area of a pole sign. 

3. Wall sign standards: 

a. Maximum area: 120 sguare feet per sign. 

b. Maximum height: Sign shall not project above the roof line or parapet wall, 
whichever is higher. 

c. A bulletin board or electronic message board mav encompass UP to 25 percent 
of the sign face area of a wall sign. 

4. Window sign standards: Maximum of 25 percent of total window area. 

5. Temporary sign standards: Except during a service station grand opening, which 
mav occur only once during a single ownership, and for a period of time not to exceed 
30 consecutive davs. pennants, streamers, or lawn signs shall not be permitted. Other 
types of temporary signs are permitted as set forth in Section 16.42.025.C. 

16.42.070 Measurements. 
The reouirements described in the following subsections are illustrated further in Figures 1 
through 8. 

A. Area. 

1. Sign area shall be measured within lines drawn between the outermost dimensions 
of the frame or cabinet surrounding the display area containing the sign copy. 

2. When signs are not framed or on a base material, and are inscribed, painted. 
printed, or otherwise placed upon, or attached to a structure, the sign area is the 
smallest possible space enclosing the sign copy that can be constructed with straight 
lines. 
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3. Where a sign is of a three-dimensional, round, or irregular solid shape, the largest 
cross-section shall be used in a flat projection for the purpose of determining sign 
area. 

4. Where signs are constructed in multiple separate pieces containing sign copy, sign 
face area for each piece is determined bv a perimeter drawn in straight lines, as small 
as possible, around all pieces. The sum of the area of the separate pieces shall 
constitute the sign area. 

B. Height. The height of a sign above grade is measured from the average level of the 
grade below the sign to the topmost point of the sign, including support structure. 

C. Clearance. Clearance is measured from the average grade below the sign to the 
lowermost point of the sign. 

D. Spacing. For the purposed of applying spacing reguirements. distances shall be 
measured parallel to the centerline of the adjacent street or highway. 
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Figure 1 

Monument/Ground Mounted Signs 

O Sign area = a * b 
O Height above grade = h 

Figure 2 

Pole Sign 
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Figure 3 

M a r q u e e S ign 

K 

OSign area = (a, ' b ( ! + ( a / b j 
O Minimum clearance above grade - h 

Figure 4 

Bulletin Board or Electronic Message Sign 
(Incorporated Into Monument Sign, for Illustration) 

OSign area = a*b 
O Bulletin Board area = c * b 
Q Height above grade = h 
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Figure 5 
Freestanding Signage Placement Diagram 

a> <u 

building 

building 

free-standing sign 

vision clearance area 

street 

O Primary frontage setback - p 
O Secondary frontage setback s 
O Spacing between signs - » 

Figure 6 

O Blade/Overhanging Sign Area = a * b 
O Minimum distance of Overhangingr'Blnde Sign from building face - d 
O Minimum Height of Over hanging/ Blade Sign p 
O Minimum distance from curb to Overhanging/Blade Sign - y 
O Minimum awning height above grade = h 
O Minimum distance from curb to Awning Edge 

awning sign 

blade/overhanging sign 

window sign 

Blade/Overhanging and Awning Signs 
r 
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Figure 7 

awning sign 

blade/overhanging sign 

window sign 

O Awning Sign Area - (Cd) + (e*f) 
O Minimum awning height above grade - h 
O Minimum height of Overhanging/Blade Sign = p 

q 
O Frontage (Primary or Secondary) Building Elevation - q*r 
O Total Awning Sign Area « sum of all awning signs on frontage 
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Figure 8 

Window and Wall Signs 

OWal i Sign Area = a * b 
O Height of Wall Sign above grade = h 

Q Window Sign area = (c*d) + (e*f) 
O Total window area = w l * x 2 + w2*x2 + w3+x3 + w4*x4 . 

wall sign 
sign band 

blade/overhanging 
sign 

window sign 

IM I B »¡SII > • • 
H H 8 I H I 

IBB Ì - - + - il a 
H i B SfiSŜ i 

O Frontage (Primary or Secondary) Building Elevation = q* r 
O Total Wall Sign Area = sum of all wall signs on frontage 
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16.42.100—Area of signs permitted by zoning district-
Sign area shall bo limited to comply with Tablo 16.-12.100. 

Sign Area. The area of a sign face (which is also the sign area of a wall sign or other sign with 
only one face) shall be computed by means of tho smallest squaro, oirolo, reotanglo, triangle, or 
combination thereof that will encompass tho extreme limits of tho writing, representation, 
emblem, or other display, together with any material or color forming an integral part of the 
background of the display or used to differentiate the sign from the backdrop or structure against 
which it is placed, but not including any supporting framework, bracing, or decorative fonoo or 
wall whon such fence or wall otherwise meets tho Land Development and Planning Ordinance 
regulations and is dearly incidental to the display itself. (Ord. 913 section 1[part], 1994; Ord. 830 
section 13[part], 1989; Ord. 802 section 5, 1987; Ord. 840 section 10.3.40(J), 1984) 

TABLE 16.42.100 
TOTAL SIGN AREA ALLOWED 

(square feet) 

Zone 

Total Squaro Footaj je of Use* 

Zone 

0 
to 
60 
0 

cnn 
www 
to 
4-jOOO 

41000 
to 
2r§00 

2,500 
to 
4y000 

4j000 
to 
«¡000 

6y000 
to 
8j000 

8j000 
to 
40,00 
0 

Greater than 
10,000 

C C, C R, 
R-1, R1.5, 
R-2 20 40 60 @0 m êo €0 ©0 

G-4 40 m 80 inn 1 \J\J 1 czn 1 \J\J onn t w w ofin *— \JXJ 

+25 sq. ft of sign for each 
additional 1000 sq. ft. of 
area in oommeroial use, to 
a maximum of 500 sq. ft. 

C 2 C M 

§0 1 nn 1 v v 1 en 1 v w onn v / o ?ç;n 0 7 v onn V W 

+30 sq. ft. of sign for each 
additional 1000 sq. ft. of 

M-1, M-2 
§0 1 nn 1 v v 1 en 1 v w onn v / o ?ç;n 0 7 v onn V W 

industrial use, to a max. of 
600 sq. ft. 
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Zone 

Total Square Footage of Use 

0 
to 
2jQQQ 

2jW0 
to 
4,000 

4,000 
to 
êjOOQ 

êjOOO 
to 
êjWG 

8jôQQ 
to 
10,000 

Greater than 10,000 

-G-4 40 §0 80 inn 1 v w 420 
+12 sq. ft. of sign for each 
additional 1,000 sq. ft. of 
area in commercial use, to a 
maximum of 240 sq. ft. 

§0 80 inn t WW 420 •ISO I w v 

+15 sq. ft. of sign for each 
additional 1,000 oq. ft. of 

commercial/ area -m-
C2, C M 
m 1 M g i f r T j i f i f c i 

industrial use, to a max. of 
300 sq. ft. 

* "Total square footage of use" is intended to apply only to building areas and other portions of 
the property where business is actually conducted, exclusive of parking areas, open space, or 
undeveloped portions of the property. Square footage of use is intended to include outdoor 
storage and other outside areas where work is regularly performed. 

NOTES: 
4-. Sign area may be increased by as much as sixty (60%) percent for businesses having 

frontage on more than one street, other than an alley. 
2r. Sign area in residential zones is intended to apply to schools, churches, and nonconforming 

uses. It does not apply to home occupations. 
3. Billboards having a surface not greater than fifty (50) square feet per side are permitted in the 

C 2 and C M zones regardless of the square footage of use. 

16.42.106 Signs in public rights-of-way (including daily display signs) 
A. Signs Prohibited. Signs are prohibited within public rights-of-way, except as allowed 
by this section. 

Signs Located Within City. County, or State Right-of-Wav. Except for directional open 
house real estate signs referred to in 16.42.028, any sign located completely or partially 
within a public right-of-way, or real ostato or land development signs located off of tho site 
in which they are intended to advertise, is prohibited. 

B. Exempted Signs. As referenced in section 16.'12.010(C) signs for purposes of public 
direction and safety may be allowed within the public right-of-way. For placement of signs 
for purposes of public direction and safety by non-govemment agencies and/or persons, 
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the following regulations shall apply: 

1. Sign sizes and configurations shall be subject to the general standards of tho 
Oregon Department of Transportation sign policy and guidelinos and the Fedoral 
manual on uniform traffic control devices. Such standards may be deviated from, by 
the city Public Works Director or his designee, upon determination that such deviation 
is necessary for the purposes of message visibility, clear vision maintenance, or other 
similar factors. 

2. Direction signs shall be generic in nature so as not to unduly distract traffic. Such 
signs may include, but are not limited to signs for emergency services (such as 
hospitals, polioo and fire stations), traffic control signs, logal notices, railroad crossing 
signs, signs for nonspecific locations (suoh as downtown, business area, industrial 
area, food services, etc.), danger signals, and similar signs. 

3. Non-city owned direction and safety signs shall get specific written approval of the 
Public Works Director. Maintenance and upkeep of suoh non-city owned direction and 
safety signs shall be the responsibility of the sign owner. Failure to maintain suoh 
signs may be cause for permit revocation and/or sign removal. 

C. Daily Display Signs Within Right-of-way (Downtown Commercial District. C-1. only): 

1. In the Downtown Commercial District (C-1), daily display signs are permitted as 
specified below. A daily display sign may be allowed within the public right-of-way in 
front of the premises with which it is associated, provided all of the following conditions 
are met:~ 

a. A city Right-of-way Permit is obtained from the City Planner. This permit shall 
bo rovooablo in oaso of condition noncompliance.—Suoh permit shall not be 
approved for county or state rights-of-way. 

— b . The sign is to be set back behind the curb so as not to interfere with on-street 
parking, or a minimum of ton foetfrom the edge of the nearest street travol lano whoro 
curbs are not in place. 

c.—The sign is to be placed so as to allow at least five feet of unimpeded 
pedestrian sidewalk maneuvering space. 

d. The sign is to meet oloar vision requiremonts as defined in section 16.04.670 
and the specific zoning district involved in the subject site. 

o. The sign is properly maintained. 

f. The applicant shall assume all liability for incidents involving the sign by signing 
a document exempting tho oity from liability and providing liability insurance in the 
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form required by the City Attorney and in an amount not lose than the current tort 
liability limitations. 

fh—Sign dimension shall not exceed a maximum width of throe feet, nor a 
maximum above-ground level height of 4.0 feet and a maximum of 12 square feet 
of sign aroa por sido. 

h. One sign per business is allowed. 

IJ—All particular provisions of the zoning district involved are complied with 
regarding daily display signs, including area limits of section 16.42.100. 

j. Wind load requirements of the uniform sign code shall be met. (Ord. 913 
section 1[part], 1094; Ord. 955 soctions 20 & 21,1906; Ord. 1080, 2001) 

16.42.108 Daily display signs in the Down-town District (C-1), Highway Commercial 
District (C-2), and Heavy Commercial/Manufacturing District (CM). 

A. A daily display sign is permitted directly on the property with which it is associated, 
provided that the following conditions are met: 

1. The maximum permitted area of any individual daily display sign shall be twelve 
(12) square feet per display surface and twenty-four (24) square feet overall, with a 
maximum height limit of four (4) feet above ground level. 

2. One daily display sign is permitted per business. 

3. A daily display sign must not be within the required landscaped areas. 

4. Wind load requirements of tho Uniform Sign Code shall be met by all daily display 
signs. 

6. Area limits of section 16.42.100 shall apply to the total sign area per lot, including 
daily display signs. (Ord. 913 section 1[part], 1994) 

16.42.120—Minor modification of sign standards. 

A. Authorization to Grant or Deny a Minor Modification of Standards. The City Planner 
may authorize minor modification of sign standards from tho roquiroments of this chapter 
where it can be shown that, owing to special and unusual circumstances related to a 
specific piece of property, strict application of the Chapter would cause an undue or 
unnecessary hardship. In granting a minor modification of standards, the City Planner 
may attach conditions which ho/she finds necessary to protect the welfare of the city and 
otherwise achieve the purposes of this chapter. 
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B. Prooodure for Minor Modification of Standards. The following procedures shall bo 
followed in applying for and acting on a request for minor modification of sign standards: 

1. A property owner may initiate a request for a minor modification of standard as it 
may apply to a particular parcel by filing an application with the City Planner or duly 
authorized agont. Tho application shall bo accompanied by a site plan drawn to 
approximato scale, showing the standard to bo modified and the dimensions and 
arrangement of the proposed sign, support structure, buildings, and real property. The 
City Planner may request other drawings or material essential to an understanding of 
the modification requested. 

2. Minor modification requests are defined as less than ten (10) percent from tho 
numeric standard required and shall be reviewed by the City Planner per provisions 
regarding administrative type review. Within five days after a decision has been 
rondorod with roferenoo to a request for a modification, the City Planner, or duly 
authorized representative, shall provide the applicant and lot owners within 100 feet 
with notice of the decision. A decision of the City Planner under administrative type 
review may be appealed to the Planning commission under section 16.88.240(E). 

C. Circumstances for Granting a Minor Modification of Standard. Tho City Planner shall 
consider and make positive findings with respeot to all of the following: 

1. That strict or literal interpretation and enforcement of the specified regulation would 
result in practical difficulty or unnecessary physical hardship inconsistent with the 
objectives of the Sign Ordinance. Suoh hardship or difficulty shall not be self-imposed 
or caused by the applicant's employees or relatives. 

2. That there are exceptional or extraordinary circumstances or conditions applicable 
to tho property involved which do not apply generally to other properties classified in 
the same zoning district. 

3. That strict or literal intorprotation and enforcement of tho specified regulation would 
deprive the applicant of privileges enjoyed by the owners of other properties classified 
in the same zoning district. 

4. That the granting of the minor modification of standard will not constitute a grant of 
special privilege inconsistent with the limitations on other properties classified in the 
same zoning district. 

6. That the granting of the minor modification of standards will not be detrimental to 
the public health, safety, or welfare or be materially injurious to properties or 
improvements in the vicinity and will bo consistent with the purposes of this chapter. 

D. Time Limit. 
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1. Authorization of a minor modification of standards shall be void if the building or 
work approved by such modification is not commenced within six (6) months of the 
date of approval. 

2. Tho City Planner may, upon receiving a written roquost from the applicant prior to 
the minor modification of standards expiration date, extend the minor modification of 
standards time limit for a period not to exoood ono yoar. 

Note:—Major modification of sign standards must be processed under the variance 
standards, Chapter 16.53 (Ord. 013 sootion 1 [part], 1004) 

16.42.140 Severability 
Invalidity of a section of this ordinance shall not affect the validity of the remaining sections or 
parts of sections. (Ord. 913 section 1[part], 1994; Ord 1237, 2007) 
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Chapter 16.52 

NONCONFORMING USES AND STRUCTURES 

Sections: 

16.52.010 Continuation of nonconforming use or structure. 
16.52.020 Nonconforming structure. 
16.52.025 Nonconforming sign. 
16.52.030 Discontinuance of a non conforming use. 
16.52.035 Alteration or expansion of dwelling units in C-1 zone. 
16.52.040 Expansion of nonconforming structure or change of use - application 

required. 
16.52.050 Authorization to grant or deny expansion of nonconforming structure or 

change of nonconforming use. 
16.52.060 Destruction of a nonconforming use or structure. 
16.52.070 Completion of building. 

16.52.010 Continuation of nonconforming use or structure. 
Subject to the provisions of this section, a nonconforming structure or use may be continued but 
shall not be altered, changed, or extended except as provided herein. Other than those 
expansions specifically permitted by section 16.52.035, the expansion of nonconforming uses 
shall not be permitted. (Ord. 805 section 3 [part], 1987; Ord. 740 section 10.3.80 (A), 1984 Ord. 
1019 section 10, 1999) 

16.52.020 Nonconforming structure. 
A structure conforming as to use but nonconforming as to height, setback, or coverage may 

be altered or extended as follows: 

A. If the new or reconstructed area meets all development standards and code 
requirements, a nonconforming structure application is not required. 

B. The Planning Commission may allow existing nonconforming structures to be 
reconstructed over existing legally approved building footprints. Approval of a 
nonconforming structure application under this Chapter is required. 

C. The Planning Commission may allow additions to structures that are nonconforming 
as to height or setbacks if the new building area is no more out of conformance than the 
existing structure. For example, an addition to a home with a reduced side yard setback 
may be allowed if the addition has the same reduced side year setback or is less out of 
conformance. Approval of a nonconforming structure application under this Chapter is 
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required. This Chapter may not be used to allow additions further out of conformance as 
to building height or setbacks than existing structures. 

D. The Planning Commission may allow additions to structures that are nonconforming 
as to coverage requirements. Approval of a nonconforming structure application under 
this Chapter is required. (Ord. 805 section 3 [part], 1987; Ord. 740 section 10.3.80(B), 
1984; Ord 1237, 2007) 

16.52.025 Nonconforming sign. 
A. A nonconforming sign lawfully existed prior to the adoption of applicable zoning 
reouirements with which it does not comply. Except, however, signs shall not be 
considered to be nonconforming where the sign, bv reason of its size, location. 
construction, or lack of maintenance creates a public hazard or nuisance. In the case of 
such public hazard or nuisance, the citv may begin immediate abatement procedures, as 
provided in this chapter and other citv ordinances. 

B. Relocation, replacement, structural alteration or expansion of a nonconforming sign is 
subject to the same limitations, application procedures, and reguirements set forth in this 
Chapter for other nonconforming structures. Except approval of a nonconforming 
structure application is not reouired for the following: 

1. Normal repair and maintenance, where the cost to repair the sign does not exceed 
60 percent of the replacement cost of the sign using new materials, as determined 
bv the Building Official. 

2. Change of sign copy. 

3. Structural alteration when the alteration is necessary for structural safety, as 
determined bv the Building Official. 

4. A nonconforming sion mav be reconstructed if it is reguired to be temporarily 
removed to accommodate construction or repair of public utilities or public works, 
and the sign reconstruction is completed within 90 davs after the completion of the 
public utilities or public works construction activity. (Ord. 913 section Upartl. 1994: 
Ord. 830 section 13rpart1. 1989) 

16.52.030 Discontinuance of a nonconforming use. 
A. If a nonconforming use involving a structure is discontinued from use for a period of 
one year, further use of the property shall be as a conforming use. 

B. If a nonconforming use not involving a structure is discontinued for a period of six 
months, further use of the property shall be for a conforming use. (Ord. 805 section 3 
[part], 1987; Ord. 740 section 10.3.80(C), 1984) 
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16.52.035 Alteration or expansion of dwelling units in C-1 zone. 
The alteration or expansion of dwelling units in the C-1 zone shall be permitted, subject to the 
specific requirements of that zone. A nonconforming use application is not required. (Ord. 805 
section 3 [part], 1987; Ord 1237, 2007) 

16.52.040 Expansion of nonconforming structure or change of use - application 
required. 
Application procedures shall be as described in Chapter 16.89. (Ord. 805 section 3 [part], 1987; 
Ord. 740 section 10.3.80(D), 1984; Ord. 981 section 6, 1997; Ord. 1080, 2001) 

16.52.050 Authorization to grant or deny expansion of nonconforming structure or 
change of nonconforming use. 
An expansion of a nonconforming structure or a change from one nonconforming use to another 
shall be approved, conditionally approved or denied in accordance with the standards and 
procedures of this section. In judging whether or not such applications shall be approved or 
denied, staff and the Planning Commission shall weigh the proposal's positive and negative 
features and the public convenience or necessity to be served against any adverse condition that 
would result from authorizing the particular development at the location proposed and, to 
approve such expansion or change shall find that the following criteria are either met, can be met 
by observation of conditions, or are not applicable: 

A. The proposal will be consistent with the policies of the Comprehensive Plan and the 
requirements of the Land Development and Planning Ordinance, other than those specific 
zoning standards to which the use or structure is nonconforming. 

B. The characteristics of the site are suitable for the proposed use considering size, 
shape, design, location, topography, existence of improvements and natural features. 

C. All required public facilities and services exist to adequately meet the needs of the 
proposed development. 

D. The proposed use will not alter the character of the surrounding area in a manner 
which substantially limits, or precludes the use of surrounding properties for the uses 
listed as permitted in the zone. 

E. In considering whether to approve a change in use, the city shall compare the 
following characteristics of the historical use of the property with that proposed by the 
applicant in order to assure that the change will not constitute an expansion or 
intensification of the nonconforming use: 

1. Traffic, including both volume and type (car, truck, foot, etc.); 

2. Noise; 

3. Days and hours of operation; 
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4. Physical appearance; 

5. Other environmental considerations (dust, vibration, glare, etc.); 

6. Type and size of equipment used. 

(Ord. 805 section 3 [part], 1987; Ord. 740 section 10.3.80(E), 1984; Ord. 1080,2001; Ord. 1237, 
2007) 

16.52.060 Destruction of a nonconforming use or structure. 
If a nonconforming structure or a structure containing a nonconforming use is destroyed by any 
cause to an extent exceeding eighty percent of the cost of replacement of the structure using 
new materials, as determined by the Building Official, the property owner may apply to the 
Planning Commission to restore the nonconforming use or structure. In judging whether or not 
the restoration of a nonconforming use shall be approved or denied, the Planning Commission 
shall weigh the proposal's positive and negative features and the public convenience or 
necessity to be served against adverse conditions that would result from authorizing the 
particular restoration at the location proposed. In order to approve such restorations, the 
Planning Commission shall find that the criteria as set forth in section 16.52.050 are met, can be 
met by observance of conditions, or are not applicable. (Ord. 805 section 3 [part], 1987; Ord. 
740 section 10.3.80(F), 1984) 

16.52.070 Completion of building. 
Nothing contained in this title shall require any change in the plans, alteration, construction or 
designated use of a building upon which construction work has lawfully commenced prior to the 
adoption of the ordinance codified in this chapter, except that if the designated use will be 
nonconforming it shall, for the purpose of section 16.52.030, be a discontinued use if not in 
operation within one year of the date of issuance of the building permit. (Ord. 805 section 3 
[part), 1987; Ord. 740 section 10.3.80(G), 1984) 
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Chapter 16.53 

VARIANCES 

Sections: 

16.53.010 Minor Variances. 
16.53.015 Minor Sign Variance. 
16.53.020 Major Variances. 
16.53.030 Revocation of major v ariances. 

16.53.010 Minor Variances. 

A. The following variances shall be reviewed using a Type II procedure (see Chapter 
16.89), using the approval criteria in subsection B, below. Applications shall be made on 
forms provided by the Planning Department. 

1. Setbacks: up to a ten percent (10%) reduction to the setbacks required in the zone. 

B. A minor variance may be granted if the applicant demonstrates compliance with all of 
the following criteria, if applicable: 

1. The variance is required due to the lot configuration or other physical conditions of 
the site; 

2. The variance is proposed in order to preserve trees or will not result in the removal 
of significant natural resources, including trees; 

3. The variance will not reduce allowable lot size, violate landscaping requirements, or 
result in a violation of other chapters or sections of this ordinance; and 

4. The variance will not be materially detrimental to other property within the same 
vicinity.(Ord. 1080, 2000) 

16.53.015 Minor Sign Variance. 

A. Authorization. The Citv Planner mav authorize a Minor Variance from the 
requirements of this title for signage where variation from the strict application of the 
regulations of this title is warranted bv reason of exceptional circumstances and 
specified conditions. In granting a Minor Sign Variance, the Citv Planner mav attach 
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conditions which he finds necessary to protect the welfare of the Citv and otherwise 
achieve the purposes of this title. 

B. Procedure. The following Minor Sign Variance requests shall be reviewed using a 
Type II procedure as set forth for minor variances in Chapter 16.89. Application shall 
be made on forms provided bv the Planning Department. Following review, a Minor 
Sign Variance reguest shall be approved, approved with conditions, or denied, based 
upon findings of conformance with the criteria set forth in subsection C. 

1. Up to a 10 percent variance from a single numeric standard regulating the location, 
height, or size of a sign. 

2. Variance from more than one numeric standard regulating the location, height, or 
size of a sign, where the sum of all the variance percentages does not exceed ten. 

C. Standards and Criteria. A Minor Sign Variance may be granted if the applicant 
demonstrates all of the following criteria are met: 

1. The variance is reouired due to the lot configuration or other physical conditions of 
the site: 

2. The variance is proposed in order to preserve trees, or will not result in the removal 
of significant natural resources, including trees: 

3. The variance will not reduce allowable lot size, violate landscaping reguirements. 
or result in a violation of other chapters or sections of this ordinance: and 

4. The variance will no be materially detrimental to other property within the same 
vicinity. 

D. Major Variance. A reguest for a variance in excess of the limitations set forth in 
16.53.015.B shall be reviewed using a Type III procedure as set forth for major 
variances in this Chapter and in Chapter 16.89. 

E. Variances allowing the use of prohibited signs, or allowing signage other than that 
specifically allowed bv this title, are not permitted. 

16.53.020 Major Variances. 
These provisions are intended to prescribe procedures which allow variations from the strict 
application of the regulations of this title, by reason of exceptional circumstances and other 
specified conditions: 

A. Authorization. The commission may authorize variances from the requirements of this 
title, other than Division VII, where it can be shown that, owing to special and unusual 
circumstances related to a specific piece of property, the literal interpretation of the 
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regulations would cause an undue or unnecessary hardship, except that no variance shall 
be granted to allow the use of property for purposes not authorized within the district in 
which the proposed use would be located. In granting a variance, the commission may 
attach conditions which it finds necessary to protect the best interests of the surrounding 
property or neighborhood and to otherwise achieve the purpose of this title. 

B. Standards and Criteria. A variance may be granted only upon determination that all of 
the following conditions are present: 

1. Exceptional or extraordinary circumstances apply to the property which do not 
apply generally to other properties in the city and within the same zone. These 
exceptional or extraordinary circumstances result from tract size or shape, topography 
or other circumstances over which the owners of the property have no control. Actions 
of previous owners do not constitute other exceptional or extraordinary circumstances; 
and 

2. The variance is necessary to assure that the applicant maintains substantially the 
same property rights as are possessed by the owners of other property in the city and 
within the same zone; and 

3. Granting of this variance will not be materially detrimental to the intent or purposes 
of the city's Comprehensive Plan or the Land Development and Planning Ordinance; 
and 

4. Granting of this variance will not be materially detrimental to other property within 
the same vicinity; and 

5. The variance requested is the minimum variance which will alleviate the hardship; 
and 

6. The exceptional or unique conditions of the property which necessitate the 
issuance of a variance were not caused by the applicant, or the applicant's employees 
or relatives. 

C. Variance to Requirements of Hazard Overlay (H) Zone. Variances may be issued for 
non-residential buildings in very limited circumstances to allow a lesser degree of flood 
proofing than water-tight or dry-flood proofing, where it can be determined that such 
action will have a low damage potential, complies with all other variance criteria, and 
otherwise meets the requirements of the Hazard Overlay Zone. (0rd.805 section 4,1987; 
Ord. 804 section 4(A), 1987; Ord. 740 section 10.8.50,1984; Ord. 981 section 14,1997; 
Renum. and mod. by Ord. 1080, 2001) 

16.53.030 Revocation of major variances. 
A. Automatic Revocation. All major variances shall be automatically revoked if not 
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exercised within one year from the date of approval, or such additional time as is specified 
by the granting body at the time of approval. Maje^-vVariances shall not be deemed 
exercised until the use of the property permitted by the variance has actually commenced 
or, in the event that such use involves the construction of a building, that all required 
permits for said buildinaconstruction have been obtained. 

B. Revocation for Noncompliance. Any major variance may be revoked by the City 
Council for noncompliance with conditions set forth in the original approval, after first 
holding a public hearing and giving written notice of such hearing to the grantee. 

C. Extension of approval. A one-time extension will be allowed if applied for no later than 
ninety (90) days prior to the expiration of the original approval. A request for extension 
must: 

1. Not change the original application. 

2. Explain specifically why an extension is needed. 

3. A minor variance or minor sign variance extension shall be approved bv the Citv 
Planner. A major variance extension shall Bbe approved by the Planning Commission 
as a new business item. 

4. If approved, those with standing on the original application shall be notified of the 
extension by mail. Those so noticed may obtain a public hearing on the extension by 
filing a request in writing within ten (10) days of the notice date. The public hearing 
shall follow the notice requirements and procedure for major variances. The cost of 
notification and any required public hearing must be borne by the applicant. 

5. An extension shall not be granted for more than one (1) year. (Ord. 740 section 
10.8.20(C), 1984; Ord. 955 section 31, 1996; Ord 1237, 2007) 
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Chapter 16.89 

APPLICATION AND REVIEW PROCEDURES 

Sections: 

16.89.010 Purpose. 
16.89.020 Description and summary of processes. 
16.89.030 Type I procedure. 
16.89.040 Type II procedure. 
16.89.050 Type III procedure. 
16.89.060 Type IV procedure. 
16.89.070 Neighborhood meetings. 
16.89.080 Application requirements and completeness. 
16.89.090 Modifications. 

16.89.010 Purpose. 
The purpose of this chapter is to establish standard decision-making procedures that will enable 
the City, the applicant, and the public to review applications and participate in the decision-
making process in a timely and effective way. (Ord. 1080, 2001) 

16.89.020 Description and Summary of Processes. 
All land use and development applications shall be decided by using the procedures contained in 
this Chapter. Specific procedures for each type of permit are contained in Sections 16.89.030 
through 16.89.060. The procedure type assigned to each permit governs the decision-making 
process for that permit. Additional requirements may be found in the individual chapters 
governing each permit type. The four types of procedure are described below. Table 16.89.020 
lists the City's land use and development applications and their required procedures. 

A. Type I Procedure (Ministerial). Type I decisions are made by the Planning Director 
without public notice and without a public hearing. The Type I procedure is used when 
there are clear and objective approval criteria and applying those criteria requires no use 
of discretion. 

B. Type II Procedure (Administrative). Type II decisions are made by the Planning 
Director with public notice and an opportunity for a public hearing. The appeal of a Type II 
decision is heard by the Planning Commission. 

C. Type III Procedure (Quasi-Judicial/Leqislative). Type III decisions are made by the 
Planning Commission after a public hearing, with appeals reviewed by the City Council. 
Type III procedures generally use discretionary approval criteria. 
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D. Type IV procedure (Council Decision). Type IV decisions generally apply to legislative 
matters, but include certain other applications as well. Legislative matters involve the 
creation, revision, or large-scale implementation of public policy (e.g., adoption of land 
use regulations, zone changes, and comprehensive plan amendments that apply to entire 
districts). Type IV matters are considered initially by the Planning Commission with final 
decisions made by the City Council. Annexations and certain quasi-judicial applications 
are also processed under the Type IV process. (Ord. 1080, 2001; Ord 1237, 2007) 
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TABLE 16.89.020 
Land Use and Developmen Application Procedures 

Application Type 
Process 

Type 
Notice 

Radius (Feet) 
Neighborhood 

Meeting Required 

Access permit to public street I n/a No 

Amendments to Zoning Map IV 500 Yes 

Annexation, Minor and Major IV 500 Yes 

Appeals III 200 No 

Building Permit I n/a No 

Comprehensive Plan Amendment IV 500 Yes 

Conditional Use Permit III 500 No 

Condominium Construct, less than 6 
units)* I n/a No 

Interpretation See Section 16.05.020 

Lot Line Adjustment** II 100 No 

Modification See Section 16.89.090 

Non-Conforming Structure/Use II 100 No 

Parking Lot/Paving projects I n/a No 

Partition, Minor and Major III 200 No 

Planned Unit Development III 200 Yes 

Sign Permit (non-SDR) I n/a No 

Sian Permit - Discretionary 
Monument Sian or A-Frame Sian 
Permit (16.42.040) M 100 No 

Site and Desian Review - Tvoe II l i 100 No 

Site and Desiqn Review - Type III III 500 Yes 

Site Plan Review I n/a No 

Temporary Permit (16.44.090) See Chapter 16.44 

Temp. Hardship Permit (16.44.100) II 100 No 

Subdivision III 500 Yes 
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TABLE 16.89.020 
{continued) 

Application Type 
Process 

Type 
Notice 

Radius (Feet) 
Neighborhood 

Meeting Required 
Text Amendment IV 500 Yes 

Variance, Minor ii 200 No 

Variance, Major m 200 No 
NOTES: * See also Chapter 16.78 ** See also Chapter 16.58. 

16.89.030 Type I procedure. 
A. Application requirements. Type I applications shall be made on forms provided by the 
Planning Director. The application shall be accompanied by all required information and 
fees. 
B. Decision requirements. The Planning Director's decision shall address all of the 
approval criteria. Based on the criteria and the facts contained within the record, the 
Planning Director shall approve, approve with conditions, or deny the requested permit or 
action. A written record of the decision shall be provided to the applicant and kept on file 
at the City. 

C. Final decision. The decision shall be final on the date it is mailed or otherwise 
provided to the applicant, whichever occurs first. (Ord. 1080, 2001) 

16.89.040 Type II procedure. 
A. Preapplication conference. A preapplication conference may be required by the 
Planning Director for Type II applications. 

B. Application requirements. Type II applications shall be made on forms provided by the 
Planning Director. The application shall be accompanied by all required information and 
fees. 

C. Public notice. 

1. Before making a Type II decision, the Planning Director shall mail notice meeting 
the requirements of state law to: 

a. All owners of real property and, if the owner's address is different from the site 
address, all residents of property, within the distance prescribed in Table 
16.89.020. 

b. Any person who submits a written request to receive notice; and 
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c. Any governmental agency which is entitled to notice under an intergovernmental 
agreement entered into with the City. The City may notify other affected agencies, 
as appropriate, for review of the application. 

2. The public notice shall allow a 10-day period for submitting written comments before 
a decision is made on the permit. 

3. The City shall prepare an affidavit of mailing for the public notice and make the 
affidavit part of the application file. 

D. The Planning Director shall make Type II decisions in writing addressing all of the 
relevant approval criteria and standards. Based upon the criteria and standards, and the 
facts contained within the record, the Planning Director shall approve, approve with 
conditions, or deny the requested permit or action. 

E. Notice of Decision. 

1. Within five days of making a final decision on a Type II application, a notice of 
decision shall be sent to: 

a. All owners of real property and, if the owner's address is different from the site 
address, all residents of property, within the distance prescribed in Table 
16.89.020; 

b. Any person who submits a written request to receive notice; and 

c. Any governmental agency which is entitled to notice under an intergovernmental 
agreement entered into with the City. 

2. The notice of decision shall include information on the application, the City's 
decision, and a statement explaining how an appeal of the decision may be filed. 

F. Effective Date. A Type II decision is final for purposes of appeal when it is mailed by 
the City. 

G. Appeal. A Type II decision may be appealed to the Planning Commission as follows: 

1. The following persons have legal standing to appeal a Type II decision: 

a. The applicant; 

b. Any person who was mailed notice of the decision; and 

c. Any other person who participated in the proceeding by submitting written 
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comments. 

2. Procedure. 

a. A Notice of Appeal shall be filed in writing, on forms provided for the purpose by 
the Planning Director, within 10 days of the date the Notice of Decision was mailed. 

b. The Notice of Appeal shall be accompanied by all required information and fees. 

c. An appeal of a Type II decision shall be made following the Type III public notice 
procedures, as described in Section 16.89.050.D. 

d. The appeal shall be limited to the specific issues raised during the written 
comment period unless the hearings body allows additional evidence or testimony 
concerning any other relevant issue. The hearings body may allow additional 
evidence if it determines that such evidence is necessary to resolve the case. The 
purpose of this requirement is to limit the scope of Type II appeals by encouraging 
persons to submit specific concerns in writing during the comment period. Only in 
extraordinary circumstances should new issues be considered by the hearings 
body on appeal of a Type II decision. 

3. The decision of the Planning Commission regarding an appeal of a Type II decision 
is the final decision of the City unless appealed to the City Council. An appeal to the 
City Council shall follow the same notification and hearing procedures as for the 
appeal of the staff decision. 

H. Any decision or interpretation of this title made by staff that is not a Type II decision 
may be appealed to the Planning Commission without fee, provided that such appeal is 
filed in writing within ten days of the staff decision. Such appeals shall be heard as a new 
business item. The Planning Commission's decision on such appeals may be appealed to 
the City Council following the Type III public notice procedures, as described in Section 
16.89.050.D. (Ord. 1080, 2001; Ord 1237, 2007) 

16.89.050 Type III Decision. 
A. Pre-application conference. A pre-application conference may be required by the 
Planning Director for Type III applications. 

B. Neighborhood meetings. As directed in Table 16.89.020, the applicant may be required 
to present their development proposal at a neighborhood meeting before the City accepts 
the application as complete. See Section 16.89.070. 

C. Application reguirements. Type III applications shall be made on forms provided by the 
Planning Director. The application shall be accompanied by all required information and fees. 
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D. Public notice. 

1. At least 20 days prior to a public hearing on a Type III decision or a Type II appeal 
decision, the Planning Director shall mail notice meeting the requirements of state law 
to: 

a. All owners of real property and, if the owner's address is different from the site 
address, all residents of property, within the distance prescribed in Table 
16.89.020; 

b. The appointed chair of any neighborhood association whose boundaries include 
the subject property; 

c. Any person who submits a written request to receive notice; and 

d. Any governmental agency which is entitled to notice under an intergovernmental 
agreement entered into with the City. 

e. For appeals, the appellant and all persons who provided testimony. 

2. The City shall prepare an affidavit of mailing for the public notice and make the 
affidavit part of the application file. Failure of any individual to receive notice as 
prescribed in this section does not invalidate the proceedings. 

3. Written notice shall be published in a newspaper of general circulation in Canby 
once in either of the two consecutive weeks prior to the hearing. 

4. At least ten (10) days before the hearing, written notice shall be posted at City Hall 
and such other conspicuous locations as the Council may determine to be appropriate. 

5. At least ten (10) days before the hearing, the applicant shall post notice of the 
hearing on the property as directed by the Planning Director. 

6. The Planning Director may expand the notice area or take other steps to assure that 
affected property owners or residents are made aware of the pending public hearing. 

7. Any application that involves access to the state highway system shall be provided 
to the Oregon Department of Transportation for their review and comment regarding 
conformance with state access management standards and requirements. 

E. Conduct of public hearing. 
1. In all evidentiary hearings required by this title the following procedures shall be 
followed: 
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a. All interested persons in attendance shall be heard on the matter of hearing, and 
this fact shall be communicated to those in attendance; 

b. A summary of the application or other matter for hearing shall be given by the 
presiding officer or their designee; 

c. The staff report shall be made followed by questions, if any, of the staff by the 
hearings body; 

d. The public hearing shall be opened and testimony shall be received in the 
following order: 

i. Applicant; 

ii. Proponents; 

iii. Opponents; and 

iv. Rebuttal by proponents or applicant; 

e. Close public hearing; 

f. Questions and discussion by hearing body; 

g. Decision by the hearing body except that further discussions, decision, or 
reopening of the public hearing may be postponed to another meeting, the time, 
date, and place of which shall be announced before adjournment. 

2. All persons who speak at the hearing shall identify themselves by name, address, 
and interest in the matter. Attorneys or other agents shall be allowed to speak on 
behalf of all participants. 

3. Physical evidence in the form of written documents, photographs, or other exhibits 
may be accepted by the hearing body if deemed to be pertinent. 

4. A record made at any prior evidentiary hearing may be accepted, considered, and 
used by the hearing body at any subsequent hearing, and said body, by majority vote 
of a quorum present, may deny to accept or hear any repetitious matter. 

5. The hearing body may recess a hearing in order to obtain additional information or 
to serve further notice upon other property owners or persons it decides may be 
interested. Upon recessing for these purposes, the hearing body shall announce the 
time and date when the hearing will be resumed. 
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6. Before the conclusion of the initial evidentiary hearing, any participant may ask the 
hearings body for an opportunity to present additional relevant evidence or testimony 
that is within the scope of the hearing. The hearings body shall grant the request by 
scheduling a date to finish the hearing as follows: 

a. If the hearings body grants a continuance, the completion of the hearing shall 
be continued to a date, time, and place at least seven days after the date of the 
first evidentiary hearing. An opportunity shall be provided at the second hearing for 
persons to present and respond to new written evidence and oral testimony. If new 
written evidence is submitted at the second hearing, any person may request, 
before the conclusion of the second hearing, that the record be left open for at 
least seven days, so that they can submit additional written evidence or testimony 
in response to the new written evidence; or 

b. If the hearings body leaves the record open for additional written evidence or 
testimony, the record shall be left open for at least seven days after the hearing. 
Any participant may ask the City in writing for an opportunity to respond to new 
evidence submitted during the period the record was left open. If such a request is 
filed, the hearings body shall reopen the record as follows: 

i. When the hearings body re-opens the record to admit new evidence or 
testimony, any person may raise new issues which relate to that new evidence 
or testimony. 

ii. An extension of the hearing or record granted pursuant to this subsection is 
subject to the limitations of ORS 227.178 (120-day rule), unless the 
continuance or extension is requested or agreed to by the applicant. 

iii. If requested by the applicant, the City shall allow the applicant at least 
seven days after the record is closed to all other persons to submit final written 
arguments in support of the application, unless the applicant expressly waives 
this right. The applicant's final submittal shall be part of the record but shall not 
include any new evidence. 

F. Decision process. 

1. Approval or denial of a Type III decision or appeal of a Type II decision shall be 
based on standards and criteria located in the code. 

2. The hearings body shall issue a final written order containing findings and 
conclusions that approve, approve with conditions, or deny the application. 

3. The written decision shall explain the relevant criteria and standards, state the facts 
relied upon in rendering the decision, and justify the decision according to the criteria, 
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standards, and facts. 

4. In cases involving attorneys, the prevailing attorney shall prepare the findings, 
conclusions, and final order. Staff shall review and, if necessary, revise, these 
materials prior to submittal to the hearings body. 

G. Notice of Decision. 

1. The written findings shall be sent to: 

a. Any person who submits a written request to receive notice, provides written 
comments during the application review period, or provides written or oral 
testimony in the public hearing; 

b. The applicant and owner of the subject property; 

c. Any governmental agency which is entitled to notice under an intergovernmental 
agreement entered into with the City. 

2. The written findings shall include information on the application, the City's decision, 
and a statement explaining how an appeal of the decision may be filed. 

H. Effective Date. A Type III decision is final for purposes of appeal when it is mailed by 
the City. 

I. Appeal. The Planning Commission's decision on a Type III decision or Type II appeal 
may be appealed to the City Council as follows: 

1. The following have legal standing to appeal: 

a. The applicant; 

b. Any person who was mailed notice of the decision; 

c. Any other person who participated in the proceeding by testifying or submitting 
written comments; and 

d. The City Council, on its own motion. 

2. Procedure. 

a. A Notice of Appeal shall be filed in writing, on forms provided for the purpose by 
the Planning Director, within 10 days of the date the Notice of Decision was mailed. 
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b. The Notice of Appeal shall be accompanied by all required information and 
fees. 

c. The appeal shall be limited to the specific issues raised during the comment 
period and public hearing process unless the hearings body allows additional 
evidence or testimony concerning any other relevant issue. The hearings body may 
allow additional evidence if it determines that such evidence is necessary to 
resolve the case. The purpose of this requirement is to limit the scope of appeals 
by encouraging persons to be involved in the public hearing. Only in extraordinary 
circumstances should new issues be considered by the hearings body on an 
appeal. 

3. The City Council shall overturn the decision of the Planning Commission only when 
one or more of the following findings is made: 

a. That the Commission did not correctly interpret the requirements of this title, the 
Comprehensive Plan, or other requirements of law; 

b. That the Commission did not observe the precepts of good planning as 
interpreted by the Council; or 

c. That the Commission did not adequately consider all of the information which 
was pertinent to the case. 

4. The Council's action on an appeal shall be governed by the same general 
regulations, standards, and criteria as apply to the Commission in the original 
consideration of the application. 

J. Any decision of the Planning Commission may be appealed to the City Council unless 
otherwise specified in this Title. Such appeals will be processed using the Type III 
procedures unless otherwise specified in this Title. 

K. The decision of the City Council regarding a Type IV decision, appeal of a Planning 
Commission decision, or any other process contained within this title, is the final 
decision of the City. (Ord. 1080, 2001, Ord. 1111 section 5, 2003; Ord 1237, 2007) 

16.89.060 Type IV decision. 
For certain applications, the City Council makes a final decision after a recommendation by the 
Planning Commission. These application types are referred to as Type IV decisions. 

A. Pre-application conference. A pre-application conference may be required by the 
Planning Director for Type IV applications. 

B. Neighborhood meetings. The applicant may be required to present their development 
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proposal at a neighborhood meeting (see Section 16.89.070). Table 16.89.020 sets the 
minimum guidelines for neighborhood review but the Planning Director may require other 
applications to go through neighborhood review as well. 

C. Application requirements. Type IV applications shall be made on forms provided by 
the Planning Director. The application shall be accompanied by all required information 
and fees. 

D. Public notice and hearings. The public notice and hearings process for the Planning 
Commission's review of Type IV applications shall follow that for Type III applications, as 
provided in subsections 16.89.050.D and 16.89.050.E. 

E. Decision process. 

1. Approval or denial of a Type IV decision shall be based on the standards and 
criteria located in the code. 

2. The hearings body shall issue a final written order containing findings and 
conclusions recommending that the City Council approve, approve with conditions, or 
deny the application. 

3. The written decision shall explain the relevant criteria and standards, state the facts 
relied upon in rendering the decision, and justify the decision according to the criteria, 
standards, and facts. 

4. In cases involving attorneys, the prevailing attorney shall prepare the findings, 
conclusions, and final order. Staff shall review and, if necessary, revise, these 
materials prior to submittal to the hearings body. 

F. City Council proceedings: 

1. Upon receipt of the record of the Planning Commission proceedings, and the 
recommendation of the Commission, the City Council shall conduct a review of that 
record and shall vote to approve, approve with conditions, or deny the 
recommendation of the Planning Commission. 

2. The City Council may question those individuals who were a party to the public 
hearing conducted by the Planning Commission if the Commission's record appears to 
be lacking sufficient information to allow for a decision by the Council. The Council 
shall hear arguments based solely on the record of the Commission. 

3. The City Council may choose to conduct public hearings on Comprehensive Plan 
amendments, amendments to the text of this title, zone map amendments, and 
annexations. If the Council elects to conduct such hearings, it may do so in joint 
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session with the Planning Commission or after receiving the written record of the 
Commission. (Ord. 1080, 2001) 

16.89.070 Neighborhood Meetings. 
A. Applicants are encouraged to meet with adjacent property owners and neighborhood 
representatives prior to submitting their application in order to solicit input, identify issues, 
and exchange information about the proposed meeting. 

B. The Planning Commission or Planning Director may require an applicant to hold a 
meeting in the neighborhood prior to accepting an application as complete. A 
neighborhood meeting is required for some application types, as shown in Table 
16.89.020, unless this requirement is waived by the Planning Director. 

C. At least two weeks prior to the neighborhood meeting, the applicant shall mail notice 
of the meeting to: 

1. The appointed chair and all active members of any neighborhood association in 
whose boundaries the application lies; and 

2. All of those who would receive notice of the application's public hearing before the 
Planning Commission. 

D. The meeting shall be held in a fully accessible location approved by the City. 

E. Following a required neighborhood meeting, applicants shall prepare a written 
summary of pertinent issues raised and shall prepare a detailed response to each issue. 
This material shall be submitted to the Planning Department in electronic format at least 
two weeks before the initial public hearing. 

F. Applicants or attendees may make audio or video recordings of the neighborhood 
meeting if desired. (Ord. 1080, 2001, Ord. 1111 section 5, 2003; Ord 1237, 2007) 

16.89.080 Application Requirements and Completeness. 
A. Submittal. Applications for land use and development permits shall be filed on forms 
provided by the purpose by the Planning Director. The application shall be made with all 
required information and fees. 

B. Fees. Fees shall be set out by resolution adopted by the City Council. Fees shall 
differentiate between various processes and applications and no part of the fee shall be 
refunded unless approved by the Planning Director. 

C. Amendments to forms. Application forms may be amended by the Planning Director. 
The Planning Commission shall first review and approve all proposed amendments as 
New Business Items. 
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D. Completeness. In reviewing an application for completeness, the following procedure 
shall be used: 

1. When an application is received by the City, the Planning Director shall 
immediately determine whether the following essential items are present. If they are 
not, the Planning Director may choose not the accept the application, in which case 
the application shall be immediately returned to the applicant: 

a. The required form; 

b. The required fee; and 

c. The signature of the applicant on the form, and signed written authorization of 
the property owner of record if the applicant is not the owner. 

2. Completeness. 

a. After the application is accepted, the Planning Director shall review the 
application for completeness. If the application is incomplete, the Planning Director 
shall notify the applicant in writing exactly what information is missing within thirty 
(30) days of the application and allow the applicant 180 days to submit the missing 
information; 

b. In accordance with the application submittal requirements, the application shall 
be deemed complete upon the receipt by the Planning Director of all required 
information. The applicant shall have the option of withdrawing the application or 
refusing to submit information requested under (a), above. For the refusal to be 
valid, it shall be made in writing and received by the Planning Director no later than 
fourteen (14) days after the date on the letter of incompleteness. If the applicant 
refuses in writing to submit the missing information, the application shall be 
deemed complete for the purposes of processing on the 31st day after first 
acceptance of the application. 

E. The City shall take final action on permit applications which are subject to this chapter, 
including resolution of all appeals, within 120 days from the date the application is 
deemed complete. Any exceptions to this rule shall conform to the provisions of ORS 
227.178. This 120-day rule does not apply to legislative comprehensive plan and text 
amendment applications as defined under ORS 227.178. 

F. Standards and criteria. Approval or denial of a complete application shall be based 
upon the standards and criteria that were applicable at the time the application was first 
accepted. (Ord. 1080, 2001) 
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16.89.090 Modifications. 
Any proposed modification to previously approved land use applications, including site plans, 
elevations, or conditions of approval, shall be reviewed by the Planning Director to determine if 
they are minor, intermediate, or major. Factors to be considered in this determination include the 
date of the orginal application, the impact on neighboring properties, and the impact on public 
service provision. Modifications shall be processed as indicated in subsections A through D 
below. Modification applications shall be made on forms provided for the purpose by the Planning 
Director. 

A. Minor Modification. Minor modifications have a negligible impact on an approved site 
plan, land use decision, or condition of approval. The Planning Director will review all 
minor modifications under the Type I process. 

B. Intermediate Modification. Intermediate modifications are those that do not fit the 
definitions in 16.89.090(A) or (C). The Planning Commission will review intermediate 
modifications as new business items. If the Commission approves a modification, notice 
of the decision will be distributed to individuals with standing and the owners and 
residents of the properties noticed during the original application review process. The 
Planning Director may waive the requirement to notice those with standing in cases when 
the final decision date on the original application was more than five years prior to the 
modification application date. The individuals noticed may obtain a public hearing on the 
issue by filing a request in writing within ten days of the notice mailing date. Any 
additional costs of such hearings shall be paid by the modification applicant. Hearing 
notice shall follow the requirements of the procedure type of the orginal application. The 
Planning Commission may require any Intermediate Modification to be processed as a 
Major Modification, using the decision criteria in section 16.89.090. 

C. Maior Modification. Any modification that would result in a substantial impact to an 
approved site plan, land use decision, or condition of approval is a major modification. 
Major modifications shall be processed using the procedure type of the original 
application. 

D. Modification criteria. Modification applications shall be evaluated based on the 
criteria pertaining to the original application being modified. (Ord. 1111,2003; Ord 1237, 
2007) 
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